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ABSTRACT. The general theme of this presentation is' that if

tutorial-type computer-assisted instruCt.ion(CAI) is to become

an accepted aftd Viable means of learnin'g, then its Application

to that task must result in a significant improvement in the

cost-effectiveness of the overall process. Even the best

possible CAI program cannot accomplish this unless the immediate
outcomes, such as iwproved achievement or shorter learning time,

n themselVes be exploited in a, useful.and meaningful way.

I shall begin by ommenting on ,instructional innovation in

general, and op- the failure of.innovative tSchnology to make

much of An impact .o7n teaching. Successful introductitirl'of a new

instructional medium d6ually reqUires adjUstmentsdh the Use of,

other methods, including the classropm,experiente,itaelf. Thua

the manner in which-*-CAI ie used seems to be :at least _di

tuortant_.in del,ermining the "success"%pf CAI as :is_the quality

_of the CAI Program itself.: CAI should 'always ,be regarded d's

only one component_ of the -eburse,, and -Rust be sensitivailAr

interfice&to the-otVr components:such-as audioiapep, readingf

an'd

-

Some of these points wil_ be illustrated in Part II of_ the

presentation4, which describes ..tffie use of audio-tutorial and CAI

methods that have'been used in tlie teaching of ChemistrY,at SFU.

Details are_given of An introductory course in ChemiStry in

which student perf6rmance was improved, not only'in thae Cpurse,

but also in a,fellbwing, traditionally taught" course as'welI.
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tend to view CAI as a communications medium, and thus as

something that is more the art of the teacher than of the

programmer. Both skills are neceisary; it seems that the best

CAI materials, like the best textbooks,.will be written by a
fairly small number of authors AO have the facilities and

especially the time required to design and develop instructional
programs.

Part III will take up the matter of authors, author languages

and program transfer. One problem ,to be given particular
emphasis is my feeling that CAI is not evolving as rapidly as

computer technology and computing practice in general. Although
a few systems are°exploiting the current state, of the. art, the

majority still employ primitive and inadequate hardware-- in all
too many cases, leading ta a poor frnage of CAI; The most

Serious thing standing in the Way,of CAI at the present time. is

the dearth of effective and, well-doCumented instructional
'programs. This. is Partly am effeat of'the deficiencies of .the
current major authorinClanguages;,which are unable to ierve as
Practical vehfcles for the design and presentation of CAIi that

is sufficiently sophisticated to be ccist-effectivel

PART I. EDUCATION AND INNOVATION

In many ways, the classroot has always -tieen something of a

backwater of technological change.' Overhead projectors, which
Were Trequently'used for,displaying scorei in bowling speys in

the 1940s, did not .Lbegome.. widelyavailable in most schools

until twenty.years later-- and even today, boSt university

teachers Seer& to be rather' want of .them,atill apparently
preferring the familiar, venerable, and :Audty, chalkboard,' in
spite of its limited visibility,to ttIVHmajorttk of the occupants

of large lecture theatres. Ten years ago'Oortable cassette
recorders became ino.yensively available on a-bfifficiently large

scale' that -mobt taenagers could; acquire thamv But

audiotape-based learnt* mateliiel, in Spite otits demonstrated
afficacy, plays only a Minor role in.aost oldialrooms, even whlie
the far lese effective 'and more gos4y -"School broadcasts"
continue to emanate' from the transmittirs of' thei Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation and similar national auh.hrities in

other countries.
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The situation is even More str king.when one considet's :the two

technologies that have most radically altered the nature"and

scope of communicatons in our-society dyring the past twenty

years: television and the computer. Although closed-circuit

television has been available to many schools since the late

1950's, this medium has made very little real impact on the way
things are done in.the classroom, even while in the real 'world

outside the school, television has managed to transform many

aspects of the education of our children, and in some respects

has left the classroom far behind; having succeeded tn imparting
to, many children a view of the world whose scope and

soPhistication extends far beyond that of the school curricula.

The case of the computer is somewhat different. It has invaded

most schools, but only as far as the business office; to most
school administrators, "Computer" means EDF-, electronic data

processing. Occasionally the computer manages to become a

subject of the curriculum itself, but even then it is presented

more as a _tool for business data processing or applied
r-.

mathematics. It is true that students in universities are now

beginning to be exposed:to the use of the computer as a tool for

pe-oblem solving' apd simulation. Although much effort has gone

into d6eloping and distributing programs for such purposes,

there is very little published evidence showing any

significantly increased learning by this means. In contrast,

tiere is considerable (albeit not alwaya unequivocal) evidence

for the efficacy of tutorial type CAI, but this represents a

minor portion of instructional'computing applications at most

universities., A possible reason. is that the pioblems asspciated
with the design and implementation of this style of CAI do not

tend to engage the interesi's of those wno are already involved

in computer use in a given,discipline. The risult is that as an

instructional device in its own right, the computer is generally

regarded as a highly experimental, expensive, and rather

doubtful luxury that had best be p.ostponed for the.indefinite

future.

There is no single, simple reason for the failure of these

technologies to make much headway in eaucation; numeroua,

faetors, such as the sometimes amhigueus role oT educational'

institutions ip our aociety, the way teaching and learning are
considered t6 enter into instruction, the nature and sociology,

of the teaching profeSsion-- these and other considerations all
6nter into the problemln a complex way. All,we do know is that
somehow, there has been very little real incentive to introduce

,- innovative technology and to make it work in the ,school

environment.\ In contrast, the non-school instructional

environments of industrial and military training have tgenerally

been more6 dtoeptivelo innovative and non-traditional teaching,

methods.
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One factor that.dOes seem to emerge, however, is that until

xecently there has been relatively little external pressure on
our schools to make any significant improvements in the results

or efficiency of instruction. "Cost effectiveness" has always

been a bad word in educational eircles, and has only limited

meanirg in much of higher education, anywiy,'-- ceding to the

relati,tely small and advantaged cross-section ef the population

that collegas and universitiei have served; "good"students, by
and large, ,are generally quite, capable of instructing

themselves; all they require Is stiMulation and direction, and
post-secondary institutions have usually been able to meet the

needs of such students without'much attention to inatructional
riethodelogy. For' the best of these students,:eonsiderationi,

such as studentfaculty ratio, reputation of the faculty, ahd

the eize ef the Library have been and are valid indicators of

the overall "quality" of the institution.

These and other ,traditional criteria began to lose their,

oniverral validity Miring the far-reaching social changes that'

remmenced in the 1960's, when, the responeibilities of our

institutIons of higher learning were extended to a much broader

element of our population-- 'and bnie that was in many ways

ill-prepared academically'. At a time wIlen better preparation Of

Students was required at4all,levels, severe ecenomie constraints
have led to a deterioration in -perfOrmanoe standards, only

p--tly dI6guisea by grade inflatibn 'in -many .jurisdictions::-,

Pa_tly in responee to sOcial and political pressures (incl.Uding

tb need to maintain sufficient students to_attract-the funding

they require), many ,of our collegeS and .universities,,,have

reduced theer entrance standards, either byeliminating'entrinee

examtnations, or aceepting secondary-schdol grades that have

heen,Steadily declining in meaning.

It is'only recentl5, that'this breakdown of-our public education

--System has begun, to attraot political; attention, elieited in

part by newspaper accounts of how, the \Majority of first-year

students at several major 'North: Ameriean 'uhiversities:vere
ulable to compose English lorose at an acceptabl level. (Aat

skills in baefe: aithmeticAnd mathematies may have declined
even more: has not:as yet.beerLas widely reported.) In the State,

of New 'York, the public and political reaction ha's resulted'in'

the passage'of-tegislationquiring_secondary school (Grade 12)

graduates to_ be able to read 4nd write at the Grade 9 lave-1". It--

eeeme inevitable that similar , pressures for performance

improvemerit will be brought,to bear in other "jurisdictiona, and-

-that our edueatrOnal institutions 'will be foreed to address

themselves to instructional efficienny in-a direct waycas the
pub10 obales to doubt that simply hiring dora teachers, even ie

this were fiscally, possible, is unlikely to lead to --any
,

significant alleviation of the problem.
4 4 .
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.Although the ,development of external pressure or better,

teaching may provide the primary driving force for the

incorporation of improved,technology into our schools, it limuld

be quite wrong to believe,that the lack of such pressure ha.b74,.

adtively impeded technological change in the past. Given even

the most progressive attitude and the best of intentions, there

are still two major potential energy barriers that must be

surmounted before- the new technology, once introduced, cAn be

expected to take-hold and grow. One of these is simply LeArnipg

to make effective.use of the new methodology. The other, which

,I will discuss first, concerns the problem of exploiting the
benefits,of the new method in a way that is meaningful to both,

the student and the school.

WILL THE DIFFERENCE MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

A,number of new instructional techniques-- most notably cAI--

:have been introauced and used under conditions where improved
learning, shorter learning times', and reduced dropout,rates have

-been clearly documented. Why, then,'havhese methodsnot been
mord,cielY:adopted, are these benefits not consisteat'with the

goal'd of our.educational establishment?

In somecases.Pnrticularly dUr_more prestigious universities),

perhaps not. I would like to oPfer one explanation, however,
that my own experience suggests must have something to do with

the failure of new methodology totake hold. It does not appear

sufficient that a new instructional method lied to an ylproved

oUtcome; this improved outcome-must itself make a' Algnificant

difference '-to the educational institbtion in terms' of its own

goals. Thus,if the raison d'etre of a school, university, or

academic Obartment Is to providapositions for scholars, or tci
'simply "offer courses", then there will be little.reason to go_

to the trouble of teYing something new.

(2

'It comes as no aurgrise'to see, that in the U.S., the most

active area of CAL -haVe ,been in remedial" inhrucfion'among
disadvantaged children, and in medical and allied health fields

where clearly defined educational goals and

performance standards-existy and-4-al1une_to meet them.could have

disastrous social end political consequences. lqoJt"iof--our

academic -departments in universities aee interested-primarily in ,

the "best" students-- the.ones who require'the least amount of-

'Iteaching". Improving the effectiveness of ,instruct on will`

have little effect on the number of "A" and""B" srade ned;



the principal benefit willbe to the uriderprepared aPd potential,

failing students-- who are in any event likely, to'confer -little

if any glory on ti.e depar roduced them.

One can look at -the t in improved ingtructional

efficiency in 'a similal What Orthe fact that the time

required for studtit to learn a given body of material can be

substantially reduced!? Do we allow thisdifference tokmake any
difference tq,the student's overall progress? Cur'-deucationar_.

:PrOceSs is aivided'/Into quanti of gradeg.and coui-ses. Grade 2

is for le4rning- juat so much about writing, reading, and

mathematics'; .beyon4 . this the students coaat along and try to
keep themserves intyeated while the teacher concentrates on the

slower half of the class. -In the University, we go by

semesters. Chemi/- atry 101 is thirteen weeks long; if, by using a

'mere efficient approach-T-1- CoMplete-tne-materiar in nine weekg,

what difference' does it make? The students -still have to.wait--

for Chemistry- 1/02 to begin before they can learn mars chemistry.

Perhaps the only thing that will eventually dteide the issue is

the coat factor. It is clear. that anything as vague is "cost of

instruction"/ can be ,00mputed Alp innumerable ways, even in

traditional/teaching. Combininethia with, the hocus-pocus of

cpmputer cestiplig creates enough variables to support anyone

point:-.O'f-view. There haa, in the peat, been a tendency to cite

additiVe !Cost figures only-- that is, to conaider traditional_
instructien as "free", so that ahY improvements such as CA/ are-

add-op !iextras". As long as the costs of computers ind

computing continue their deoline,at an annual mite in eicess of

15%, i,t/appears to be only a matter of time before the topics Of

educational seminars chtnge from "coat effectiveness of CAI" to

"costeffectiveness of .teachera".

EFFECTIVE USE

The 'other major impe iment to the adoption of innovative

teehnologY has to do with our learning to use it n an effective

:manner. Just as' there is a natural tendency for, teachers 'to

teach in much the same way that they themselves were taught,

teachers_who are-presented with,4 newjinatructional medium will

!frequently. ,atteilpe to use it in a manner that is fundamentally

/the same ae whateve,other medium it replaced; without really

trying td go-beyond the limitations of-the old medium and fully
605-rotting-the-added:Capabilities of-the new medium.'

. --------- _
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ThiS phenomenon can reackily be cbaerved in institutions which,

like .vm9.wn, have lActure 'hall's equipped Iiith overhead

projeetors.. In the first, place, dianY" of the faculty, ,

,partfoularlythe moreisenior ones, will 'not use the,projector at

all, even where its,,use presents a clear Advantage to the

majority:d.fitUdents in the room., 'Of those ,who-do use:the'
projector during their lectures, the Majority will use it very

much like-they used the chalkboard: they:,transcribe 'their

messilie from lecture notes to projectOr surface, anAthen the
students are expected to carry out a second transcription -froM-
,projection screen to-notebooks,Aa'the time honored tradition of

the schola. Only a small number of faculty of my acquaintance .

take advantage, of the feet that their notes cap easily be coPied

onto transparent sheets before the lecture, sO that they need

not spencrthe time wriein% during the class peOod. Evenfew6
eliminate the second stage o'fa highly inefficiept and impeefeZt,

process by supplying printed copies bf thel leceure notes

directly to the students.. I must confes's that it took me

several years to adopt_ these practices 'Myself, but in my

graduate photochemistry course, where ,a' surpid;ingly large

amount of time was tak,7.. juet in writing. subscripts and"
superscripts, this more effective usedf the overhead_ projector

A
enabled me to cover approximately_50%. kOre Material during the

semester.

Many .new, (.and even some ,o10 ,users of .comptitee-assisted

instoJetion .have.similarly transferred the stylesi limitations,
and inappropriate aspecto of other forms of instruction to this

new, medium:'' A common example is .bhe- Use ofthecomputer
tprminAl as a'-device for presenting,reading,matte, when books-

or printed. shedts would be far 'more apl*opriatt," ParfiCula'rly

whin slow'printing terminls are used, ,Another Commoe.failing

is,to -transfer' ,the -contents,"ofogrammed instruction text

direotly to CAI, with-the effect that A More expensive medium,is

being used to present material'in a fashion that is limited by.

the constraints'Of the prograMmed book.

In the,scidndes, one frequehtly' enooun ers ,CAI .essons, thAt.

consist of "little otherthan a serieS of problems very much like_

the kind that are found in textbooks;.the sole function of t
program is to present the problem, and check to see if ehe

student's answer is correct. All too often there isjio attempt
made to-go beyond the spage limitations of the teNt OTpreviding

a thoughtful, graded' development of these problems through

, several stages of, complexity, with special effort ,made to

!

a

identify .and- analyze common :sources of student!error sr
,

,mis6nderstanding.

na
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An eXample that I have seen 'at a .number of. installations
-

%ftsista of a prograin that'randomly seleots the Omponents:Of a
emical reaction, and then calculates the coefficients,for the
-lanced equation; The, student'is SuPposed-to enter"the same

coeffcients;_ if-he does not, fie in ailp4 told he is,wrong-- no
attempt is made to-identify the error or the faulty ,reasoning
that .lee.,to' it, or to teach the proper approach to'equetion
balancing.. Thid kind of program in computationally elegant, but
f questionable pedagogical value.

It is undoubtedly the flexibility of CAI that sets it9apart from
other instructional media;. unless,thic Capability is adequately
exploited, it is unlikely .that CAI will'be worth the
trouble, or aost. The degree to Weixh this potential can be

Ihealized in a given situation 14'11 depend very strongly on the
skill and.sensitivity of the Athor, and on the power and

sophistication. of the authoring langUageL- a topic to which I
shall return later in t:his article.

At the most elementary level effective utirlzation of CAI's

flexibility -involves Asuch things as providing for random ,

'seleetion not only of numerical parameters in problems but also
of the form and wording of the problem itself, so that students
are not trained simply to sa3ve certain set kinds of problemsL

-There should- also be alternative means of presenting and

accessing the same mateeial; so that the same basic programs can
provide instruction in various- odes such as tutorial, drill,

self-test, etc.

When these aspects of flexibilit;r "are oobine4. with intgenal
recopd, keeping capabilities, one is, hen ,in a poSition to move
to,adaptive CAI, in which 'the ratepana 41rectic6h of each
student's ..ffiovemeht through the -material, is ?related to that
student's preference and performanbe.

In order to gain the maximum posSible benefit from bAii a rather
complete rethinking of the "structure" oe the subject matter
being taught is required. This is so because the structures we
aisociate with many subjects are, at least in part, -artifacts of
the manner'in which'they are commonly taught. Becadse CAI can
introduce So many' new dimensions to learntng, it is important
that we take a careful look at our.subjects from, these different
viewpoints. Ultimately, bne would hope that- .it' will 'beeome,
pbssible to emphasi4 different kinds structural development
that will-correspond more cloSely,to the, needs ef individual
stddentb. _A8 one moves to gore sephisticat,ed teeminal devices
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t areAble to Pr
motion, 'and audio
the_subjegt inct.eas
develbping alterna

gnitive styles;

duce graphics and film ,displays, animated
respohses,'the possible ways of:structuring
en*moualyland Present the_possibility of
ive .06urde structures attuned to different,

INTERFACING, GA

,

'In thlz section,, want_to commejt. 04 jhe, second important
source of diffidulei-'in'.makin-g: cAr CTIO-i*-k- ttth Problem of
'integrating CAI into the rest cif'&he cOursei, My own' experience
is- tkat the ultimate, "effeCtiveness"vof CAI seems-to depend as
nueh on the'degree to which this Intaiiation is, accomplished, as
on the basic quality of thQ CAI materfal itself. -Thus even the.

be'st-conceiyeAAI 1 actii, presented:on suitable terminals, MAYO'
_.have only ajlimi d dffect an the way in which the courga_is

taugbt and opt. the w mate Performance of the students, unfess
it is aarefully and sensitively interfaced to the course it is
.intended'to "port.

r

E COURSE

,

The most ciammon 10-stalZe is to treat CAI merely', as, an

instruction!' "aid"-- to s4mply add it on to An existing and
unchanged r gime of Let-tures, qessons,-and assignments, without

making any ch.anges---,in the style or function ofthese other-
activities. ,CAI-ie a suffioiehtly powerful tool that it is

bound to 'exert a perturbing effect on Other AnstrilctiOnal
,..activitieej if these eff4bts are ignored, then CAI is likely to

be ,, perceived by the student as something- of ,,7secondary

importance-- ab "extra work" for those who want it

CAI is,best viewed as one component of a course thee cons t.-a of

numerous'other components such`as lectures, group discu Idnay
tutorfls, reading. -and problem. assignments, laboratOry
experience, audiotape-based media, etc. Eaoh.component,should
be used primarily for wrat it can do best, And .All should be

integrated in.a comprqensive way." This implies more than that
the course'be "organizeiP; this organization Must be c;eatily

communicated to the studenea..
5

The common failure to aocommodate other aspects of teaching *to
CAI seems to, be .wylespreadeven_at institutions that have an
adequate CAI system, and sects' to be A- common reason' for the,

-failure ,of7-6AI)412 ,catch On ontsidp the classes of d-very few_
highly motivated instructors. One problem, of course, is thai-

CAI is baaically. an "individuql study", self,paceehmethod of
learning, an4 that many departments are 'simply not, ftset' up"

(cronizationallygar psychologically) for that kind oi" 'departure
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from tradition. Often- CAI is their f1rt real experienc'e in

this area, and all'to frequently they'never really accommodate

to the Idea of self pacing. This is,particularly likely to

occur where the proponente of CAI ape people whose primary

interests are with coinputerd rather tan teaching.

The specifiC nole hat is assigned to the CAI 'component of a

course will vary with the nature ofi,the courie, amd also with
the sophistication of the CAI material' and of the terminal on

whpohoit ip preseate4rAithough CAI dialogs can be divided into
many types% there aril two that deserve pdrticular attention here

becausethey 'are so ideally suited to7,CAI, ahd their goals are,
Lls"ta.13.7 less adequately realized in conventional Class settings.

One' f these ks "drill and practide". AsPite the unpleasant

associations. that this term may elicit in many memoniee, drill
and practice rçpresents one of the most important and difficult

te ching. Its'importance-lies in the fact that most

'f..bodiei of knowjLee req'uire the ..developkent of certain basic

Skills or asspCiatfOns that can only be built trp through=

repeated exerqLise 9r pattern practice.

Drill and pra tice .is difficult to present by conventional

classi.C9m rnans . Like any kind!. of, exercise) it is .most

efficient .wilen both its difficulty and rate are individually

tailored to the needs and progress of each student. LIn the

classroom; 4he teacher paust aim for some interaltdiate group of'

, people, with the'eresult,that,both the better and the poorer

students b,IO'Come bored and disdouraged. .In addition, drill and

practice. doep. °get,. rq0risent,.a ler( inspiring Or creative
application ormdat teACKere bkill,p, either in...the "resentation
or4Gmarking.theieSuits of wratten drill. ,-311e 'd_1.fficuities

associatW wi0..drill eind practice beCome increasingly 6erious

as olasee beci9me large'rand the divesity in student background

' and' 'atrility' widens. It is 'very likely that the serials

deterioration in basic math and- English sisills among high school
,.gt4aduatea that has recently come to public attention in" North

America is due, in _large measure, to the impracticality of,
including.effective drill and practice in conventional classroom

environm-ents.

It must be cleandy under400d, however, that.merely transferring

this mote of learning to tAi will not provide amy automatic

remedy tO the situation. Here again, there rs a need to.

completely/reconsider the whole process; and to make sure that

-thp computer is ,furnishing instru6tion thAt is significantly

moceradaptive Anteresting* than before. It 1.s 'perhaps

.uhfortunate'_that drill and practice can be progrwed Auite
eadily on the dimplest computer systeMs, which are not always



Capable of offering very much improvement over the more

traditfonal methods;

The other dimension of CAI that goes ,beyond other. forms .of .

instrdetion is simulation., .Of course there need not be any

fundamental distinction between drill-and-practice and

simulation; that is,' drill can be ,based on simulation.

Generally, hqwever, 'simulation involves noto so much the

developtnent and exercise of ept_nific basic skills as it does the

sharpdning of the student's ability eo select and apply these

skills ip various-situationa. Essentially, simulation shauld be

designed to broaden a student's, experienoe--: to 'provide a

"feeling" ,for the application of principleo in a more general-

context. As such, it,Opresents an activity that is often a

closer .,apProximati "'to the final desired outcome_ of the

instructional proce

'As wIth other forms of C4, however, it is quite possible to

ite an elegant simulation 'program that' has little real

pedagogical value,, oWing' to inadequate fntegration- of 'the

,aimulation exercise with the rest of the course. With batch

programs, particularly, one must always ask whether the same

concepts might not pe better conVexed through a few carefully

designed and well printed atleets of paper. The contrast is

particularly apparent when one attemptS to use a slow, noisy

printing terminal such as a Teletype to construct a series of

graphs.
-;

It is often found that the computa ionaparts, of the .program

are far enCier to write than is the ddouthbntation required to

'make them Very useful,'%and too few authorstake the,tite to do

this. Ttle.best simulations arev Of course, hiihly interective,

and are probably best presented within thA Iframework, of a'

conventional CAt system Where these interactive features can be

Part II. CAI AND Ct1E-1ISTfl AT SIMON PRASER-UNIVERSITY

The purpode of thiS section is to summarize the experience we,

have had 'in rieveioping and applying. Several; innovative

inetructional methods, particularly CAL, at,my own institution.

As.will be seen, this histOry depietsiii "real", as opposed to an

:ideal situation that departs quite markedly from.whab,one would

ordinarily recgOlend, and oArtainly from what, might have
,

happened ff we hEd ppssessed prior experience



Simon FraSor_Unlversity is a relatively new institution, having ,

been founded in 1965- as the third public' universityln British
Columbia.- Unlike our' much larger sister institution, the

AniVersity..of,British Columbia, we have no professional. schools
suchas Engineering, Agriculture an& Medicine that traditionally,
suppLy the greaterl part of first-year students in the Sciences.
As a consequenbe,' the enrollments,in'such \courses tend to be
sMall-.: less,l,than 200 in the Fall, and\around 20-50 in the
low-enrollment Summer trimester. Although,we are not faded.with
the preasure of large numbers of science stude:ts, we _do;suffer
from 'the necessity of accommodating:a wide vaiety of:student:
backgcounds and .interests. in . a relatively siall number 'of
courses,- -since providing different course Istreamst for
different groUps-of students would not be economical.

,

At the time SFU opened, Considerable, encoUragement -was given'

'faculty to explore new ando'innovative teaehing methods', and
althoUgA that atmoaPnare unfortunately failed to endure -beyond

the first fewyears. of our existence, it was the essential first
step that attracted my own participation incthe,developMent of
instructional_ methodo

.-

-01,1r first,inajor . effort wap the use of audiotapes as-supplemente
to both laboratory and lecture courses. An-atfempt [1] Wasmade
to apply' A'ostlethwaites technique [2] :Ito the chemistry,

lab-oratory course, but our 'initial efforts met; kith only limited
success and this aspect of.audictape use was dropped after,a few
years. The more successfUl applicaqon _of udio-tutorial,

methods °occurred .in --..conjunction with ,-the theory part of the

-course.' It-bears cotmenting on herabeCause it established the

environment that ,CAI eventually came to occupyl in a sense,

there is.a dtrect evolutionarypath between te audiotape work
an& our first work with,CAI severitlyearslater.

My.princlOal use of audiotapescommenced soon after my .first

semester' of teaching,- ,when Lrealized that an undue amount of
time was 'being spent; both inside and outside' of class, rdealing

With the sathe '15asi,c set of routine questions relating the the

weekly-problem seta:that ,ara. commonly Apaigned in First-Year

Chemistry courses.
4

I therefor.began. making tape-recorded:commehtaries on each
explaining 'wnet: the problem is about, what chemical

principles are 19volved; And outlining a general approach to the
solution.- but certainly not'simply dictating :the, solutton to

the- student, which would clearly have little real learning
value. 'These tapes, tOgether With printed notes that constitute
an integral part of the method (and whibh require students to

fill in blanks they go along, thus introdubing an active
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len nte the vity)','were made:available in the Library

or-use -00 a pUr'''Lely voluntary basis, and received widespread,V
.

accept&nce 6-Ohe studentgas evidenced both by their responses

to course=eveauation questiodnaires, and their degree'or use of
-,

the tepee.

Not:only was my origingeal. achieved (fewer students asking

quetioes of the type "How'do,.you do Problem 4?"), but there is

good cvid-ence [3] that the availability of these tapes led to
0

improved oerToemance by the weaker students in the course

examinations. Many-students come to our introductory course

with very little ability to analyze and solve simple numerfcal

problems. It is not so much amatter of "mathematics" as it is,

"problem-solving ability" that is lacking; it may be that the

tapes help these students to get the practice that is essential

for developing confidence and proficiency in problem solving.

Although it was the weaker fraction of the class that obviously

benefited most from the Capes in terms of grade improvement,'it

wasjnteresting to note that, the abler students nevertheless

made mery'heavy use, of the tapes, but more for review purposes

than because, they 'were "stuck". This phenomenon has been

-=--------e--conststentlr observed .in all of our work in_instructional

innovation, including CAI.

These tapes have:aince been extended and gene alized _o oever

eighteen sets fproblerrs canon . tO moit First Year courses [4].

This has extended-----their .

utility to,students, in other courses,

net only at SFU, but -Alpe in over forty high -schools and

,colléges in British Columbia-And elsewhere. '

Another major audiotape pr'oject cureemtly underwa is a. series

of units covering Various aspects OF--ehemical bondkng and

strUcture. In these I am attempting td expro#the combination

of the spoken word and- the , printed page te--apcomplish What

neither medium can do alone. An audio -Commentary ciirtdraw, the

studenCs attention to partioular.featuees of an equailonor a

diagram in a far more coMpelling and,immediate way than:cortext

printed on an adjoining page or in a captio6.By the .judicioai

use 'of halftone screening ,end two-color printing,-the spoken

commentary can effectively -_"disseet" a'Atagrarn containing,-

great deal of information:

was pointed out in the Drecedinc section, the use of, a:new

kind of medium -usually' calls for the Aevelopmpt of new-

techniques, rather thanthe,mere tranefer of older methods. In

the case of audiotapesit may require some time and efforI Cand

perhaps some expert coaching) to develop a proper. speaking°

Style. Audiotapes are-not lectures, and they shoulAnot sound

14
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-like_lectures- and they should certainlyAlot sound like-someone
simply reading a text to the student. Similarly, the design and

layout of the printed notes and 'the construction of diagrams

must be oarefully ',adapted to the presence -end nature Of the

spoken commentary; styles that might suffice quite well for a

conventional"textbook may be quite inapptOpriate in this kind of

-application. It might be added that I have-not-found"that
audiotape material cam be'deVeloped in Significantly less time

than CAI lessons;. I ,generally estimate that 50, hours of wo k is

reQuired to produce a'40-minute tape-based lessen.

BEGINNINGS OF,CAI

Our experienoe.with- CAI began,in 1969 when IBM *Canada _provided
us witli support for the installation of- se4ral terminals in'the

Chemistry Department. IBM's Coursewriter III,OAI system was

imPlemented on obr 360/50 computer, and a Small group of

interested faculty began to ,writs lesson- Materials and to

explore thi possible Applications of CAI--Although some of the

short courses that were wtitten then did-redeive considerable
use at fiist,,this-use soon dropped off as the novelty of the

method (as seen j)sr both Students and faculty) abated. -.After
about six months _the_terminals were mostly deserted, and- served

mainly e:s -_showpieees forgisitore. In-retrospect, the direct

reason for the failure of out early effortd'is fairly olear':%: we

didn't really know What we wanted to do with- CAI.
,

We then tried a somewhat 4ifferent approach:. Having ,felt that

the problem-solving tapes served a purpbse that coulq perhaps be

even better served .by an interactive method-like CAI, I began
constructing a series of CAI lessons,.that qpplicated several

sets of the- CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS materials. The initial .

lessons were quiti well'received by the students, who used them
Olite heavily from the very start._ ,

These problemtutorial lessons grew- to cover Some sixty

different problems, 'the whole colleation becoming knownas the,

CHEMEXLCAI program. During the time that we continued to Use

Coursewriter, CHEMEX Was by far the most pOpuldr and- heavily
-used of'our -Chemistry CAI programs, and its poi5ularity seems to

have continued A the other ihstitutioes that have imgemented,
-our CAI material's.

The reason for the popularity of CHEMErin,comparison to mani,of

our other CAI programs'is not hard:to. understand. A' student

comes td this program, !or help" on a particular'problem-- one

that he has'ittempted but has not.,, teeny understood. His
#
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inteiest ..ind readiness toianderstand are at a peak, anathere is
a. reasonable: chance that this motivation will yield a.concrete

-result. In short, the stUdents apparently feel that CHEMEX

meets a real and immediate need;

It is interesting to note-that many students appirentiffind the.
CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS audiotapes and. CHEMEX- 'complementary, in

that the tapes, althoughthey lack the inte,,ctive-reature of
CAI,:are'perhapa better able-tO'gefteralize beyond the details of

an individUal problem and thus bring 'therelevant -chemical
principles into sharper focus. Thus even thoUgh the popularity,

of the Udiotapes declined on a"-relative basis following the'

advent of CAI, there is reason to beliVe that bah media fulfill
,useful and somewilat Complementary needs, and I have continued to
develop'and extend both forms of the same taaic material.

uur second inaj seriéi1of Chemistry programs consisted of about
twelve programa 91ntaining mostly drill-and-praptice (rikth

small' tutorial t'6omponent) covering several 6asic introduatory

topics. Most of the drill material made use

randomly-generated problems, ,something that is exceedingly

difficult and awkward to do in Coursewriter. This collection,

known as ALCHEM, tnd a remarkably elaborate program on organic
hydrocarbon nomenclature (ORNM), wri_tten by an undergraduate

student,. compriae,(with CHEMEX) the major Coursewriter Programs

from SFU [5].. They have been implemented at over forty other

,installations,- mostly in the U.S.; tt is likely that this

represents the broauest distribution of CAI programs t: in'

Chemistry that has yet been-accomplished,- including prOgrams
mhose devel6pment has been-funded by large suns of money through

Ahe U.S. t; National Science Foundation, Since the. Canadian ,

Government does. not provide funding support for educational

development, we had ,to- manage with the minimal funding ,we

obtained .from the University, "'which provided for 11ttle more

than,,a small group consOting of myself and a part time

programmer assistant.
-

USING' C=PtI IN AN OBANIVES-BASED COURSE

Although we managed 0 write a gonsiderable- amount of CAI
Material .in the period, 1969-1972, it wap not really making any
apparent difference to the overall performance of the students

in the Vrst-Year course. This was due partly to the smai)

amount of material; wel had not yet achieved anything near

"critical mass", 'where CAT could be seen as an integral part of

all twelve weeks of the course. ,It begansto be clear, however,

16
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that the more or less t aditioral". structure of the course

might be the limiting factor. -111)972; therefore-4\ I 'began to

make a basic change in my aPproach to teaching theiintroductory
cOUrse. Briefly, I moved.toward0 butAid not tota41 adopt, the
so-callU Keller approach. I switched from a 1t3.e9ture based"_:

system to one that, 13 built around a stst, of #lldefined
-performance objectives,- ,The .course was dLVided-\inte nine,
Sections, each ending with ap examination. 'Eaqh ekamibation
4,esulted in, a letter grade, in which "C" required "0% or
better" attainMent of'75% of the objectives tested; student& who
achieved less than this were required to make up their feilUres

ty writing anotherexam.

This system,differs from 'the' triot Keller plan !in several

respects. First, , the course is not really indivicivall-v,paced÷

--7--M0.---Xefff44-IOn"-schedule is set at -the beginning of the-'
. r ,

, semester, and failureto write -an exam Om the scheduledate
, results 'in a tailing grade. This poiicy.stems-Crom my doubt

that a true:self-paced pourse can compete effectively tor:, the

student's tite in. an environment where,all the other Courses
hold him to a rigid schedule._

A second departure from the Keller plan'ti that, I 6.1d net 'do

Away with classroom- lectures_._ I feel:very stroogly,that.the
,classroem "experience" is,an important fa6et of university-level
education-- as opposed to training, in which the Keller .plan

undOubtedly exoels. On the 'other hand, I dp mot believe in

gVing any more lectures than are required to establish a '

context for the course material, to inject the:Cultural amd
humanistic:aspects pf the sUbject4 and tp hopefUlly ProVide seme
motivation. it is; these, of Couree, that conatitute the

legitimate purpose of a lecture; 'by -1;estricting the lectures x

moatly to these functiobs, I was,able to get by with only about
twelve lectures'during theisemester, instead of.30-36.'

The thled Major difference is,that I am still sufficiently oJd

fashioned to believe student grades should-, to Some extent,

refloat ability to achieve Priter3on PeiTormance on -sohedule.

Consequently, students who fail an examination can earn no more
than a c" grade on re-writing it, Also, "A" grades -lire -not

awarded oh midterm:examinations. A student desirin0 ttlis grade

myst write the final examination, which is marked in the 'usual

"relative" Manner. I cview the "A" student as.one'who can

syntheeimp ideas beyond the tonfinas of'spepific learning

objective's, and the final examination reflects this Criterion.

Since I do hot teach this o9urse every semester, it is possible

to draw some conclusions about the effectiveness of this

approach by, comparing various aspects of stUdentperforiance

17
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nTRADITIONAL"
(4 COURSES,300
STUDENTS)

"OBJECTIVES/CAI."
(2 COURSES.

180 STUDENTS)

-FIGURE 1. ..coU se grade distributions for the Introductory
Chemis,t,ry course. Several different instructors were in charge
of' this course during semesters when' it was "traditionally"
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PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS MAINTAINING CHEM 101 GRADE IN CHEM 104

.TRADH WION

_

FZWR 2. Fraction oie students receiving a given grade in the
Introductory Course, who were able to'maintain or improve that
grade in.the ,subsequent, more rigorous \COurSe.
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between s-emeeters-411-whieh-the-aver -t-by "my"---metho

and by conventional methods. -Making the comparison only betwee

semesters in Which enrcillments exceeded 80 students, we obtat

the grade distributions shown in Figure 1. The very 6'ti

number of Mailuree" (0 and F grades) is-larggly a consequel-we

of my. compelling students to pass examinations in each,,section

of the dourse. The distribution of B euid C grades is prebably-

an artifact or, my "absolute" grading system. The num13er of A'

grades, while perhaps lower than that.in the ether courtes, is

about :the same as I have always givenLeVen when I taughtfthe

eourse "conventionally",. and may Simply represent my own

personal view of what an "-A" .student is.

Since we do not have standardized examinations or' grading,

practices in our Department, it, is -difficult to asspss the

"validity" or the gradee ,from semester to seMestme. ,One way of

:getting 'at this Tight be to ask, ",how.many of your students can

maintain or improie the grade-you giVe thei, in the next course

they take in thesame, subject?" This approach. seems especially

appropriate in this introductory course, hose niain purpose is

to prepare students for -our', standard one-year. Chemistry

Sequence.

Figure 2 shews the comparative percentages of students in the

.two kinds of Courses that were able to maintain ':+r-improve heir

Chemistry 101 gradi in the sUbsequent coUrse. It.is aeen tbat

ordinarily, less than half ofthe stbdentS leaving aemistry 101

-with a passing'gtiadeare ahle to maintain'Orimprove that , grade

in Chemistry 104. B contrast, approximately 70 ot, the

students in the blectives-based" course were able to echieVe

this criterion.

What do the e result.s say about the "e fectiveness" cf CAI? -Sy

themselves, I believe they day very little. . The mast important,:

and signifirant aspect of the course is ,its objectives-based

approach. Since many of these objectives relate to particular

kinda,of skills, the role of CAf is to make it -easier for

students -to develop these skills with a mini4bm exnenditure.of

time. In other words, the use of CAI is making it possible to

present the course, in a, 'more effective manner; the

"effectivenessof ihe CAI itself, while not. UnimOrtant, is

only secondary.

' One point worth not ng is that the CAI. maeerials I -have

developed o not see m. to meet the needs of a small group of

under-prepared students. These people still must Come to rife for

assistance.. However, since CAI has largely'relieved me of -the

necessity of-perspnally ministering to the "needs on most of the-

"average", students, OI -is benefiting 4ese weaker Studants

indirectly by -giving me the time taproVide thamwith the more



Personalized help they require. This may be another important

reason for the small number of-Tenures.- The-fact-that -these

students are receivieg more of my attention elso'helps me gain a

better insieht into their learning difficulties, and thus may

help be improve Se design of the learning materials.

Our first CAI
implemented_
computer. th

;provided bot

DWARE AND SOFTWAIE

ork was based on IMS. Coursewriter III system,

itially on a 360/5(e and later on a 370/155

terminals were 27,41 typewriter terminals which

upper and lower case printing at around 14

charac_ers per second,. We found that six of these-terminals

could 4uppert a class of approximately 100 students at our livel

of use. It seemed. to -us that the difficulties ln getting

students who are not familiar with pypewriters to enter

complicated- equations would'be- nearly as great as teaphing them-

the theory-eitself. Consequently we avoided many areae ,of

Chemistry such- as equilihrium and bonding that- -would Hive-

rcguired the input 9f complex expeessions or the presentetion ef

struetural diaerams We also avoided_using the ,relativele slow

.
and noisy -terminal to printgrarhs:Oreleegpeemeents qf text.

,While we would have preferred CRT tertinals to pribterseewe 'did

observe that hard copy has some advantages, and we tried-to_

design our CAT,materials to allow students to exploit- these

advantages. .The CHEMEX problem-tutorial lessons are an example:

studenta were frequently seen using, ttie hard copy "nofes7

generated during the lessons to prepare written solutions to the.

probiems.

'The student terminals wére1hrst pleeed in an area. djaoerit to

the Chemistry laboratories, but were later moved.to a locatiqn

in the University Library where they would be accessible td!oi"e.

students. The.terminals were available seven: days' encl.-five

evenings ,a week, and an attendant was always .Available to-help

students sign on enthuse the system. We found that the'presence

of a personatke and sympathttic attendant wes"quite.important to

allay the anxiety' : many students feel when/ they first

encounter a co uter -termipal. Another essential function of

the attendant- w s to identify program huge or errors that became'

apparent during student use (IT the program6.

The Coursewriter authoring language proved to' be . he primary

Constraining influence on- theqSality and-kied of CAI 46 were

-able ,to deliver. Although' i.p does offqr. 6ny important

conveniences, it also.has-manyeUmitations that were tolerable

at first, but' became lees so ;as our experience-with CAI

developed and our requirements became more soPhrsticatede;

20
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-In late 14'72_ma decided that Coursewriter could no longer meet
our needs; since our --C'I---Ipt-tilfig------tentre--had-L-Just implemented

York/APL, we decided to use this- language tor CAf instead. APL,
in spite of its gbwerand flegibilityt As definitely nOt an,
instructional programmin& language; we.therefore attempted to
retain some of the.advantages of 'qourSewriter by simulating sOme
of'its features csuch as implicit 'granching) in APL. This
reqUired-not only the writing of special APL functions, but-also
some basic changes to the APL system itself, including the
provision for acceising assembly-language subroutines to perform_

certain operations that ;extremely inefficient in APL

The resulting APL-hased authoring languageWas_ __fir_ . more_

satisfactorl, and enabled us to write better programs with much
less difficulty.t,han with Coursewriter. The main g3in was the
ease of carrying out calculations and specifying random

,selection of problem parameters.

One disadvantage ongoing over,.to such a sys em was that we were
no longer able to exchange programs with-other institutions. ;1-1

practice this did not affect us seriously, since we' -have never
found other centers to be an important source of useabla:,-,

programs.

Although Cur APL-baaed sys em represented a definite..advance
over Coursewriter from the standpoint 'of the CAI author, a
number Of systems-difficulties began to- manifest- themselves.
York/APL is relatively- inemnsive and requi:res only a small,
amount -of.core, but At is nOt very efficient,-it is incompatible
with-Ober implementhtions of APL,'and'an undue amount of local

,maintainence yas required to keep it going. At about this time,
IBM's naw APLSV became; available, and it was decided to drop
York/APL!,in favor-of thisAmplementation,

,

APLSV offers most-of the features.that- York/APL had and ti4t

APL/360 lacked--(a_notable exception, crucial for CAIIS error
,

trapping). Although we cOuld not access a83emp1.Y-4anguage
functions through APLSV; we liop4 its_ much -greater efficienay
would obviate ...the necessitY doing "this.' 4fter some

Nexperimentation, .however, .fo nd. that some- of the

bourseOriter-like. operatiOnt ye wantedl:vere still intolerably--
-slo even in' APLSV, and that ttA large number of Altility
.funct. OQS required would leave inadequate rOom ter instru6tf6nal
material`ipthe student,workspace.

As a result Ct:these-andother considerations, we, decided that
APLSV cannot sel.-xe a0 practical vehicle fon,. the authoring and
delivery Of CAL at'the level of quality-and sciphibtication that

we feel. is;required to justify the-time and effort that must be
devoted to CAI.-Since the,only ,other CAI authoring language



,that Would be adequate is TUTOR, and this language-is suited
,only to the PLATO system, we decided that the--only practical

solution would be to develop-our own programming language. Some

comments on this language are g,iven in the last section of this

--article.

While we were experiencing reasonable success in the use of CAI

in the teachinVof my Chemistry.course, there is another sd.de of
tbe picture that was somewhat fess encouraging. This was that

after several years, and _even after the beneficial° aspects ''cif

CAI in the introductory, course, had been demonstrated, I was'--,

still the only faculty member". in 'my Department and in the '1

University who was regularLy using CAT in_regulJir courses.

Although students and some faculty had written CAI moaules _in

several other fields (English, Education, Commerce,
Mathematics),these tended4o-be' used either very irregularly or
not at all, anctin most cases were not developed to thp -point-

that they could serve.as an irtegral part,of an:ongoing course.
As a result of this "laek of faculty interest", the University

decided to discontinue suppert of this facility, and CAI service
was,dropped in 1975.

, WHAT WE HAVE LEAR

Since our work in CAI started put aa a 'pragmatic attempt to

apply. CAI to a real teaching enyfronment rather then as a

"researot projebt", we hpve bad neither tbe timea'nor the

inclination to gather the quantitative data thetwould-provide,a
'complete pidture of the use of CM anp.its results.. All 1 can

offer are a number ofat,admittedly qualitative and .suhjeptive

impreaSiona that haVe 'developed nduring '.our six years of CAI.

experience.

Most of these-are conveyed in Parts I and II of this;. entidle,

so only a few:additional comments need be mide here.. First,i and

Most important,1I discovered, thatwriting 17A1 lessons and making

them work is a full time job in itself; even eher the programs
are.written -and Ott into use,,twe will alkays'be minor-bui3s tO

ix and modifications to be 'made on the basis -.4) :student

experience and perforMance

jt is always wise to., design the CAI prog ams so _that they can be

tised and, combined in:many different ways, '"rhther -than--:writing

them' in a kay that is untquelyvsdapted to only,one pant.icular

course. This usually means a moolular approach, although t,.h9,

individual modules may pot nedessarily anparent 'to the

tuclents.
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The.'s udents view of CiI was
2

ered.ing. not unexpectedlyj
.

-they. ,were far more enthusiastic about it thqn.were most of the

faculty, and generally asked r "more ,CAI". when offering

suggestions .for tiproving the course. Ure feared at first that

many students would vieeCAI as a too "impersonal." form of

instruction. We soon found, however, that this was a very rare
cOmplaint; comments we frequently received were that 4TAI lets

you make your mistakes in private", and that "being in,a lectur4

room-with one hundred other students is no less rmpersonal".' To
some extent, the fact that CAI-reduced the number.of students
seeking personal help to the relatively Smalj. fraction of the

class who .experienced serious- difficultiea, .made Me and the

other course staff more available than weotherwise would have

been.

CURRENT DEVELIPP-E0

It would indeed be unfortunate if, after having accumulated six

years of experience in, using CAI materdals'in tWo different:
authoring languages, we' were to aVandon the work at this stage--

Oarticularly when we -.finally have available a poWerful and

Convenient authoring language. Consequentbro for the Oast yeai

I have been constructing a collection of CAI programs ',known as

GENCHEM, designed :to .support an ealre 0ourap in General

Chemistry at the Firstyear college.leiel; much of it can also

be utilized in high school courses,- RatAer 'than being 'a

pre-packaged "course" in Chemistry, GENCHEM instead provides the

basic materials-and dathfrom which the instructor can construct .

a learning aid t6at l tailored to the'particular'needs of a

given' course.

GENCHEM is written in a h ghlk modular manner,. so that the

lessons can be of maximum Use in a Variety of settings". The

materials are 'classified into about 25 different subject:groups, .

each of Which contains modules that vati9us1k emphasize'tutorial'

or drill-and-practice interaction at several levels. The

various components can be accbssed 01 different Wiys: as eUher

self-tests, drills, or "mini-courses" on topics selected by the .

student, or additionally as pre-defined segments keyed to the

schedule%and organization of a particular izAructor's course..

To aid teachers who wish to-use GENCHEM, extensive documentation

is being designed that will clearly-state What each ooMpOrihnt of

GENCHEM does, and"'What pre4cnowledgelt aesumes the student Will

have.



In addition to its. role as a set of ioperating CoUrsewa 0,

GENCHEM is intended' to serve as a sourde collection. of

0mputer-based-instrubtional strategies that oan be used by

others who wiph to design'CAI materials of their Own, perhaps

wriAten in another 'programming 41.Anguage.' The progi4ame are.

written .in a- high-level languag41that shoulCbe fairly easily
comprehended by anyone who ips a good understanding of program

flow in CAI. The progrep listings themselveseshould therefore
constitute another level of documentation that w4l, convey the

general sense of the programs, so that a ooMpelent programmer

should be able, to-impleMent-tha programs in another authoring

la6guage,' particularly if a reasonably powerful text editing

program is available:to minimize the amount of additional'

--Lkeyboard _entr:yrequiredl. _Naturally( anv such "translation" will

be pithin theTlimits imposed by the'local-langeage, This malr-15-0-

a serious .practical, limitation to many, particularly if the -

local language is not Particularly sophistipated. Use of the

very simple' CAI. languages 'or non-CAI languages such as.APL or
BASIC will probably not be practical'unlesa vyery large anou

of prograMming Manpower is availaple. F'ven ,then, the results

are not likely .to be satisfactory,' since the design- of the

GFNCHEM strategies presupposes the avaAlability Of. faeilities

that are not ordinarily available on geheral-pUrpose interactive
systems.

Similarly a cer'tain standard ofter4nal-:capability is_sssu

Ability to present bo,th upper.and loWer-case letters'

essent4l.. AboUt ewo-thirds -of 'the programs pan be used on

either prAnting or disOlay terminals; the'remainder ire _adapted -

specifically to display terminals with 'individual character

a4dreSsing. r

-It is hoped that the GENCHEM ñiaterials, -when they are completed,
wil). help'to alleviate the severe chortage -of adeguate conrse

material that' 1 mupt .certainly militate -against the more

wideiPread use of CAI In the:teaching gf Chem1Stry. Of course

there will'be' many who will atill be unable to make use.of this
Material owing to the:Jack pf euffibiently spnhieticated systems

and ioartminals. Given the rapid development of- -computer

technology, it does. not seem wise to sacrifice qyality and

sophiatication of courseware in ordee to meet this Short-term

difficulty.

It is hoped .that -GENCHEM [6] even : not immediatey
implementabie by others, will at 'leas1 prove tO be a'useful

model for constructing. comprehengive CAI n,c4ges in '.other'

disciplines, -and a basil on whieh-others.dan improve upOn. the-

-art of CAI in Ch'emistry.
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Part.Ifi, 4TUTORIAL CAI: AUTBO NG LANGUAGES,

TRANSFER

. '

.

If the purpose Of . computer-as isted ins ruction is

communicate witn the individual s udent, then the function of -a

-CAI auth9iing language must, be to communicate both the

instrucCional matrial and the instructional strategy to the

computer . At first glance, orie might expect that a_

general-purpose cOmputational language would be the ideal

vehicle for expressing an instructional program, since most such
langdages can manipulate and analyze dharacter strings and

perform virtually any ikind of calculation that might be

required. In fact, the useof such languages for anything: but

the simplest kinds of CAI 'programs is extremery cuMbersome and

usually leads to unsatisfactory results. In most cases, , the

very generality-of tht language becomes a severe impediment; the
,

algorithms requircd '" eo- implement many of the simplest

instructional operations e either, hopelessly, complex, or else
,

7c.they require the insertio 'of 1.arge amounts of repetitive .coda-e

Part of the problem'arises rom the strict syntax rules *that

-must necessarily be tightly drawn in any language that is-to

serve a multiplicity'of uses' but: which simply get-in the way of

convenient .CAI practice. -

These deficiencies are particularly serious in a relativelY

primitive convlrsational language' like BASIC, in which the

inber of fundamental bperations is quite limited, and 4- variable

types cannot be liynamically defined. But' eien 'in the-far mbre

elegant and powerful APL, many ofythe-vpry features. that 'giye

this language its simpliclty and integrity lead-to' cOnstruOtions

and , restrictions that Pl.-tend to distort a direct an'd natural

instructibnal programming style. APL can be used for CAI,in its

more or -less "raw" foi'm, or MO a higher-level language in

varying degrees of disguise. The resulting prograris are

generally 7 difficult' to debug or modify0 are not easily

transportable between systems of different manufacture, and the
listings of the CAI programs are very difficult to follow. The

fact that AFL has been used for CAI with some.succead, is more of

a tribute -to Me. ingenuity and- perseverence of the authors Ind

programmers, than an indication of AFL's suitability t'cr, this

application Pr:1 .

AND

eneral purpose languages are' also awkward :tor stUden to ',use

"in .an instruti6nal context ; it is .arely pradticat to .."trap"

simple errors -such ,aa. input .6t,an alphabetic luantity when a.

4umerio answer is required, nor Is f usi!ally possible to *?.014

a;Student to .enter expr4ssionsfor trial eVn4latiorif or to

inteiTept special student -,dgmmands (stich 'ar,7belp") -Attiouti

making spe ial provision at each ihot point!: pt the oprogram.

A
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There are also p oblems arising from tne limited size of the

.aptive workspace or,memory region, ,requi'ling either frequent

"load". and "run" .commands on the part of the student, orthat.

the author-go to special lengths to-manage ehe use of actiVe

memory. -

The obvioda'alternative is..-to use' a, specialized janguage In

whiCh simple statements J3r ecimmahda are available to invoke a
wide spectrum of operations peculiar to CAI.' These include lthe
organization of material into "question groups"., analyzinig

complevstudent responses',-implicit branching, and res06-nding to

student-entered Commands.

Many such languages have been' derizeloped sinCe the earlY-:and mid

1960's.',Most of them ,were developed for tse on, a. Single

computer system for loCei usd. Some languages were designWfor
moPe general use, and a small- namber of these-have received

.fairly widespread aeceptanee. Perpapsthe most widely, used _of

these languages- is IBM's. Coursewriter III. Coursewriter is

'usually Considered easy to-learn and to use for persons who, are

not computer-oriented, .but its lack of flexibility and

extensibility limit-its use to -rather simple sti.ategies that

require -Little computation. 'In spite of Coursewriter's many

.'advantages, it has fAiled -.to evolye along-with .computing
teàhnology and .CAI practice, ahd its _future' application seams

limited to fairly simple training,applieations.

. . _
The most powerful ofj,he'current AI lanuges is TUTOp

was.- deVeloped as part ,ofthp/PLATO projectat.he_Uniyersity ef
Illinois M.. In-contr*t-te-Coursewriter,'the development and --

use Of -TUTOk-have been' eightlycoUpled,..-so that the language has .

been able te evolve of the iisers. -fqtrrhough'TUTOR does have its

Wkward aspects, it is _ never:thelia'a ooe of the , most

sophiqicated- CAT languages, andA)4cOnly-one-that suPports
interactive graphics. Because',TUTOPT reflects the unique

architecture of the,PLATOystem, ita use is presently limited
to thit-system, whIch is Aprrently being:offered by.the Control_
Data CorPoration-

_

PLAN-1.71.[el is aIanguage .that:I:las-,deVeloped with the'sUpport of-
, . .

h4ALS. 4ational ScienoOlFoundatiOn. Thie'language'le roUghly

comparable to ,Cpnraewriter, except thatlt -has full nuMericill. .

Comp4tational facilities and ellowe't4e usp of' sUbPoutineS.
the-interestg of.transferability, FLANIT was wHtten'in,FORTRAN.-'

.Nevertheleas, ?UNIT has not received wide- acceptanpe and it

.now seemajanlikelx that 'Will:freMain a' language .oft' mapr

importanee.
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A fourth language that bears mentioning is PILOT. Although
PILOT was-developed in an-attempt to create a "simple" authoring
language, iti4Awincipal application has been by users of

minicomputers, and its implementation is. usually associated. with
the availability of BASIC. The principal drawback of PILOT is

that ita capabilities ire generally limited to those of the

smaller minicomputer systems, yhich are only marginally suitable
for many 'CAI 'applications. As computer tedhnology evolves;
there should be relatively little need for primitive languages

such as PILOT (or even BASIC, for that matter!) for serious CAI
work.

PsImpLICITrif vs. ORGANIZATION'

Virtually all CAI authoring languages seemto be described' -(PY

theirk originators, at least!) ap iTsimp.keirandA0easy to learn":
Aside from tk-le Auestionable-bbjective'meaning of theae terms,,it
seems reasonable to ask,if they are really.valuable features At

all. Certaifily,', na ohe wbul& argus that_a CAllenguage Should'
.not be simple,to use'if the programming task-: itspif :is ',simple
from a comPutatiotal standpoint, as .in :a fairly iinear

"question-and-answer" kind of CAI program. But, it can be Argued.

that CAI programs of this sort rePresent a small fraction of

what most 'of us will soon Witt-to do with CAI, and they will
certainIy.fall far short of rexploiting the full power (and

post-effectiveness) of the medium4' add -above all the

capabirities of'the students who will be.using the medium.

language'han be exceedingly simple in terms ,of number, of

°mends, ahd thus "easy to learn"; at the samAtime., it might
be almost as difeicult to use.,for reaionably sophisticated *work

as a;pon-05:language might be., The point that muat be made is,

that theinateuctional process itself ia far fromsimple",
trarticularyffyhen .stated,in terms of basi6 computer operations.
A better indek of the adecacy of a Cq language 'wduld be the

amount- of organizatioh it , offers to help deal with this

complexity. It- is in'-preciselY this.area that the "simplen
languageiLlike'PILOT,,and'the non-CAI languages like BASIC and

'API. clearly fall down.:.:_tt is not so muph astluestibn of,WHAT the

'"simple" languages cah do, but how much and wIlat kihd of code

must be written toget them to accoiplish a given instructional

task.

It aSsmsAnevitable that more and More use 'will be made of

minicomputers it-C. CALI'not.ronly.are they cheaper to operate and

mord reliable,.but they-are dbt plaguali by -"computer politics"

and bureaucratic administration to the extent that large central

_
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compUting systems are. Although few if any of 'the present-day

=mini systems-may-be otpable (4-supporting a reallysophisticated
CAI authoring language, a fairly significant frtetion of them

'maY well be cepable of,executing the,"compiled" code that might
be,generated by an adequate authoring language on a much larger'

machine In other words, since,there will inevitably be more
users than authors; and since it is,the authoring -process , that -
demands the larger machine, it would seem worthwhile, to put more
emphasis on the separation of these- two asPects of CAI., -One can

envisage systemt in Which one large computer serves an extended
network of minicomputers, each of which 'handles a number of

local terminals. Each mini-would communicate with the central

maChine to receive updated material, and also to transmit

-performance and use dataA'elatingto the programs-.

TEACHERS AUTHORS, AND ITGRAM DOCUMENTATION

It is not uplikely that alMost eVery teacher will one day have

access to e perpopal cOmputer terminal. Others have noted this,

and have.suggested that this would enable every such teacher to
write-CAI.progrtms specific eci.the needs of eta' class. To me,

-tucha Obtaibility seems no more likely (or desirable) than to
expect everyone owning a typewriter toWrite a textbook. The

reasons are the ,samel Y-the successful CAI lesson, like the

successful textbook, requiret'an author who possesses a good''

amountof experience and talent., both-in designing=and using the
partiuular medium, .and also fh teaching. Both endeavors, andv

CAI especially, also consume Massive amounts of the, author's

time.

I firmly believethat.CAI is (or should be) the art of the

teacher,'nOt of the Computer programmer. -Only the bestteachers

Should , be encoimaged to'develop.CAI material. Unfortunately,

the number of suWiciently good teachers who are also able and

willing to'devote the required amourit,of time and'effort to this,

work is vtnishingly small ,The temptation to shortoireuito_the

authoring process by leaving most of the *ork to student

aasistants or professionalMmatructional programmers" iLalWays--
Present; particularly :Wien :one :must rely on ,an inadequate .

prograMming language whose ha is accompanied by i good-deal. of
, ,

drudgery. The results of-succumbing:to this temptation to any,

Significant extent are usually--.apparent in the quality -of the

finished. product'. ,To compose a'textbook or a 'lecture Wthis
manner would surely result in an inferior product. Qne can only

wonder if the rather poor image.that CAI has In many qUartert,

does not 7arise in-' part from, this,tendency,to regard CAI As a

!programming" discipline.
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It seems likely that the bulk of the successful CAI materials

will he written by a fairly small group of teacher-authors.

Bea-Um the,structure and organization of all but the moet

Wokey: MouselLish of instructional. programs , is fairly,

-complicated, these SOthOri-- mill -ofnepessity poisess

considerable programming expertise as well; Those wh6-7went7-to

use.CAI in ra major way will rely largely on the "import" of

these materials from other sources;A Naturally, we can always
modify, extend, or otberwise supplement these materials to.adapt

them bo our own needs and idiosynchrosies, just as'we frequently

supplementa textbook with'locallyprinted written material.

It would therefore appear that theWidespread acceptance and use

of CAI in a meaningful'instructional Sense will not be possible

,Until tested and demonstrably "effective" CAI materials become

generally aVailable; ihdeed, it is just the 'lack Of this

availability that waa cited as a principal inhibliory factor to

'the' spread,of.CAI, in a studypconducted several years ago DOL.
More important, the very development . of the art of designing CAI

material's depends von newand-prospective authors.having access
to existing programs, for use as Modeler certainly very few

conventional,authors would commence the design of a new textbook

without surveying the best (and worst) of what has been done in

the past. 9

,A hook,. of course, serves as its own , documentation; by simply

reading it, - one can immediately' grasp the author's style of

approach, the scape of coverage, and its level of

sophistication. The same cannot be said of most CAI programs.

Any but the trivially simple ones cannot conveniently be "read"

like a book, even if the person looking at the printed listing

is familiar with the authoring language. In any case, the

teacher mho is interested in assessing the program is really

interested not in the program listing itself, but in the end

product of the program, which has no single representation,,

since any such program will normally specify' a multiplicity of

actions that will be sontingent_ on the student responses, and

perhaps on randomly- specifik parameters within the program.

CAI program portability in the broadest sense will require that

a number of conditions be satisfied. 'First, the program listing

itself should be as clear and self-documenting as possible.

This implies a high-levei authoring language whose power and

organization is fully consistent with the sophistication of the

CAI program., There should be an absolute minimum of detailed

computational code, and this should be,adequately docUmented

internally. Similarly, the overall organization of the program,

meanings of variables, and default conditions should be clearly

noted within the program.

2 9
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Second, there will usually,need to_ be a considerable amount of

"external" documentation that describes what, each program

attbmptste do, what prerequisites are assumed, what questions

are asked, and what Acinds, of errors are looked for. Where

problems are constructed from randomly-defined parametera within

the program, examples,should be given that indicate the general

rangef"of the different variables.: Similarly, the contents of

various tables of data that-are used An,the program should be

given in ,ciear, Underptandable form, $Q that One can-see-what

the scoPe of the program will be.

A third level of documentation would cover the actual -use of

theae programs in connection with the overall-course It would

- suggest ways of correlating the CAI lessons with reading,

audio-tutorial exercises, and other class work. If alternative

ways of organizing the program are available, thesi would be

explained. This third level of documentation would be a "User's

Manual" for, the teacher, ,and would be an important means of

combatting the natural suspicion that most instructOrs harbor

toward instructional Materials that they have not designed

.themselveat and which they perhaps, do not fully-understand.

It la apparent that all this will require, a large amount Of

additional Work by :the, author, not only to prepare., but td

revise and update'as the CAI programs themselves evolve. It is

d' ubtful, however, that the,fruits of any one author's work will

e er diffuse to a very wide audience if this is not done. And

is hardly likely that many authors will be inclined to devote

s veral years of nearly full-time'effort to the creation- of a

m-jorgroup of programs' unless there is A reasonable chance that

heir, work can be used by others, whether:the return to the

atithor will be Orely,professionai-or financial as we11,111].

AUTHORING LANGUAGES AND PROGRAM PORTAHILITY.

What we have been discussing so' far is, the transfer of the

de_cription,. or idea of the program. What of the program

it elf? \Tile moA direct and trouble-free route'is of course' to

tr nsfer\between identical computer systems, Although it must be

po nted \out that very few systems are totally identical in,all
reapects Th0 opportunity Tor divergence increa0Ps rapidly with
syStem size-and complexity; frequently the, differences between

suCh thihgs as terminal telecommunications control protocols is

etoUgh te raise serious\ difficulties in the transfer of,

interactiVe programs.



Many of the largest installations that may be most interested in

sharing materials will very likely'be committed to their own,

and frequently very different aUthoring languages. This raises

a serious impediment to tranbartability, and -ttiere- are ric,

simple solutions, short of the utopian one of hoping everyone

will'adopt the same language.

It has been suggeated that authors might make their major

programs available in a "documentation language",,"which would

then be translated by interested users into whatever 'local

language is aVailable. A model language has been proposed for

this -purpose [12] .

The major difficulty, that arises when languages or--systeme

differ is that 'the,capabilities that the original CAI program
,requires may simply not be available at the receiving location.

For widespread transportability and use, programs must' be

written in, a widely available authoring language that will

necessarily reflecta comMon standard of program sophistpation

and capability. With all commonly-11nd authoring. languages

(except for TUTOR), this standard is entirely too low; it does

not reflect the functional capabilitiesof present hardwatp or

software practice, and'it certainly inhibits the realization of

CAI's petential. The best programs, the ones that involve years

of development work on the part' of the author, may well require

'features that are unavailable, in -the majority of standard. .

, authoring languages, and for this reason they arenot eaaily

, transferable. The less imaginative, 'more trivial, (and more,

"machine-like") programs are the ones that are most subject to

exchange. Thus with' the present low standards in peogramming

languages, the transfer process does little to advance the state'

of 'the art instead,, it promotes,obsolescende and mediocrity.

Of course, creative teachers will always be getting better ideas

and computers will continue to evolve, so the completely

unimpeded tranfer of programs is not a realistiS goal. . What

would seem necessary at this stage is the Setting Of a minimum,

standard of functional caPabilitythat is ,reasbnably consistent

with the best of present CAI practice. This Ilea already been

done in Canada; under the sponsorship of the National ReSearch

Council E13j, and a CAI authoring language 'consistent with this
standard has been 'designed [14].- It is.still too early to know

whether this Work 'will ever:be translated into practice,' but

these are'certainly moves in the right direction.

°(

A



A NEW C.A.I. AUTHORING LANGUAGE

Rather than enter into a discUssion of what features I believe

the "ideal",CAI authoring language would,have, it'might be more

useful-to refer interestedreaders to one practical approach to

that ideal. We have been developing a new authoring language

[15].which we feel is far more Consistent with present.needs and

practide than are Most of the otheP languages currektly

available. It- evolved from our own direct experience in using

Coursewriter TII and an AFL-based CAI language. [16]; kt also

draws heavily on TUTOR, and also incorporates many featur'ia-

fouund 4n such non-CAI languages as AFL, SNOBOL4, and- PL/Ic

Above all, it reflects the needs that we have perceived in six

years Of actual use of CAI in real teaching environments.

.

This language 'offers several novel features, the most notableof

which are briefly listed belowld

The language is very nearly self-documenting; the

listings= are quitm easy to follow by anycne whe hes!a

general understanding of program flow in CAI. Documentation

. -is materially aided,bythe module'structurti the use of'

DEFINE statements for local and global 'VSriables, and

theease of inserting comment' lines or comments within

alines. These.. characteristics should signifioantly advance

the cause of courseware portability and generality.

2. While ,the language is desi,ned to' operate

interpretively, ,the programs are ffrst-compiled.:- This

yields a considerable increase in operating efficiency (and

also generates a' good deal of USeful, debugging

diagno ties) without any serious inconvenience to the

author.user.

3'. It is the only CAI language that offers the major

features of COursewriter, most of the Avimitive

operations of AFL ,(withciUt the special symbols), and a

number of TUTOR-like operationsf includAtig7the very powerful'

conditional verb specification and-the VON 'statement. As

in TUTOR, the language is procedureorientedV this

increases the flexibility :of the 1aSguage and, enhances-

the orgsnization- and readability of,the program.

4. In contrast to the traditional practice of writing a'

separate system for:terminal telecommunications control and

Tor:editing of the CAIlessons, ourlangUage is detigned to

'take 'full advantage. of thegeberal pprpose systems
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that are now being more commonly.used for these purposes.

Thus terminal I/0 can . te Aria CMS, or MILTEN.

Authoriry and editing can be done on any on-line text,

editing system such as WYLBUR [17].

5. Many applications of CAI require aceess to external

data files, sue1.1 as.,,tables of atomic weights, lists

of sentences, etc. TheconatrUction and access of such

files is easily accamplished in the present language,

without recourse to compliCated Coding on the part pf the

author. In general, the author need not be Concerned

with details of memory management; data access or storage.

6. _The language meets the major requirements of the,

functional standard for CAI languages that has been

adopted by the National Research Council of Canada. The

-language is also easily extensible in the sense that the NRC

Standard recommends.

Compared to other CAI systems of comparable power,, the new

language makes surprisingly modest demands on computer

resources: .although our implementation on theM0/155 system is

still not complete, it is estimated that the system Will occupy

a cpre_ipartitiOn of--less- than -40K, exclusive- of ter:anal_

telecommunications control.

Whether or not this language (which is as yet, unnamed) ever

gains Axle acceptance is perhaps less important than the fact

°that it provides A vehicle for writing- CAI materials at 'the

present time. This is, after all, the rate-limiting step in the

evolution of CAI, and in my view- it should not be deferred until

an "ideal" language comes into wide-use. Even irthe resulting

materials cannot enjoy wide, application initially, an author can

at least invest his time in a kind pf CAI that orepresents the

present state of .the art, rather tnan that.of a decade ago. And.

eventually,. When a suitable language doeS come into wide use, it

Will certainly have most of the features of the preaent one, 80

that translation should be a fairly trivial problem, ,given- the,

power of moderntext editing systems.

Perhaps the most important contribution, hat this_work can maker

to the CAI COmmunity at large Will be to demonstrate that'

significant improvements in present aractice are not onlr

possible', but are also quite practical on computer sYsteMs of,

3 reasonable size.
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5. S.K. Lower, "Chemical Calculations: An Audiotutorial Approach".

Simon Feaser University4 1974. (Instructor's guide, Peoblem

Book and sample cassette available from the author).

6. S.K. Lower: "Guide to Genchem: Computer-assisted

--inStetetiOn-fdr geneeai:chetistry".- Preliminary-draf

edition, approx.:80 pages. Simon'Fraser University.

S.R. Peterson: "Unsuitability of AFL for-CAI". Simon Fraser

University CoMputing CentreReport:No..34 (1975).

The literature on PLATO is extensive. See., for example',

$.G. Smith and,B.k. Sherwood: "Educational uses 6f the

PLATO computer system Scien e, 192 (p 344352)'1976.

For a description of the TUTOR language, See B.A. Sher-

wood: "The TUTOR Language". Computer-based Education-

Research Lab,,Univeesity of Illinois,,Urbana Ill.

C. Frye:- "Report on PLANIT: One Stage of-Completion".

ERIC DocUment'Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington

VA 22210 -

/

10. E. Anastasio and J. Morgan: "Factors inhibiting tne use of

computers in Instru tion". EDUCOM, Princeton, N.J.., 1972. ,

11. Foe a lucid" discussion of authors' rights-that seems to have

direct application to CAI, see C.N. Mooers, "Computer

Software and Copyright ComOUting Surveys 7 (p 44), 1975.
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12. P. Ripota: "A Concept fo a Primary Author'slanguage" 3

volumes); Pt'ojekt CUU, 78 Freiburg, Schaenziestr.'9-11, West

Germany

See also, J. Schuyler, "Computer Augmentation of the CAI
Courseware AuthoringIProcess-- the CAI Design System", to be
published in the Journal,of Computer Based Instruetion.

13. "A, functiOnal specificationfor.aprogramm ng language fgr
computer-aided learning applicatiOns". National Research-
Council, Ottawa, Canada 1972.

14, NATAL-74 Author's Manual and Referenge Manuals. National

Research Council, Ottawa Canada, 1975.

15. S.K. Lower and S.R. Peterson: "A Guide to the S.F.U. CAI

Authoring Language". Diraft version. Simon Fraser

Univeesity, 1976.. (Approx. 65 pages)

16. .S.A. Lower and S.R. Peterson: "A CAI Lan Uage Based tm APL",

SiMon Fraser Univers±ty, 1974. This documenescribes a
language halving a Coursewriter-like structure that-was-
implemented in APL.

17. H. Fajman and J. Borgelt: "WXLBUR: An In eractive text

editing and remote.job entry sYstem.ft Comm. ACM 16 (314)

1973.
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1]valuarLionn. Valc2s.

1-)rno,f-, to oxtrid th,:=- data baue on riycho-

vocatior,a_ evaluation. :legativ,i attitude:s.still abound toward females

who in traditi-mially masculiou c-Ic'cupational amcas, such aq mndi-

rine. II. wan hyrothesizcd that, in contrant to an identically described

mai, a rot-

Notivation and acfitude for medical school would be regarded as less

osychologically adjusted by relatively 'craditional counselors than by

untraditional ones. A sample was comnesed of 10 counselors who attended

tho 1973 Southeastern Coference for Counseling Center PerFonnel and

12 Nashville area graduate students with comparable professional inter-

ost!2=d Ono half of the particicants were wmen. Twelve of the 22 subjecLs

indicated having done hsvchovocational evo.luations or counseling as part

of their everyday routine. Each subject submitted two brief case assignmnnts.

The results indicate that the medical school aspiring females evoke m6re

stern judgements from morally traditional counselors than from liberal

ones. Traditional counselors, as opposed to non-traditional counselors,

judged the psychoeducational histories of female clients as indicating

less psychological. adjustment than those of male clients. These consider-

ations highlight the imolications off the data for counseling practice and

training. rof.u-enc-1



A 77, =Hr Inequality Jn Fducatic,n,
1-, for Law and Fducation, Harvard

Tc;txtbooks. Curriculum. Athletics. Community Action.

his article recounts the efforts of administrators, teachers and, especially,

larent-citizens' committees to eliminate sexism from the Kalamazoo school dis-

trict. After being shown conclusive evidence of sexism in the elementary

reading series, the school board established the Committee to Study Sex Dis-

crimination (CSSD) in 1971. After 18 months the CSSD task forces presented

five reports which included short and long-range recommendations in the areas

of personnel, physical education, olomentary textbooks, selected high school

courses, and student-oriented issues. In 1973 when the school board bought

a Houghton Mifflin elementary reading program which exhibited the same blatant

sex stereotyping as, the series then in use the CSSD filed a complaint under

Title JX of 1972 Educational Amendment. The pressure of the complaint spurred

the development of the Materials Review Committee (MRC) to review all new

school materials for sex bias. Houghton Mifflin is incorporating some of the

MRC revisions into its changes of teachers' guides. Many school lnd district

administrators have increased their own awareness and the awareness of their

staffs of sexism in the schools. Pressure from the CSSD has resulted in the

redesign of the home economics curriculum so that it is now coeducatiOnal and

ean attract male and female students. While the CSSD is no longer- an official

school board committee it continues to fight sex bias in the schools. It has

filed a second complaint with HEW relative to the absence of interscholastic

sports for girls in junior and senior high school. Kalamazoo has been a mo-

del program for dealing with sexism at the school district level.

(nc roferonces)



Ang.rist, S. Role 17:odel influences on college women's
Me.rill7Palmr Qarterly, 1571, 17 (3), 263-279.

Career Motivation. Role Influerloes. Percntions College Women.

Career-salient women (those completing four years of college and planning

careers) perceive their professors as having a more positive evaluation

of their academic ability than non-career-salient women do. They were

most strongly influenced by college professors and occupational role

models. r*:7)r-or solionco i^ also rel,ILed to choosing fields of work chosen

by male peers and to choosing male-dominated oecupations Career-salient

women are likely to have more work cxperience in a greater variety of

jobs than non-career-salient women. Career salience is not significantly
associated with the educational level of either parent or with the

father's occupational level, but career-salient women are more likely

to have working mothers, while non-career-salient women have mothers

who tend to be more active in leisure pursuits.

Nen-career-salient women are likely to feel that peers, family members,

or no one influenced their decisions not to have careers. Non-careor

salience in women is associated with: sorority membership, being

married, being engaged, going steady and positive perception of parental

characteristics. It is not strongly related to the amount of dating

in college.

To obtain these findings, the researchers administered questionnaires

every Fall (from freshman to senior years) to 110 students in one

clans, of a women's college in a private coeducational university.

Tape-recorded interviews were also conducted among a sample of the class

every Sprin, (20 referei)

(from H.S. Astin, N. Suniewick, and S. Dweck. Womor: -,-Bibliography

on Lluoation and Carec,rs. New York: 1-3ehavioral Publications,

1974.)



Amoriean 1-7'L;yc'nologic,a1 As=;ociation Task ron,:e. P,eport on sex bias ad sox-
role stereotyping in ps7choth-e,..itie practice. American PsvoholoLOsT:_,
1975, 30 (12), 1169-1175.

Sexism. Psychotherany- R.,tmod7itinn, rnunseling _chniglie. Women Therapists.

This report docum,-nts the Task Force's efforts in examining sex bia5 and sex-

role stereotynina in psychotherapeutic Practice as thev directly affect

women as students, practitioners and consumers. A selected review of the

literature serves as an introduction to the major issues. The results of an

open-ended ouestionhaire sent to2,000 women in APA which erl_icited descrip-

tions of incidents or circumstances which were perceived as sex bias or sex-

role stereotyping in psychotherapy for women ore reported in casebook format:,

The four major areas in which the 32n replies are grouped are 1) fostering

traditional sex roles, 2) bias in expectations and devaluation of women, 3)

sexist 11,5e of psychoanalytic concepts, and 4) responding to female clients

as sex objects, including seduction. The respondents to the survey also pro-

vided information on treatment techniques that thoy considered particularly
beneficial for women and suggestions as to how prJfessional psychology can,

respond to sexism in psychotherapy. They also listed a variety of circum-

stances in their training or employment as psvchotherapists which showed evi-

dence of sex bias or stereotyping. The recommendations of the Task Force

represents their position in terms of priority of needs in the profession of

psychology's response to sexism in psychological practices. The Task Force

calls for consciousness-raising and increased sensitivity to sex bias and

stereotyping influences throughout APA, other psychotherapy organizations,

therapists and clients. There is a need to develop guidelines for nonsexist

psychotherapeutic practices. Formal criteJ-ia to evaluate the education and

training of psychotherawists in the psychology of women, sexism and other

related issues are needed. Statements regarding sexism need to be included

in the Ethical 5_tandards and the Case Book en_r._hical Standard should pro-

vide illustrative case material. (32 r:A-orences)



An-derson, R.P. and Lawii5:, G.F. .=-7trong Vocationl intoreaf

Yulturally handicarpel Journal of Counsoling Psyeclogy.
1972, 19 (1), *3-84,

Vocational TntoT-sts. Eiveloument. SVIE. nlsadvantaccd

This studv attmTit!, to validal:r.! th(2 usofulness of the Stron:7 Vocational
Interest Blak for culturally handicapped women and to study its pxodic-
tive validity for this population. A sample of 53 female welfare
recipients, referred by a state rehabilitation agency, were divided
into two groups, Group S, those successful in training or placed in job
and Group U. 'Those whose files were closod unsuccessfully or who wer
not committed to a vocation a year after testing. These women took the
SVIB and wero followed-up one year later. Mean scores on the occuna-
tional scales and group Profiles on Basic: Interest scales were compared
for the two groups.

This sample of culturally and educationally disadvantaged women have
distinctive interest patterns on the SVII3 showing both primary and
secondary interest groups. There is considerable variability even
though a largo porcontage of primarios fall in the nonprofessional mroa.
The only significant difference between Group S and Group U is that
unsuccessful clients are more extroverted. Among these women who have
been successfully placed in jobs, 86% have jobs that are consistent
with their interest scale scores of S or better. The authors suggest
that failure to identify cifferences between the two groups may be tile
result oe--not measuring other crucial variables, such .71-=; motivrftion.

(2 re-t'er)



AF,,os:.1.71fLo:. ref Evald,atior in ..;:uadan:

N'etta-:do] I

SCil.

Me Cnm.io:ron on Fex ViAF=. in Mensuremnnt done :71t the

request c717 toe %rriersic==3n Pcrr:,onnel and :.;iiidance Association (APGIO Se2fte

ittermets ro -7 rno bias .attement Or ItS ovn va',0f-7-; and as o uuide

rof evalnti.: inforet inventotles- The main roneern or fne Commission 1.s

fhat resuls at infe,-est inventories not limit ocitiputional ontions for

eifner sex- While the Strong Vocational Interest Blan% (SVIBI was identified
in the resolution as ot nrimary interest, tne commission sought to address

identified actual items in the inventory, use of homogeneous scales, use of

occupational scales and norming procedures as potential areas of sex bias.

The uature of Lilo bias and possible re,mcAiation a each area are discussed_

An evaluation of the SVIR, FOrms Vvilii and T399 shows sex bias. The pro-

posed revision (Strong-Camnbell Interest inventory) presents a potential

impreYement. "The nf SCTT has a common pool of items; edited for sexually
ntereotypical wording anri nrovides homogeneous scales which can be equally

useful for Men and women in the presence of mare limited occupational

ncales" Cr. 175). However, the proof of the reliability and validity of
this now inventory depends on future empirical data collection. (9 references)



Astile, ii.s-

youth, (part i),. JEi,.=414s_ 7,-;.e Dnivorsity of Chicaco rei-t-ess, 1975d,

pp. 41:13-424.

Sex Differenc!e. Aademic Achieemeat Eclueational and Career AsPsr-

ations. self-Dsteem. SES niffereneos. Socialization.

This a:- Hte reviews recent research on women and the implications

-,T .thi, ,o,--av'i c,-r cdcestional and CcciLt.".= evelopt,ent of young women.

Some descriptive studies report differencos in academic achievement
and plitical ',-pnowledge and in dolinquont behavior and misconduct.
.,io -- it -!_i i.,-. :!, .-.- - :i.-'.-,:, !,o,..-s ,::::,, ,tEo r],., :

socioty's exp::,-t.itions and reinforcments, and differences in i*0

tion of boys and girls. Developmental antecedents of self-esteem in
each sox are partly ilisstratd. Antecedents of education and occupa-

ls,tal --rf---7 r-,F flot-tr7-,i1 ntc,el-i7-7-7 -,---

identification on gender identity, rolo acquisition, personality
dovolopment, and aptitudes aro discussed and the possible impact of
t-itese areas on oduoatioual and carcur achit-2vement and aspiration aro

also reviewed It is pointed out that little attention has been
given to level of self-esteem, liberal and nontraditional views of
-,minino roles and fomale sexuality as mediating factors in young

women's f7art7=r Herisions. While amen have shown their capability to

perform academicallw, th'ey tend t have lowei aspirations educationally

and occup:ationally. This aspeet was examined between the sexes and
across SES levels. It was suggested that mother-child interaction
was important not only ioecause of VC:1Q model effects but also fot- the

development of personality traits (independence and self-reliance) and
aptitudes (mathematics) which predispose young women toward high educa-
tional aspira:_ions and nontraditional careers. (,!r, ieferer,e0s)

,
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CCto studi

wi-Ln minitra7ors in the rqm 's
-rr.or ei staff, and women who ho=i rticteJ or wre partIcl atinc;

7roc:ram. ,p_uses and chilcir_ n r th,e womr. also inter

nnd z--,'n'ise involved a mail lirvey of 1,00r., ,urront T cipal-=s,

E their and 1,,I)03 o_

to tne mail survc,v wen', olltained from h per cent of the current

pTArtiants, 61 pc!rcent (7,f the alumnae, arc:1 5d pc.,rccnt of the spouses.

The metho ef ana1yi inclte1 frequen,-- distrIbutions. cross t ,ati ri,c1

repr,---t-ion analysis.

Thr, 15 cito study CEW programs irc, describod

evo1utio 53erv1re5, methn,is of oporation, rel- to their par,_:'

_and strength, imact.

le of the omen enrolled in thc2se prooroor it presente6 an3 theit

lag i, A fir11 t-4)F,oulative chapter cou:1:lents on trends

the next 15 ysrs -tri(i the future of CEW (c.6 )
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Bachman, Young Men in High School and Beyond: A Summary

Findines from the Youth in Transition Project, (Final'RepOrt)1
,

_ _

Wabhington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health,.Education and Welfare,

may 1972. 50 pp.

High School Dropouts. Adolescent Boys

This report summeeizes _ resul of thy. YnuLi in TTansition

projeet, a longitudinal study of young men in high school and beyond.

Lesults are based on a nationally representatiVesampleof over 2,000

adolescent boys. The first data collection took place in the fall of

1966 as the subjects entered tenth grade; throe subsequent.aata collec-

tions took place in 1968, 1969, and 1970. Additional aata concerning'

school environments were obtained from principals, counselors, and

samples of teachers in each of the 87 public high schools which partidi-

pated in the study. The major objective of the study was to examine the

causes and effects of dropping out of high school. The study examined

and summarizede 1) effects of family background and intelligence,

2) differences among high schools in-the effects on students, 3) voca-

tional programs in high schools, 4) the impact of various post-high

school environmentsi and 5) several additional areas including plans

and behaviors related to military service, drug usage patterns, ahd

attitudes toward illegal drugs.

Among the most prominent predictors which were found to identify the potential

dropout were: low socioeconomic level, limited scores on measurs of
academic ability, poor school performance, limited aspirations, end

above average levels of delinquency. The investigators found that

dropping out resulted in few changes of any consequence.. Their funda-

mental conclusion is that dropping out should not be treated primarily as

a problem in its own right, but rather as a symptom of other problems or

limitations. They recommend that: 1) mass media campaigns against

drooping out be sharply:curtailed, 2) any remedial effdrts be concentrated

Much earlier than high School, and 3) the range of educational options

available to 16-18 yearLolds be expanded. (35 References - publications

from the project.)



Backner, B. L. Counseling black students: Any place for whitey?
Journal_of Higher.Education, 1970, 4_1 (7), 630-637

Effects of Counselor's Race. tudent Satisfaction.

Black and Puerto Rican students from a special educational program
provided data on attitudes and opinions regarding ethnic similarity of
their counselors. Three samplings were obtained in separate projects,
each with its Own purpose, each utilizing a Cdfferent method of
sampling, and all three varying widely in reliability and validity.
Results from the first study indicate that sex and age are more impOr-
tant factors than racial.background when selecting a counselor. The

second study showed students to have a preference for a counselor of
similar ethnic background, but some of them were also indicating
dissatisfaction with their counselor's ineffectiveness. The third study
reve.aled that.the only students desiring a counselor from their own
ethnic backgraund were students who were already working with a counselor
whose ethnic background was similar to theirs. The three samplings
provide evidence that.black and Puerto Rican students feel that similar ty
of ethnic background between counselor and student."doesn't matter."
The findings suggest that even,when A student says that he does feel
that his counselpr's background:is important, thls often has more to do
with the studenes'feeling about he counselor as a person than as a
white person. references)

(from A.M. Padilla, and P. Aranda. Laino Menta.1 Health: Bibliography
and Abstracts. Washington, D.C.: U.S.,Oovernment Printing Office, 1974.)



Bandura, Ros, 0., and Ros S. A Transmis_sion of acigre ion

imitation c aTirosivn modelfl. lout nsl of Abnormal and ocii1'-

lychologv, 1961, 63 (3), 575-582_

Aggression. Imitation. Preschool Children.

The major hypothesis of this study was that children exposed to aggres-
sive adult models would reproduce aggressive acts resembling those of
their models. They would differ in this respect from children observing
nonaggressive models and from those not exposed to any models (the
control group). Children observing nonaggressive models were expected
to show even less aggressive behavior than the control group. Children
were expected to imitate same-sex models more than opposite-sex models.
It was predicted that boys would be more likely to imitate aggressive
behavior than girls, especially when performed by a male model. The
sample of 36 male and 36 female nursery school students, ages 37 to 69
months, was divided into three groups: One group observed an aggressiv6
adult model in a play situation; a second group observed a nonaggresiive
model in the same Situation; a third group had no prior exposure to the
models. Half the subjects in the experimental conditions observed same-
sex modals, and half, opposite-sex models. Each subject was thenobserved
alone in a setting with toys similar to those provided in the models.

Subject groups exposed to aggressive models displayed significantly mo-e
physical and verbal imitative, partially imitative, and nonimitative
aggressive behavior than the nonaggressive or control groups, which did
not differ from each other.. Approximately ohe-third of the subjects
observing the aggressive model also repeated the model's nonaggressive
remarks. Subjects who observed nonaggressive models spent more, than
.twice as much time as sdbjects in the aggressive situation sitting
quietly and not playing with any of the materials provided. Boys showed
more aggression than girls following exposure to male models, particularly
on highly masculine-typed behavior. Subjects exposed to nonaggressive
male models showed significantly less aggression than control subjects
in several forms of play. (16 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A Researoh
Eiii2iL2=0.1z, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)



Barrett, c.J., Berg, P.1., Eaton, E.M., and Pomeroy, B.L.
Implications of women's liberation and the future of psychotherapy.
Es_IyhEp.2izTheory, Research and Practice, 1974, 11(1), 11-15. '

=sonality Theory. Psychotherapy. Sex Bias. Alternatives

This paper discusses discr mination against women in personality theory

and psychotherapy practice and makes recommendations for improving

therapy's responsiveness to women's needs. The theories discussed

depict women as inferior or mentally ill. Most personality theories

assign opposite qualities totthe sexes. The authors feel the goal of
psychotherapy should be to integrate and establish harmony between such

polarities. A review of current psychothorapy practice indicates that

.while the majority of patients are women, orly a small fraction of Ole

'therapists are women. t,)egative counselor attitudes toward women are

'briefly discusses. Individual psychotherapy is compared to the insti-
ution of marriage in that both isolate woMen from one another,

emphasizing individual rather than collective solution and both
implicitly expect women to depend on a male. Examples of anti-
therapeutic practices include male therapist's sexual exploitation
of.women clients and failure to deal with crisis situations and con-
flicts that arise throughout the life cycle of women. The authors
believe women's liberation 'poses the need for changes in the theory,
goals and training for psychotherapy. Therapists must directly

.
communicate his or her values to the client and the underlying theory
should eneompass the whole life cycle, emphasizing maximum individual

development and potential oppression of power institUtions, The goal'

should be to facilitate the development of autonomous individuals who

va=iuo their own rights. More women therapists need to be recruited
and trained and all therapists need to be more aware of their own
values, attitudes and sources of oppression and limitation of women's

options. (42 referenpes)



Baruch, G. K. ilaternal intlue _ s upon

women and work. Developmental P -cholo-

I1lcqo women' attitudes toward

197e, 6 (1) , 32-37.

Parental Influence. College WOmen. Wor ing Mothers. SeXUal Discripina-
tion. Career AttitUdeS.

This study assessed alternate hypotheses concerning the tendency of women
to devalue feminine prOfessional competence. According,te one hypothesis,
devaluations are the products of out-group self-prejudice. That '1
women who devalue feminine competence have negative attitudes toward the
career role and associate it with negative personal and social consequences.
The alternate hypothesis is that the devaluations are products of a
traditional feminine sex-role standard learned from a nonworking mother.

First-stage subjects were 110 upper middle-class females enrolled at
Swarthmore, a college selected for this study because of ts rigorous

intellectual standards. Tendency to devalue feminine professional
cOmpetence was measured by a test of reactions to written articles
ascribed to male or female authors; attitudes ,toward the dual role
pattern were measured by an attitude scale; and extent-of maternal
employment was indicated on a personal data sheet. In the second sta
86 subjects selected for high or low tendency to devalue feminine
professional competenco were individually interviewed and rated on
variables relevant to maternal influences on the subject's view of
career commitment.

Results supp6rted the competence model hypothesis that tendency to
devalue is associated with having a nonworking mother. Daughters of
working mothers evaluated women's coMpetence highly, regardless of any*
negative personal consequences of working experienced by their mothers.
Maternal employment per se did not, however, influence subjects' attitudes
toward the dual role' pattern. Whether a subject favors this pattern
depends on whether her mother endorses it and whether her working mother
has successfully integrated the two roles. The implications of these
findings are discusFled in relation to changing the status and attitudes

women. (6 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A Research
BibliogiDphy, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)
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8em, S. L. and 'Sem, D. J. On liberating the female -tudent. The

School_Psychology Digest, 1973, 2 (3), 10-18.

Sex-Role Stereotypes. Socializat _n. Children's Literature. Self-

Esteem. Girls and Women.

The question of when sex role ideology begins to develop in the life
of a young girl was explored in this article through a review of research
on differences in child rearing and socialization practices and on sex-
role stereotypes in children's literature and textbooks /Reported
research findings indicated that socialization practices/train grils
to be passive and,dependent, undermine their confidence,/=promote "fear
of success," and generallY limit the options for both-sexes. The author
noted that of the,15% of all Women workers classified/as profeSbional
or technical workers, one-half are noncollege teachers and another
one-quarter are nurses. It was concluded that society controls not so
much a girl's -.1ternatives but her motivation toehoose among the
alternatives, and thua the notion of "freTdom of cheice"with respect
to a career is not relevant for a young woman. (18 references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Fal_Aer, and T. Backer. Selected Annotated Bibli0
on Women at Work. New York: Human Science Press, in press. 1976.
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0 Berger, C. R. Sex differences related to self-esteem factor structure.
Journal of _Consuiting.and_Clinical_Ps- hology, 1968, 32 (4) , 442-446.

Self-esteem. College Students.

This two-phase study explore the factorial nature of the self-esteem
construct. In phase one, data from a prior study of self-esteem in 298
college men and women were factor analyzed to identify the factors
involved in self-esteem. In phase two, a secdnd overall analysis and
eparate analyses of 194 male and 78 female undergradnates were performed

to explore sex differences in self-esteem.

Results of the first phase yielded five relatively independent factors
of self-esteem: Communicative propensity, other-anxiety, negative
self-evaluation, positive self-evaluation, and other-certainty. The

second overall analysis produced a,similar factor structure. However,
the separate analysis of the female data revealed, that the negative
self-evaluation and other-certainty factors formed a single dimension.
This connection, which does not appear for males, suggests that the
--elf-evaluation of females is partially contingent on their degree of
certainty that other people like them. Explanation of this apparent
sex differeripe would require further inquiry into the developmental
aspects of self-esteem. (6 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Farelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)



Berman E. The woman psychiatrist as therapist and academician.
Journa.. of Medical_Education, 1972, 47_ (11), 890-893.

Effects of Therapi t'S SeX. 'lient Attitudes.

The potential effect that the sex of the theripist has on patient
treatment is discussed. Women psychiatrists have different attitudes
and are perceived by patients in very different ways. Women seek female
therapists to rid themselves of the traditional stereotype homebound
and subservient woman attitudes. Men see a woman therapist to overcome
the memories of, their dreaded mothers. However, in most cases, people
feel a Woman is second best. In a study of 1,000 patients in a New
York:clinic, the majority of them wanted a male therapist becaUse he
was someone they could look up to and trust. The difficulties encountere'd
in overcoming these prejudices are discussed.

rom P. E Cromwell, (Ed.). Women and Mental Heairh, A Bibliolraph.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974.)



Bernstein, J. The elementary school: Training ground for sex-role
stereotypes. Personnel and Guidance_ Journal, 1972, 51 97-101.

Sexism in Schools. Counselor Attitudes. Counseling Alternatives.

The position explored in this article was that elementary schools
reinforce sexist socialization, and thus provide limiting rather

t than enlarging experiences. Instances of sexism were cited to be
in the areas of classroom learning experiences, textbooks, and adult
role models in the educational setting. The author urged the counselor
to examine the attitudes and values he displays in working with boys
and_girls, and suggested several activities in which pupil personnel
workers can serve 4s consultants,to -teachers, librarians, and school
administrators in order to reduce sexism in the schools. Some
suggestions for enhancing school guidance programs by offering multiple
opportunities for growth and development were also provided. (no

references)

om A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer. Selected An otated Bibliograpla
on Women at Work.. New York': Human Science Press, in press 1-0-6.J
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Bing. E. Effect of childrearing practices on development of differ-
ential cognitive abilities. Child_Development,, 1963, 34, 631-648 .

Parental Influence. Elementary School Students. Verbal Ability.

mathematical Ability. Spatial Perception.

Investigations covering the early .and present-day childrearing practices
of mothers were made to test several hypotheses concerning differences
in children's cognitive development. Subjects were 60 mothers whose
fifth-grade children had similar total IQ's and had either high or low
verbal ability (with,compensating spatial or numerical abilities).
The comparison of high and low verbal group mothers was based- on results
from a semistructured interview-, a factual questionnaire, and a'structured

. mother-child interaction session.

Results revealed significant differences in behavior been mothers of
high and low verbal children. Findings concerning these patterns of
specific maternal behaviors generally supported the hypotheses. It

was concluded that a high degree of interaction between mother and
child fosters the child's verbal ability. The marked-pattern of help
seeking and help giving which characterizes this, close relationship
of -the high-verbal child and mother interferes,however, with the
development of the independence and self-reliance required for nonverbal
abilities. Interaetion.with the physical rather than the interpersonal
environment provides the freedom to experiment, which develops a child's
number and spatial ability. (24 references)

(from H.S. Astin, A. Parelmenand A. Fisher. Sex Roles:. A Research

Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)
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Bingham,'W.C. and Hous E.W. Counselors' attitudes toward women

and work. VocaLional_Cnidanc- Quarter_ly, 1973a, 22, 16-23.

Counselor Attitudes. Sex Differences. High School counselors.

This study examines the extent to which negative attitudes about women
and work prevail among counselors. A sample of 67 male and 59 female
secondary school counselors in New Jersey completed, a 50-item question-
naire:constructed for this study. Twenty-five of the items judged as
attitudinal and answered Agree/Disagree were examined using chi-square
analySis. Counselors, in general, express more positive than negative
attitudes toward women and work. More men than women indicate negative

attitudes on seven items. So much divided opinion, especially in the
areas of labor market conditions and women's .preferences suagests that
either the questionnaire or the subjects attitudes are rsambiguous
'in .these areas. Lack of clear definitions may leave some clientb
feeling uncertain about where they stand with their counselors. Indica-

tions are that feMale counselors may be more clear, positive and sup-
portive of female clients than male counselors. The relationship
between coUnselor attitudes and productive counseling and counseling
training need further investigation. (2 roference,$)



r:)')

Bingham, W. C. and House, E. W . Counselors view women and work:
Accuracy of information. Vocational Guidance Quarterly, 1973b, 21
(4), 262-268.

Counselor's Information. Women's Employment. Sex Differences.

How knowledgeable are counselors about the employment of women?
This question was the focus of a study in which 67 male and 59 female
secondary school counselors responded to a questionnaire containing
25 factual and 25 attitudinal items on women and work. It was found

that on 12 of the 25 factual items, counselors demonstrated accurate
information. Analysis of the 13 items reflecting inaccurate counselor
information indicated signifiCant differences between the responses of
male_and female counselors. Male counselors appeared to be less
accurately informed than females as to the occupational alternatives
available to and needed by women, the ability of omen to be both
workersand homemakers, the general ability of women, whether or not
women are clearly discriminated against, and the length of time women
spend in the labor force. Analysis of the attitudinal items was not
reported. (4 references)

(from A. Phelps, 8. Farmer, and T. Backer. Selected Annotated_Bibliography
New York: Human Science Press, in press, 1976.)on Women-at Wor



Birk, J.M. Interest inventories: A mixed blessing. Vocational

quidancg_ Quarterly, 1974 (June) , 280-286:

Sex-role Stereotypes. Vocational Interests. Career Development.

Sex Differences. Counselor Attitudes. SCII.

This article reviews the studies and position papers on the exis__nce
of sex-role bias in the use of interest inventories with women. The

effectiveness of interest inventories in counseling women is limited.
The inventories, especially the women's forms, tend to restrict career
choices for womek Men's and women's options aro significantly expanded
when both forms are given to each sex. The development of one interest
inventory form that controls for sex differences is recomMended. The

StrOng-Campbell Interest Inventory (SCII) may be such an instrument.
Studies which examined manuals, profiles and interpretive inventory
materials found evidence of stereotypic attitudes and expectations.
Recommendations for Minimizing errors and Misrepresentations in inter
pretatiOns of results and for increasing counselor's effective use of
the materials are included. Publisher's revisions a--- aL,,,(, noted.

-

,Counselor and client attitudes impactand interact with the interpre-
tation of vocational interest inventories Results of counselor

attitude- studies indicate that'both men and women counselors see
traditional careers as more appropriate for women than non-traditional
"male" careers. However, there is some conflicting evidence. Little

is known about counselor's sex-appropriate perceptions for male counselees.
More research in this area is -required. There is some evidence that
clients stereotypic attitudes are self-limiting relative to career options.
If the full range of career opportUnities are to be extended to both sexes,
vocational interventions, such as interestinventories, must be revised
along non-sexist lines and societal, counselor's and counselee's sex
biases must be exposed and counteracted: (30 references)



Birk, J.M. Reducing sex-bias - Facto-- a .fecting the client's view

of the use ofcareer interest inventories. In E.E. Diamond (Ed.)

Issues of Sex Bias and Sex Fairness in Career Interest Measurnment.

Washington, D.C. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

1975. Pp= 101-121. (Available from Educational Work, National Institute

f Education, Washington, D.C. 20208.)

Sex-Role Stereotyping. Sex Bias. VocaC nal Interests. Inventories.

Counselor Attitudes=

This paper reviewS research and documents dealing with the issues of sex
bias in the use of inte:-est inventories. The focus is on factors that
affect the elient's view of the whole career exeloration process. Poten-
tial sources of bias have been identified as the inventory itself, the
manual and instructions, the interpretation of the inventory rekilts
through published materials, and counselor's and client's perceptions cp_T'
the results. Four:major interest inventories are reviewed, the StrOng
Vocational Interest Blank, the Kuder Occupational Interest Survey, the
Self-Directod Search, and the Minnesota Vocational Interest Inventory.
Both explicit'suggestions and subtle implications that may be deleteri-
ous to women clients' career exploration are Present in the inventories
Sex-role stereotyping needs to be explicitly discussed in manuals.
Since stereotypes develop early, pre-vocational experiences need to be
expanded to maximize the range of vocational interest and aspirations
for both men and women. Research is needed to discover developmental
patterns of women's career interests. Counselor workshops for sex-
role awareness and for countering the biases of stereotypes are recom-
mended. Revisions of interest measures, manuals and interpretative
materials are needed to aid counselors in bias-free exploration.

references)



bir, J. M., Barbanel, L., Brooks, L., Herran, M. H., Juhasz, J.

.-itsitzer, R. A., and Tangri, S. S. A conten, , ilssis of sexual bias

in commonly used psychology textbooks.. Journad Sso-lement Abstiract

3ersice, MS. No. 733,4.

--,-yoes. sex Differences. Content Analysis.

-:.- Education.

This pilot study content analyzes 13 textbooks freauently used in graduate

pholed7 programs. Texts in the areas of clinictl, physiological and

social psychology, nsychooathology, child development, history, learning,

tests and measurement are included. The six criteria used

tor the content analYses are 1) pronortion of content devoted to women

and to men, 2) total number of references in Author index and Subject

Inlox to women and to men, 3) generalizations to human behavior from all

all female, maid and female, and sex unspecified norm groups, 4) sux

assosiatud descriptors, 5) sexist colloquialisms and commentaries and

i7). sex, differences and alternptivo explanations. The task force

finds-a commendable absence of groSs sexist content. Instances of sexism

are more problems Of omission than commission. Failure to discuss sex

differences or to limit their discussions to genetic-based interpretations

is cited, as is fail .,re in many include the sex of subjects and

exnerimenter, as Sgoor scholarship. Thu sractice of making unwarranted
'generalizations to people-in-general from research- based on one sex

(usually male) or from studies which neglcut include sex of the subjects

is strongly discouraged. The use of stcreotTs terms in tochnical maror-

ials, e.g. using "mothering" instead of "nustorisg", is also cited as oar

scholdrShip. Suggested quidelinet pos' tn ,t,h literary style and

Tontont to counter English language's i the masculine, con-

tle report. (o rorsters---)
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Eiir:, J.M., COOner, J. ani Tanney, N.-"t7

i: ' reer Illustrations. Paper presented at the meeting of the American
PoycIog-cal Associatio. n, Montreal,- 1973.

i and. Sdx- ;01e

Sex-Role Stereo y es. Racial Stereotypes. Career Aspirations. Career

Information.

niiis pap_: pres, lts some_ results of an investigation into the existence
of sex-role It..ereotyping and racial stereotyping in career illustrations
of popular career information materials. A coding manual based on a
categorization system used by Zimet (1972) was developed and two graduate
counseling students were trained,in using it to rate illustrations for
sexual and racial stereotyping. The Et=3,2pLcaL_L-El_and Vocational
Guidance, Volumes I and II (1972), The Seience_Research Associates. Occura-
tional Briefs. (1973) , the Cocupati --al_putlOok Handbook. (1972) and a
selected array of career pamphlets 2,!d brochures were sources of the
illustr d:io.ns rated.

The American world of work, as presented in these illustrations, seems
to be almost exclusively populated by white men. White men's jobs appear
to be more exciting, challenging and autonomous; 71% of the career
representative in illustrations nf professional, managerial and technical
occupations were men. Women are moSt often shown as nurses, teachers,
secretaries or caretakers of children. Black men and white women are
often shown in similar roles as asnistants, helpers ,and servLe givers.
Men are shown as more active and outdoor oriented; women show more positive
.:fect in the illustrations. Career illustrations do not even accurately
portray the presence of women and minorities in various occupations. A

subtle, but pervasive impressit_ of sex-appropriate and race-appropriate
career aspiration may be conveyed by many of them. While the authors
find it encouraging that women and some minorities are seen-as career
representativesJn some non-traditional areas, they feel men are too
rarely shown in non-traditional, or "feminind" roles. (no references)
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oo-er, J. and Tenney F. StereotyPi
andbnok ii lustrations: A Eoll

F 7

Racial Stereotypes. Caroer Lit

This s-Lad',' is a follow-up to a comprehensive 1973 study of illu
in popular sources of career literature. Since the 1973 study the

has beer revised. This study
vised 1974-75 0011 with the 1972-73 edition. AnalysiS of the illustra-

.s was done by a graduate student in Counselor Education using a
coding manual adapted from Zimet. The rater was trained so that results
of this analysis could be compared with the previous one.

Results et the analysis show that women are underrepresented in the
00H, while men and ethnic minorities are overrepresented. Comparison
of the 1972-73 with the 1974-75 illustrations yeilds a chi-square value
_ at is not significant, i.e., the illustrations in both Oditions are
basically the same in distribution of men, women, whites and blacks.

The distribution of male and female career representatives is unchanged,
between the two editions. A greater proportion of women are still
shown as a) smiling and generally pleasing, b) in helping or servi-,2e
roles, c) in a sedentary or inactive Posture.

This analysis also includes evaluation of illustrations by Dictionary
/011,necnpatLonal_Tit1es1 classifications. An analysis Of the large
proportion of women illustrated in clerical and sales occupations
yields a significant chi-square value. This type of analysis for
thn 1072-73 edition is not available.

The authors suggeSt that the widespread use of the 00H with its s0-E
and race stereotyping needs to be counteracted by use of literature
and infotfflation which shows women and minorities in non-traditional
roles and oareer4. (11 references)



-Holes=

TA 1 M.F. Carr F>m1 nrtjr for_Hich Schoo,,
Parr r;-r-oso:- at

197. pages.

Fducation Assoc

ypes. Caeer D-Dunseling Model. High School Wo-en.

This career counseling model wroposes to heighten participants awarene

of the influence of sexism and stareotypic attitudes on women's roles

and career goals. The model is dsigned specifically to sensitize

rarticipants to the status of "women's roles" as they are, to broaden

awareness of what womens roles could be, and to inquire into some of the

-attitudes which limit present perceptions of women's roles.

The model is designed for use with junior and senior high school students.

The prcgram involves 3 one-hour sessions, and an informal follow-up with

the high school coun elor. Detailed activities for each session are

included.

This model was used as a pilot study in a public and a private school .

included in this articleare the general impressions of the researchers

as well as the assessment of the programs-participante at the schools.

Suggestions are made for improving th(' model and for the best situation

under which to conduct the program. ences)



Bosmajian, H. The language
cq, (3), 5-313,

sexism. ETC:

Language. B:ex _nequality.

The necessity of conscious effort on the part of women to allow themselves
to be defined no longer by mcn, as a means of eradicating the sexual
subject-master relationship, is discussed. Although the language of
sexism has boon in use for a aJ.,ing time, recent experience has demon-
strated that a minority group intent on defining itself and eradicating
the language that has, in part, been used to maintain inequalities,
injustices, and sdbjugation can effect changes in language behavior.
A conscioua, effort to diminish the use of the language of sexism ma
an important step toward ermdicating man's inhumanity to women.

_m P. E Lfun1wil, (Ed:).
Washington, D. C,: U.S. Government

en aid Mental Health, A _ bliography.
- .

'ng Office, 1=74
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Brindley, B. Social factors influencing educational aspiration of
black and i:hite girls. Dissertation Abstracts International. Ann

Arbor, I.: Univers _y Microfilms, No. 71-1648 (110, $10; Mr, $4).

129 pp.

Educational Aspirations. Role of Others Racial Differences. SES

Differences. --Girls.

influence of parnnts, Feers, teachers and counselors upon the level
of educational aspiration of more tYtpically middle- and lower-class
adolescent black and white girls was investigated. The correlation
coefficients of middle-class black and white girls differed significantly
only ih the correlation between the aspiration level of these girls and
that of the girls used for comparison on the basis of intellectual
motivation. ;The correlation coefficients of the lower-class girls were
not significantly different on any of the self-assessment variables.
Results did not support the hypotheses that girls who perceive conflicting
expectations from parents and peers or father and mother especially value
the expectations of a teacher or counselor in goal setting. Only the

expenuations of an older sibling or,relativa were perceived to bear a
,7ant relationship to the goals of all four groups of girls.

(from P. E. Cromwell, (Ed.). Women and Mental Health, A Biblio

Washington, D.C.: U. 5. Government Printing Office, 1974.)
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Brooks, Linda. Interactive effects of sex and status on self-disolosure.

0ounseling ntCenr Research Renort, No. 1.=-73, College Park, Maryland:
_ .

University of Maryland, 197.3,.15 oages.

Thearpist Statn. Sox of Therapist.

This study explores the effect of client's sex, therapist's !-.ex and statu

of the therapist on self-disclosure. Three hypotheses were generated:

1) Females would be more disclosing than males, 2) Subject-interviewer'

pairs containing a female would result in greater disclosure than all-

male pairs, and 3) Subjecs would be more disclosing when the interviewer

was presented as a high status rather than a low status person.

The subjects of the study were 40 male and 40 female unmarried undergrad-

uate students between 18 and 25 years of age, who expressed no preference

for sex of a counselor. Interviewers were two male and two female counseling

students who were coached to use a constant interview method. Prior to

the interview the subjects were given a paragraph concerning the status of

the interviewer, and a receptionist commented on-the interviewer. These

manupulations as well ss the decor of the interview room established the

status of the interviewer. An equal number of male and female interviewees

were randomly assigned to high and low,status interviewers.

Subjects were rated on self-disclosure using the Revealingness Scale

(Suchman, 1965) revised to'an eight-point continuum. Two 3-minute segments

of time during the 15 minute interviews were evaluated.

Only the hypothosia that subject-intorviewor pairs containing a .fernale wbuld

result in greater disclosure is significantly supported. A 2x2X2 analysis

of variance revealed that 1)males disclosed more to females while females

disclosed more to males, 2)dyads containing a female resulted,in more

disclosure than all-male dvlds, 3)males revealed more to high status inter-

viewers, while females ten._.ed to disclose more to low status interviewers,

and 4)hi8h as opposed to low status male interviewers elected more disclosure

from all subjects, while status of female interviewers resulted in no signif-

icant differences.

The author stresses the need to use multiple measures for evaluating self-

disabsure. The author also cautions that this study involved only initial

contacts, aN long term contacts may show different results. (13 references)
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B-1 erman, I. K., Broyerman, D. M., Clarkson, F. E., Rosenkrantz, P.S.,
and Vogel, S. R. Sex-role stereotypes and clinical judgments of mental
health= Journ- __in- rd clinieal Psychology, 1970, 34_ CO,

1-7.

-- -A,- Perceptions. Mental Health Personnel= Sex- Behavior.

Sex-role stereotyping among clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and
social workers was examined. It was hypothesized that clinical
Judgments about the characteristics of healthy individuals would differ
as a function of sex of person judged, and that these differences in
clinical judgments would parallel stereotypic sex-role differences.
A second hypothesis predicted that behaviors and characteristics judged
healthy for an adult would resemble behavior- judged healthy for men,
but differ from those judged healthy for women.

A questionnaire of'122 bipolar items was administered to a sample of
79 clinicians (46 men, 33 women) , each subject receiving one of three
sets of instructions: To describe a mature, healthy, socially eomoetent
(a) adult, (b) man, or (c) woman. Agreement scores on the 38 sex-role
stereotypic items and male and female health scores relative to an ideal
standard of health (i.e., adult, sex unspecified) were developed from
questionnaire responses.

Both male and female clinicians agreed on the bebaviors and attributes
characterizing a mentally healthy man, woman, and adult, independent
of sex. The differing conceptions of what constituteS a mentally healthy
man and a mentally healthy woman paralleled sex-role stereotypes.
Clinicians did tend to ascribe male-valued traits more often to healthy
men than to healthy women, whereas they ascribed only about half of the
female-valued traits more often to healthy women than to healthy men.
The adult and masculine concepts of health did not differ significantly,
but a significant difference was found between the adult and feminine
health concepts= (21 references)

H. S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fisher= Se- Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U. S. Governmen_ Printing Office, 1975.)



Brown, C.R. and Bellinger, M.L. Therapists' attitudes toward women.
Journal of Social Work, 1975 (July) , 266-270.

Therapists Attitudes_ Sex Roles. Sex Differenc

This paper examines the attitudes of various types of therapists toward

women. After reviewing the literature in behavioral sciences to trace changes

in attitudes toward women, the authors hypothesized that 1) therapists have

more traditional than contemporary attitudes toward women, 2) female thera-

pists havermore contemporary attitudes toward women than male therapists, 3)

social workers have more contemporary attitudes than do other therapists.

Of the 274 therapists sampled 177 questionnaires were returned and analyzed.

The first hypothesis was not supported. The essentially normal distribution

of responses seemed auggestive to the authors of a generally ambivalent atti-

tude of therapists toward women. Female therapists expressed contemporary

attitudes toward women significantly more than did male therapists. Hypo-

thesia 3 also was not supported. Psychiatric nurs(?.:3. scored the highest num-

ber of contemporary ratings. But whether these ratings were a function of

their professional position, or being women, or a combination is not clear.

copy of the attitudinal section of the questionnaire is included in the

articles. Issues of reliability and validity are also discussed. (13 re

ences)



campbell, _ Women deserve better. Tii Personnel and Guidance
Journal, 1973 51 (8) , 545-549.

Vtier. lLsts. D iej:r;00z. COU --ling. 31IE--
Women' Vorm. Strong-Campbell interest Inventory.

This rejoinder to Huth's review r,f studies of the SVIB--Women's Form
criticizes the conclusions, as well as the lack of comprehensiveness,
of that review. This author feels that the Handbook for the St:_nci
Vocationaljnterest B_lank is an important source of information of the

-tinent fesearch which was omitted from the review. This-author
suggests that the failure to differentiate interests for the majority
of women goes beyond a weakrwss of the instrument but reflects inadequacy
in the understanding of the role of vocational interests in the career
development of women. The author contends that 90 studies of the SVIB-
women's form does qualify as extensive investigation. Women do report
different vocational interest than men regardless of how interests are
measured. Responses among females tend to be more homogeneous than
among males. The career versus homemaker dichotomy is attacked as an
unproductive concept research-wise and tends to obscure individual
differences within each group, differences important for counseling.
Finally, a brief introduction to the new "unisex Strong" is presented
and some of its potential strengihs and weaknesses reviewed. .(7 refer-

ences)



Campb,?11, P. . and Mcr,ain, A:L. intellectual Decline and the AdolEoenr
Women. Pacer presented -a.t the meeting of the Amerif=7an PL;ychological
-;eciat ion, Montreal, Augunt, 1974.

IQ Char is. Personality F- High School Wo

Thir; stu y was dorie riot_ only to identify whether adolescent women tend to
decline in in tlectuai abilities to a greater extent than do ad()lescent
men but also why this happens. It sought to find differences between
women "decliners" and "non-decliners" in some personality characteristics
and their responses to some social stimuli. A sample of 471 high school
seniors (290 girls, 181 boys) from two public and two parochial schools
in rural, urban and suburban areas of New York State were asked to vol-
unteer (only two refused). IQ scores and type of IQ test taken in seventh
grade were identified for all subjects. In twelfth grade subjects were
given the same IO test. Women subjects were divided into two groups,
those who experienced d decline in score and those who did not. Both
female groups were given FIRO-B test, a semantic differential scale on
"myself," an inventory of jobs to categorize for males, females, and both,
and questions on the importance of women in man/woman relationships.

Overdll, young women showed a decrease in IQ scores during adoles,enc,7
while young men showed an increase. Women in the "decline" group rated
themselves as less active with less need to control than "non-decliners."
Decline in intellectual abilities of adolescent women may be sociological
in nature. The home environment has been found to have very little effect
on this decline (Terman, 1936) while school environment and sex-typing
within the school have much influence (Minuchin, 1974). (29 references )
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Carter, C. A. Advantages of being a woman therapist. PsychotherapD
Theor-, Research and Rraptiorai 1971, (4), 297-300.

Women Therapists. Developmental Experiences. Effectiveness with 7atients.

=nu ways in which a woman's developmental experiences prepare her for
being a therapist are discussed and several types of Patients for whom
a female, rather than a male, therapist is the better choice are
discussed- A female lP:sterical patient would be difficult for a man to
work with because h,::r central problems are with the mother-daughter
,alationship. Psychotic patients often find it easier to relate to

a woman since the nurturance of the female activates the patient's
de: adency needs in such a way that he temporarily relinquishes his
atmpts to k-ep the therapist at an emotional distance. Female
delinquents and postadolescent women experiencing developmental crises
also respond ,tter to female therapists. A multiple approach to
therapy combines the unique perceptions of both sexes and is especially
applicable to work with male and female neurotic patients. The emotional
framework of the female complements and fills deficiences in the cognitive
approar of the male partner.

(from P. E. Cromwell, (Ed.). Women and Mental Health, A Biblio_ ph
Washington, D. U.S. Government Printing 0 fice, 1974.)



Christensen, K.C. and Magoon, T.M. Perceived hierarchy of help-

giving sources for two categories of student problems. Journal

of Counseling Psychology, 1974, 21 (4), 31l-314.

Sex Differences. Counseling Sources. College Students.

This study asesses ahd compares Lhe different sources of
choose when seeking help with emotional and educational-vocational
problems. A sample of 85 females end 85 males completed a questionnaire
in which they rank-order sources of help. They were asked to indicate

previous counseling experience. Sub7:ects were subdivided on the basis

of sex and counseling history and rankings under each problem category

were analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis one way analyris of variance for

independent samples.

Friends and parents are considered first for help with emotional problems.
Faculty members, frieLis and parents are first preference for aid with

educational-vocational concerns. No significant difference of rankings
appears for those who had prior counselor contact in high school and ,

those who did not. Sex differences are non-significant on rankings

under either problem type. Previous contact with a high school
counselor was related to a student's later perceptions of the potential

helpfulness of helpgivers. Male counselor is ranked sixth and female
counselor seventh for help with educational-vocational problems. For

emotion concerns, male counselor is rnnked fifth and female counselor,

seventh, (15 references)
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nsen, KC. and Sediarek, W.E. nifferential faculty attitudes;
femal and students in general. Counse.lina Center

Facult

u1-7:, College Park, . University of

1,16. Minorities. alleae Students.

land,

This study was an attempt to identify the attitudinal set which faculty
1:)rinv with them into racially and sexually mixed classrooms. In order
to assess attitudes by faculty toward black and female undergraduates
as compared to undergraduaes in general, three forms of a questionnaire
were developed. The items were identical except on -Form B the word
"black" was-, inserted and on Form C the word "female" was inserted. The
questic-nnaires were sent to a random sample of 300 faculty of the
University of Maryland, stratLfied by rank. Of the 204 questionnaires
returned 153 (51 percent of the sample) were included in the analysis.
The final sample was 84 percent male and 16 percent'female.

Overall, the results showed that faculty held more positive attitudes
toward blacks and females, particularly females, than toward undergraduates
in general. The faculty perceived blacks as serious, hardworking, out-
spoken students who, perhaps, should be kept in line Females were
seen as the best, hardest working, most creative stz;dItA Results indi-
cate the direction of taculty stereotypes of black ; . e undergraduates.
Such stereotypic attitudes should be considered in ast.e:;iia- lariables
affecting the student learning enviroament. (20 referrar
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CicoreIl A.V. and Kitsuse, J.I= The:Educational Decision-Makers=
Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merri11 Company Inc=, 1963, 179pp.

High School Curriculum. Occupational Choice. Educational Aspirations=

Counseling. Institutional Barriers.

In this book, the authors propose that,high school is a mechanisrvwhich

actein society to decide who takes what jobs. They contend that the

distribution of students into such categories'as college-qualified and,
non-college-qualified is to a large extent characteristic of the'ad-
ministrative organization of the high school. Such categories then

influence the occupational choices made by the students.

A high school known for its excellence of educational program was,chosen

to be studied. Parent's, students, and counselors were studied. Re-

search was on the "ascription" of parental and student college aspirations.

One part of the stud as an ex;iloration of how,the student sample
were organizationally differentiated and processed by the administrations

personnel. Another section deals with the study of activities of coun-

selors at'the high school. The development of student counseling as

a specialized activity, the status Of counseleffs, and thg viewpoints

used by the counselors in the problems they handle are examined.

In the final chapter the authors consider the consequences of the trend

toward rationalization and bureaucratization of the educational system

. for the open class system. They discuss what effect the bureaucratic
methods used to identify and classify student talent will have on the

student population as individuals and as members o! adult society.
(2 referencei)
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Cohen, M. B. Personal identi y and sexual identity. Psychiatry, 1966,

29 (1), 1-14.-

Sex-Role Development. Socialization Variables.

The thesis of this discussion is that considerable incompatibility
exists'between society's traditional definition of sexual role and the
optiMal development of an individual's personal assets. =Supportive
evidence is provided by research on early infancy, longitudinal studies
of child development, and psychological data on pregnant women and their
_husbands.

Most children are socialized to regard the tale as independent and
dominant and the female as dependent and passive. Infant studies have
demonstrated innate behavioral and maturational differences in boys and
girls. However, these differences are increased by parents' differential
handling of male and female infants from birth on: For example, parents .

tend to talk more to girls and to hold and attend to boys more.

Longitudinal studies show that boys.who were most active in childhood
become strongly masculine, sexually active, but weaker in intellectual
striving in adulthood. Boys nurtured by their mothers give up pessivity
and dependency under societal pressure in adulthood, but replace these
behaviors with social anxiety, sedentary and intellectual careers, and
low levels of sexual activity. Cultural pressures on girls to be
traditionally feminine cause withdrawal from challenging tasks and
decreasing interest in intellectual development. Inborn tendencies
toward activity and passivity in boys and girls are not reversed, but
are repressed, resulting in anxieties about not being considered appro-
prdately masculine or feminine':

Results of childhood developmental processes are seen in the behavior of
pregnant women and their husbands. The caretaking responsibilities and
division of labor necessary for parenthood often intensify confliCts
about masculine and feminine roles. These conflicts.involve iniecurity
alpiout one's worth as= a sexual being and a person, as well as dependency
imbalances between,spouses. Tt is concluded that neither activity-
passivity nor independency-dependency are valid indexes of masculine-
feminine development. The cultural prevalence of these standards only
serves to promote female incompetency, male hypermasculinization, and
insecurity and lack of individual fulfillment in both sexes. '(14

references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and Fisher. 6ex_Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U. S. GoVernment Printing Office,
1975.)
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Cole, N.S. On measuring vocational interests of women. ACT Research
Rpport, 1972 , 49, 12 pp. .

Vocational Interests. Career Counseling. Sex Differences. SVIS.
Kuder. Holland's VPI. ACT's VIP=

This report presents the results of two studies which examined the
structure of women's interests as related to inventory interest scales
and occupational groups. This structure is compared with that found for
men, and possible inferences from women's interests to the full career
spectrum are made. An analysis of spatial configuration (Cole and Cole,
1970) was Used to examine the results of both studies.

The first study examines the structure of women's interests on Strong
Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB), the Kuder Occupational Interest
Survey, Holland's Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI) and the ACT
Vocational interest Profile (VIP) to discover if a common structure
exists and howit compares to men's interest structure. The analyses
show a two-dimensional configuration of women's interests. For each
of the inventories examined the configuration tends to be consistent with
the Holland ordering and comparable to the configurations-.for men reported
by Cole and Hanson (1971). The second study uses Holland's VPI and
ACT'S VIP to construct two occupational configuratiens for women and

, compares these with women's interest patterns. The occupational configura-
tions of the two sample of women, one of four-year college students and
the other two year 'college students from the two different inventories
are quite similar. This tends to support the applicability of Holland's
circular-ordering of vocationalinterest to women.

In general, the studies indicate that when women's interest are compared
with those of other women, the resulting structure of interests is
essentially the same as that found for men. Also, the occupational
structure tends to be similar for men and women. Holland's VPI and-
ACT's VIP are particularly adapt at interrelating women's interests)
areas and appropriate occupations. The Strong and Kuder are less
effective for this 'approach. The author maintains that current inven-
tories show women's interest patterns,have a common structure similar
to men's and their interests can be rOlated to the whole spectrum of
both traditionally masculine, as well as traditionally feminine choices.
(28 references)



.Collins,A.M. and Sedlacek, W.E. Counselor ratings of male and female

clients. Journal of National Asociation of Women Deans Adminiqtrators
and Counselors, 1974, 37 (3) , l28-132/.

Counselor At_ tudes. Differential Tree_ ent.

This study is a preliminary effort to delineate areas in which male and
female clients in atuniversity-counseling center are viewed and treated '

differently. Ratings of 565 female and 645 male clients at the Counseling
Center, (Jniversity of Marylandy comprised... the data for the study. The'

sample studied included all clients seen from June, 1970- to June, 1971.
The instrumnt used was the Codebook of Counseling Categories, an in-house
data shet 6pt on all clients. Sixteen of the iteMs on the instrument were'

used in the study. Item content included demographic va iables, intake
,
assessments, orocss judgments ar ,_. termination ratings.

The results indicate that systematic differences in the way counselors
perceive male and female clients do'occur in a university setting. Males

were more likely to be rated as having vocational-educational problems than

are females, while females more often are rated as having eMotional-social
problems. From the results of this study, the authors hope to develop
further research strategies to specify the reasons for and the consequences
of differential treatment of males and female-. l3 references)
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Committee to Eliminate Sex Discrimination in the Public Schools and the

Discrimination in Education Committee of NOW (Ann Arbor Chapter). An

Action Pro sal to Eliminate Sex Discrimination in the Ann Arbor Public

chools, Pittsburgh, Penn: KNOW, Inc., 1972. 12 pp.

,

Sex Bias. Discrimination. Remediation. School Policies and Programs.

This document sets out_the goals for the Ann Arbor school system as an

equal opportunity sygiiii. The nature and responsibilities of the Committee

are described. They submitted a list of policy action recommendations
based on the criterion of equal opportunity to the Board of Education and

the Administration for implementation. Policy Action Recommendations are

divided into three areas which must be dealt with simultaneously: Recom-

mendations for the Administration; for In-Service Training; for Program
Changes. Recommendations for the Administration included.immediate written .
orders to all school.staff and personnel to equalize students' access to

and,treatment in all school programs and activities. These hold -explicit

.implications for the system's architect, lobbyist, budget, hiring practices
and various policy and procedural'imperatives for the superintendent. Rec-

\. commendations for In-Service Training deal with sensitizing administrators,
teachers,:and staff to sex bias in the schools and'with encouraging them

to actively work for the elimination of discrimination. This sex bias may

aPpear not, only in programs and organization but also in eXpectations and

attitudes. Recommendations for program changes and revisions focus on the

areas of industrial arts, home economics and vocational education, sex edu-

cation, athle ics and student activities and the academic areas of women's

history and M th/science and sex bias in instructional Materials. (No

references)



Connell, D. M.,.and Johnson, J. E. Relationship between sex-role
identification and self-esteem in early adolescents. Developmental
Ps-chology, 1970, 3 (2), 266.

Self-esteem. Adolescents. Sex-role Identification

This empirical study tested the hypothesis that early adolescent
subjects with high appropriate sex-role identification have more
positive feelings of self-esteem than those with low sex-role identi-
fication. Eighth-grade students in a Catholic parochial school, 70
boys and 73 girls, completed the Gough femininity Scale and the
Coop rsmith Self-Esteem Inventory. The latter yielded,a score for
tot-- feelings of self-esteem and subscores for general self-esteem
and for self-esteem in relation to social:interactions with peers, home
life and interactions with parents, and..performance in the academic area.
Correlations between sex-role identification apd total self-esteem were
obtained. In addition, the 24 highest and 24 lowest scorers on the
Gough Scale for each sex were selected to form four groups: High -sex-

role identification (high ID) for males and for females, and low sex-
role identification (low ID) for males and for females. The data for
these four groups were factor analyzedfor differences in self-esteem

%

scores. .,

High ID was significantly correlated with high total self-esteem for
boys. For girls, there was no significant correlation between ID and
total self-esteem. Factor analysis supported these general conclusions.
For total, general, and social self-esteem with peers scores, there was
no significant difference between high- and low-ID females, but there
was a significant difference between High- and low-ID males. For the
same three analyses, the interaction of ID with actual sex was also
significant. That is, ID and self-esteem*scores on these scales were
differently .related for males and females., For the total and general
self-esteem scores, high-ID sUbjects differed significantly from low-ID
subjects, and the order of findings was consistent: High-ID males
scored highest, all females (high and:low ID) next highest, and low-ID
males lowest. The'analyses for. the Home-parents subscale and the academic-
school sUbscale showed.no significant differences. Neither males nor
females showed variatione in feelings of self-esteem in these areas as
a function of ID.

Results indicated that, as the adolescent male's sexual identification'
becbmes more appropriate, his feelings of self-esteem increase, whereas
there is no difference in feelings of self-esteem between early adoles-
cent girls who identify with:the masculine role and those who identify
with the feminine role.- It was concluded that the male role may have
reward value in itself whether the role is adopted by a male or a female.
(11 references)

(from H.S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sex,Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing afice, 1975.)



Crandall, V., Dewey, R., ,Katkdvsky, W., and Preston, A. Parents'
attitudes and behaviors and grade-school children's academic achievc-
ments. Genetic 1964, 104, 53-66.

Elementary School Students. Academic Achievement. 'Parental Influence.

The relationship between parents attitudes and behav ors,and children's
academic performance was investigated as part of a larger study. Subjects
were 20 boys and 20 girls in the second, third, and fourth grades, and .

their parents. The sample was representa:Eive of all but the lowest
social class. The children's intellectual abilities were assessed by
the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test, and academic performance was measured
by the California Achievempnt Test. Parents were interviewed individually
regarding deneral ISarental behaviors (affection, rejection, nurturance)
an specific attitudes' and rdactions to their child's everyday achievement
efforts.

Correlations between IQ and achi6vement scores were of the same magnitude
generally found in research on children's intelligence and achievement.
The only.,.aeneral parental behaviors that significantly predicted academic
performance pertained to methers and daughters: Mothers of academically
competent girls were less affectionate and less nurturant toward their
daughters than mothers of less proficient girls. Neither mothers' nor
fathers' expressed valuep fin- their child's intellectual experiences
were positively associated with the child's academic achievement. The
mother's evaluation of and satisfaction with kkle child's general intellectual
competence were positively related to the child's actual academic perfor-
mance, whereas those of the father were not. Parental instigation of and
participation in children's intellectual activities, when correlations
were significant, were negatively associated with the children's academic
performance. Fathers of the most academically proficient girls tended
to praise.rather than criticize their everyday intellectual achievement
attempts. The greater number of significant correlations between parents'
attitudes and behaviors and daughters' academic proficiency suggests
that grade school boys may be less susceptible to adUlt influence than
grade school girls. (9 references)

(from H.S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fishec, Sex Roles: _A_Rsearch
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)



Department of Public Instruction, State of North Carolina. Elimination

of Traditional Sex Stereotypes in Public Schools, Suggested Directions

and Strategies. Available from:, Amanda Smith, State Department of In-
struction, Education Building, Raleigh, North Carolina 27611. 9 pp.

Sex Stereotypes. D scrimination. Remediation. School Policies.

This documents the general objectives and strategies planned by the State
Department of Public Instruction in,NOrth Carolina for eliminating sex
stereotypes in their schools. It deals with general education objectives
relative.to discrimination, awareness of sex stereotypes, implications for
guidance services, student placement and Curriculum, and instructional mater-
ials. Guidelines for assuring equitable treatment of boys and girls and
access to special Programs, facilities, extracurricular activities, physical

education and interscholastic activities are also outlined. Equity between
the seXes in the areas of discipline, marital or . pat'ental status and in stu-
dent representation is to be examined. Equal oppottunity for teachers,
staff andadministrators also must be assured. The schools have the respon-
sibility to take public their policies and,activities aimed at eliminating
sex discrimination; (No references)
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Dewey, C.R. Exploring interests: A nonsex

and Guidance Journal, 1974, 52 (5), 311-315.

t method. The Personnel

Vocational Interests. Personality Constructs. Vocational Guidance.

This,report describes a vocationil counseling technique.called the

Non-Sexist Vocational Card Sort (NSVCS) for use with both men and women.

Seventy-six occupations or occupational categories derived from the male

and female forms of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Form DD of the

Ruder Interest Inventory ate typed on 3x5 cards and coded according to

Holland's 61966) sek personality types.

The client so ts the 76 occupations into three categories: those he

or she "Would Not Choose," those "In Ouestion" and those he or she

"Might Choose." Each of these groups is considered separately. Pc;
the occupations not chosen, the client groups them according to those
with the same or similar reason for rejection, records these occupations

and their related reasons. This is done for the "In Question" and "Might
Choose" occupations also. The client then rank orders the "Might Choose"

occupations. Finally, the client is invited to comment on the procedure,
the occupations present or missing and examine the record sheet to see
if it was consistent with her/his perceptions. A homework assignment to
more thoroughly explore "Might Choose" occupations can be given. The

NSVCS procedure should take 40 to 60 minutes.

0
The NSVCS technique focuses on the criteria that a client is using to make
e*vocational decision while involving the client actively in the process.
According to the author the NSVCS is less sexist than traditional approaches
to vocational counseling because 1) the same vocational alternatives are
offered to both men and women, 2) gender of the occupational titles has
been neutralized, and 3) the process Orientation ofthe technique allows
'counselor and-client to confront and explore sex-role biases as such biases

_emerge in the Counseling session. (10 references)
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Dickerson, K. G. Are female college students influenced by the expectations
they perceive their faculty and administration have for them? Journal of

National Association of Women Deans and Counselorsi 1974, 37 (4), 167-172.

Faculty Attitudes. Role'Expectations. Role Aspirations.

This study attempts to determine if there is a relationship between women
students' academic-vocational aspirations and their perceptions of what
their facUlty and administration expect of them. Questionnaires were answered
by a random sample of 379 female students at 4 midwestern colleges and
universities. The questionnaire included 40 questions: 20 questions designed

to give an indication of each student's own academic-vocational aspirations
and 20 questions designed to'givean indication of how the student felt
the faculty and administration of-her institution perceived her academic-
vocational role.

Whiie the findings dp not show a cause and effect relationship, female
students do perceive limited support and encouragement in academe. Regard-
less of the level of their own aspirations these are higher than their
perc4ptions of what they-See as the expectations of their faculty and admin-
istration of them. A sizeable percentage of female students perceive low
expectation for-them and are sensitive to digferential treatment of the
sexes. ,They do suggest that students with higher aspirations are more apt

to feel their faculty and administration havo high_expectations for them.

This reflects the upygmalion" notion that one's behavior-is influenced by
another's expectations. Resulte of.the study support the notion that
higher education needs to_ adapt better to serve the needs of its women

students. (11 references)
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Doherty, M.A. Sexual bias in perstmality theory. The Counseli_

PsycholOgist, 1973, 4, (1) 67-75.

#

Sex Bias. Counseling Theories. Personality Theory. Sex differences. Research.

This article raises questions regarding the relevance and appropriateness

of personality theories as bases for counseling women. In a brief re-View of

early .Western Philosophical psychologist two basic themes emerge: 1) male

is the prototype of humanity and female is understood inrelation to him,

2) cognitive, rational behavior is positivelY valued and associated,with

male; affective, sensual behavior identification isleminine. A detailed

assessment of Erickson's personality theory for sex bias is presented.

Three questions are raised about.Erickson's theory. If Erickson's model

is essentially a male-model it is-inappropriate to understanding women..
Since Erickson's theory is based on polarities, the author questions

the validity and psychological,soundness of this approach as currently

used in personality theories. Both human experience and empirical evi-
dence have,demenstrated that characteristics defined as ends of a dimen-

sion exist and interadt dynamically within the individual. Finally,

Erickson's view of women, his virual identification of woman with mother

and the existence of the productive inner-bodily space as.central to

her search fer identity,is,guestioned. Psychologists have become in-

creasingly sensitve to the generalization bias as it affects social

classes and cultures; they have failed to detect the "generic bias"

which seeks to explain human behavior in terms of "man". These theo-

-etical assumptions affect research on sex difference in two major areas:

definitions of constructs and selection of research topics. The author

maintains that since theorists are products of their own'time and culture

and develop theories out of their own experiences and unique-populations,

counSelors need to examine these theories to ascertain whether the prin-

ciples derived from them are compatible with contemporary culture and

life styles of their clients. (19 references)



Dorn, D. S. Idealized sex roles among young people. Journal of
Human Relations 1970, 18 (1), 789-797._ _ _

College Students. Sex-role Perceptions. Female Role.

ThiS study tested the hypothesis that the female career role of the
1960s has become increasingly accepted-as the norm, at least among
college students. Forty male and 30 female college juniors and
seniors completed an open-ended questionnaire on the double standard
of male-female behavior, male-female relationships, the ideal role
Of the American woman, and whether most other college students would
agree with their views on the female role. Fifteen of the male students
were interviewed in'depth on the reasons for their answers.

Sixty percent of the females and 70 percent of the males thought that
the double standard had declined, particularly in the areas of employment,
education, seXual behavior, the military, and political involvement.
Fifty percent of the females and 70 percent of the males indicated their

_ belief that women were increasingly having egalitarian..relationships
with men. Both males and females listed, as characteristics of the ideal
female role an egalitarian relationship with males, a Companion-comple-
mentary marriage with mutually agreed upon decisionsi'anda lifestyle
allowing the female to develop her capabilities to the fullest. Despite
this general consensus, males reported difficulty in acknowledging this
ideal in their own behavior. However; perceiving no alternative to
accepting female freedom, the males were attempting to overcome both the
traditional female stereotypes and traditional male stereotypes of
dominance and insensitivity. -Subjects thought college students of both
sexes would agree with their views on omen's role. (12 references)

(from H.S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher_ Hex Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C. U. S. Government Printing Office, 1975,)



Education Coffimittee. Report on Sex Bias in the Public Schools. New York:

National Organization for Women, 1973. 98 ppr

Sex Bias. School Po1icies. Curriculum. Attitudes. Counseling! Alternatives.

Careers. Stereotypes.

This report attempts to document sex bias and discrimination in public
schools, particularly in the -areas of administration, curriculum and atti-
tudes. The report uses Congressional Records, court cases, news releases,
correspondence, findings from research and analysis related to curriculum,
materials and school policy to illustrate differential treatment of the sexes.
The following sections focused on guidance and counseling. In the Congress-

ional Record of March 9, 1971, Shirley Chisolm outlined counselors' respon-
sibilities: "to raise the aspirations.of girls, to aSsist them in achieving
a satisfactory 'identity both as women and as workers, and to help replace
past occupational stereotypes" (p. 3). .In this same statement Chisholm re-
commended the formation of a commission to study the educational needs of
girls from early childhood through secondary school, the establishment of in-
service training for school counselors in special guidance needs of girls
and increased appropriations for improved counseling to all students. Ann

Jawin in her discussion of Sex Bias in Career Counseling.(pp. 42-43),illus-
trates how firmly entrenched sex-role stereotypes and sex bias mediate against
girls having-any real freedom of choice regarding a career. She callsfor
consciousness-raising among teachers, counselors and principals, a women
awareness course for students emphasizing career exploration and revision of
all course curriculum, programs and books_from early.childhood on to ensure
the elimination of sexism. A need for other counseling services, especially
in the areas of sexuality and contraceptives, is also demonstrated.
(6 references)



Elman, J., Press A. and Rosenkrantz, P. Sex. Role Self-Coneepts:
Real and ideal. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Psychological Association, Miami Beach, Fla., 1970. 9 pp.

self--oncept,. Idealized Roles. Stereotypes. College Students.

How men and women conceptualize ideal males and females was Studied
in relation to their perceptions of typical males and females and their '

perceptions of themselves. The effects of sex-role 'stereotypes and
*sex-role ideals on individual self-concept were also investigated.

Subjects were 52 male and:52 female students at a 2-year community
college. A 60-item, bipolar stereotype questionnaire was developed
from the longer-stereotype questionnaire used in earlier studies.

. Respondents indicated traits of the typical male and female, the ideal
male and female, and their own real and ideal selves on scales consisting
of stereotypic differentiating, and non-differentiating male- or female-
valued items.

Male and female responses on ideal male and female traits were more
similar than their responses on typical male and female traits. Ideal --

males and ideal females were seen as possessing similar socially
desirable adult traits. The real self-images were more like the perceived
stereotypes than like the ideal sex roles, and the ideal self-images
more closely resembled the sex-role ideals than they reseMbled the
stereotypes. Roth males and females perceived ideal men and women as
possessing many of the traits presently valued for the opposite sex.
Findings suggest a shift by individuals toward more flexible sex typing.
(7 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sex Rolesr A Research
Bibliography!:Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)



7ntwi D. R., and rberge, E. Adolescents' views of wom,,al's
'ork role. American _Journal_ of Orthopsychiatry, 1972, 42 (4) , 648-656.

Adolesc Female Role. Career Attitudes.

The effects of adolescents sex, race, IQ, social class, and residential
locus on their attitudes toward women's work role were explored.
The sampl of 270 male and 305 feMale ninth graders were attending
six Maryland schools described as black inner-city, white inner-city,
black blue-collar, white blue-collar, white rural, and,white middle-
class. Subjects answered three forced-choice questions on women's
role included in a large test battery. The quest-1-0ns, followed by
indexes of how strongly the subject felt About each opinion, concerned

ether women should work, what kinds of jobs they should hold, and
whether they are intellectually curious.

Data indicated a marked difference between boys and girls about
women's role, with boys consistently holding more conservative opinions.
Both sexes disapproved of women holding "men's" jobs. Black students
were less opposed to women working than were white students, but they
were just as negative toward their doing the same work as men. Both
black and white inner-city students were generally willing for women
to work. Blue-collar girls were more conservative than inner-city
girls on women's role. The greatest differences between girls' and boys'
views were found among the middle-class white sample. Although subjects
of high IQ generally held liberal views, high-IQ middle-class boys weSe
least liberal. High-IQ blue-collar students of both sexes were the most
liberal. These findings are discussed briefly in relation to adolescent
sex-role behavior, occupational aspirations and peer pressure, education,
and womon's role in Amrican society. (5 references)

4

'(from H.S. Astin, A. Pa elman and A. Fisher. Sex_Roles:
Bibliography, Washingto

es
D.C. H.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)



Erickson, c. L. (b.)- A Basic Text for Guidance Workers. New York:
Prentice-Ball, 1947, 566 nages.

Guidance CurricuL.7. Guidance Techniques and Services. Counseling.
ment. Infoz-mation .ources.

Place-

This book is a compflation of wi=itings by various people on topics related
to guidance. It is designed as a textbook for basic guidance courses. The
book gives a brief view of many of the techniques used in general guidance,
such as case-study techniques, interviewing techniques, helping pupils
plan programs, group-guidance techniaues, work experience, nlacemert and
follow-up services, and therapeutic counseling. The book gives some infor-
mation about organizing a guidancogram. Sources of informationand
assistance are included. (254 references)

a
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EriAson, VL
curriculm ir

Psycholoo growth for women: A cognitive developmental

-venti.on. Counselina and Values, 1974, 18 (2 102-116 pp.

moral Development. Sex Difference. Counseling Intervention. Curriculum.

Migh School Women.

This paper focuses on the development of women and the limitations in their

personal growth and competencies. The research reviewed indicates that
while males and females tend to score equally well at an early age, during

adolescence_ girls tend to levelearl_ier and at a_lower.level.
in a number of cognitive,_emotional and moral areas. The author proposes

that it is the counselors'responsibility to promote equal personal growth

and competence in women as well-as men by examining theories of growth and

development, then proposing, testing out and teaching related Classroom

curriculum. The major part of the paper describes such a Curriculum for

-high school girls based on Kohlberg's cognitive-d6velopment theory using a sem-
inar-practicum model. The multiple assessments for this women's course in-

cluded Kohlberg Moral Judgement Scale, Loevinger Sentence Completion Form,

Attitude Toward Women Scale (Spence and Iielmreich, 1973) and some clinical

measures of psychological growth. It appears possible to integrate content

and prOcess in currimaa in-such a way as to promote psychological as well

as intellectual growth. This study also illustrates that it is possible to

link instructional and counseling models to examine theoretical concepts.

This study is one of the first to indicate an intervention mode that will

promote movement from conventional toward principled morality and from ex-

ternal to internal sources of ego strength in ,J1cent females (33 reft2r-

ences)
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Rwing, T.N. Racial similari_y of client and counselor and client

satis --)t with counseling. Journal of Counseling Psychology, 1974,

46-440."1 (5)

Cousoling Satisfaction. Racial Differences.

This study posed two questions regarding client evaluations of counselin
does the client react to counselirig interviews more favorably when

the counselor is of the same rather :than of a different racial .background?

2) do counselors differ in their effectiveness in counseling students of

a different racial background as compared with theireffectiveness in
counseling students in general?

The evaluation forms for 13 black and 13 white students we e randomly

selected for each of three black counselors and eight white counselors.
Prior to his/her entry to the university, each student had been involved
in a counseling interview where topics covered were interpretation of
tests, choice of curriculum, and overview of scholastic and personal
problems. Students were assigned to counselors haphazardly--purely on
the basis of when a counselor had time to see students.

Re indicate that individual counselors were viewed as significantly
different from one another in terms of helpfulness. slack students rated
both white and black counselors more favorably than did white students-
slack students also indicated a greater likelihood of returning to sep
white counselor- than did white students.

The author concludes that there is little support for the h- othesis that

counselors need to.have the same racial or ethnic background as their
clients. Nor is the hypothesis of differential effectiveness aimong coun-
selors in counseling students with different racial or ethnic backgrounds

supported. The author does caution that these findings are limited to
one-interview situations and may not be the same for long-term counseling

or psycllotherapy. He suggests that it is not racial similarity that is
import=Tult, but the experience of the counselor.and the human qualities of
both counselor and client. (13 references)



Farmer, H S. Helping women to resolve the home-career conflic,_
Personnel_ and Guidan Jollrnal, 1971, 4q (10), 7q5-80l.

Vocational Development Thenties. Role Confli t Career Choice

C.ounselors can nn longer dodge the special demands of vocational
decision-making with women by saying either "Sooner or later she will
settle down and get married" or-"A woman can do anything a man can do."
This article presented data indicating thoincreased participation of
women in the U.S. labor force and reviewed research literature and
theories of vocational development relating to the conflict of combining
home and career rather than choosing one or the other exclusively.
Factors affecting women's career choices:.:aere reported to be women's
perceptions of career roles, social myt1V regarding women's place in
society (e.g., "Your place is in the home"), and a cultural lag between
economic.realities and technological advances on the one hand and the
advice offered by society on thd other. Counselors were urged to
explode social myths, to help clarify the factors involved in the voca-
tional choice process with high school and college girls--particularly where
these factors differ from those affecting men, and to facilitate career
choices in women which are commensurate with their potential., (27

references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer, SelectedAnnc3Biblictira-h-
On Women at Work. New York: Human Science Press, in press. 1976.)
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Farmer, H.S. and Bohn,
the level of career in
1970-, 17, 228-232.

., Jr. Home-career corflict reductiJn ancL
-st in women. Journal of Counseling Ps--chology,

Career- _itudes. Sex-roleg. SVIB. -stereotypes. Counseling.

This' study examines the effect of mental set and cultural bias on
career attitudes. The Strong Vocational Interest Blank - 'Form W
was administered to 25 married and 25 single women. All subjects
first completed the test under-standard instructions. The test was
later roadministered with new instructions which were intended to
reduce the home-career conflict experienced by the women. The new
instructions told subjects to "pretend that men have come of age and,
that'l) men like intelligent women, 2) men and women are promoted equally
in business and in the professions, and 3) raising a family is very possible
for a career woman " (17) 230).

:1_11ts indicate that :ing the conflict-reducing instructions scores
on career scales (aut_ ,rtist, psychologist, lawyer, physician and
life insurance saleswom,1H increased.significantly and homemaker scales
(buYer, business education teacher, secretary, officer worker, elementary
school -beacher, housewife, home economics teacher and dietician) decreased
significantly, the authors conclude that inventory patterns can change
if attitudinal response sets are changed and that pretest counseling
could reduce the home-career conflict and influence SVIB scores.
(19 referonces)
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Feather. N.T. and Finri, J.G. Reactions to male and _emale success

and failure in sex-linked occupatiOns,,impressionS of personality,

casual attributions, and perceived likelihood of different consegu

Tournal_of Personality and Social_Psychology, 1975, 31 (1), 20-31.

Sex-Role Perceptions. Occupational Success. Sex Differences.

This study explores the question of the way peoples' conceptions about

sex-roles influence their reactions to male and female success at

various occupations. The hypothesis proposed is that success at an
occupation will be more attractive in various ways if success is con-

sistent with social sex-role stereotypes.

Subjects were 48 girls of relatively high socioeconomic status, from a

private, church-oriented high school. The subjects were randon/v

distributed one of four possible questionnaries. Each questionnaire

described the success or failure of a male or female in Medioal,.Nursi

or Teacher Training school. Sex and success-failure varied in the

four questionnaires. A 2x2x3 analysis of variance w th sex, success-

failure, and occupation as factors was done.

This study revealed a tendency of the subjects to upgrade successful

males in relation to unsuccessful males, and to depreciate successful

females in relation to unsuccessful females. Successful malesNare

evaluated as more positive, more powerful, more rule-following and less

feminine than failing males. For females, evaluations are teversed.

Successful males and unsuccessful females are seen as luckier, busier,

wiser, more logical, and more honest. An easy course of studies is

viewed as cause for female success; ability for male success. Males who

succeed are seen as likely to continue succeeding, to be praised, to be

famous, and as unlikely to wonder if he's normal, or to worrY about

htudying too much. The reverse is true of females who succeed. (19

references)
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Feshbach, N.D. A primer fr i non-sex sm in schools. Draft for Educational

Horizens, 1975 (spring). I p.

Soxism. Sex _Stereotyping. Element ry, Junior ord Senior High Schools.

:.valuatior Instrument

This article presents a tentative set of guide _nes which school personn
parent groups and advisory councils can use to identify educational prac-

tices and policies which contribute to sex stereotyping and bias. This

information could then be used as a basis for developing programs and

structures whereby educators can play a major role in expanding the concept

of women's role. The major rationale tor this impetus to change the concept
of women's role is the desire to foster and.develop the psychological and
vodational potential of women based on a moral conviction relative to fair
playind equality for all. The evaluation instrument included in the article

intended as a guide to assess possible loci of sex discrimination, Ipias
and sexism. The items are not intended to be exhaustive but are samples of
types of items considered as reievant. The instrument focuses on elementary,
junior high and senior high school.. Not, all itemS are appropriate for all

settings. The completeAssessment- and Evaluation Schedule can then serve
as a focus of discussion by parent-staff groups for identifying, planning

and implementing necessary changes. (31 references)
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Frank/-A.(7-. and K rk, B.A. -rifferences In-outcomes-for users and
nonusers of university counseling and psychiatric services: A five-

year accountability study. Journal_of Counseling Psychology, 1975,
11 (3) , 252-252 .

Counseling. Prsistcncc . Scholas ic Differences. Background Factors.

Accountability.

'
This study eamines the relationship of psychological services usage after
four years and persistences over five years for all letters andscience
freshmen (1210 men and 1210 women) at a large state university. Students

eompleted the School and College Ability Test (SCAT, Form DA), the Strong
Vocationa3 Interest Blank, Men's and Women's Forms,and student information
sheet upon entering college. After four years all names were checked against
counseling center and Psychiatric Serviees records for users and nor-users

(four categories). Then six years after entering data were asseMbled from
university records on persistence (s categories) , grade point average, and

major.

Both men and women users of the counseling center graduated within four years

at a higher rate than any.other category. The proportion of students using
the counseling center and leaving in bad standing (GPA below 2.0) is lower

tht. fur non-users. Among the women, both the total counseled group and the
fourth year graduates had somewhat higher quantitative scores on SCAT, but

no differences in final GPA were present. ,In generalicounseled and noncoun-

seled students did not differ in initial seholastic abilities, interests,

background, or final GPA's and these variables did not explain the differences

in completion rate. The authors suggest that counseling was the distinguishing

variable. However, the difference may be in unassessed variables.. The resUlts

may define a potential accountability basis for these mental health services.

(12 references).
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Frazier, N. and Sadker,M Sexism in School_and Society. New Yor:
Harper & Row, 1973. 215 pp.

Sexism. Racism. Feminism. Sex-Roles. Self7Esteem. Academic Achievement.

Occupational Aspirations. Students.

This book attempts to draw together much of the recent literature and thought

on sexism in American society. It attempts to document some of the myths and

realities of --Yomen's role in this society and instances of sex discrimination

which may.impt on women and men from early childhood and elementary school

through colleg and adulthood. The authors begin by clarifying the meaning

of feminism. A number of traditions relative to marriage, child care,jobs,

politics and assumption of responsibility which the authors feel contribute

to women's second class status are reviewed. The relationship of sexism and

racism is explored briefly. The nature, source and impact of sex differences

are introduced. Then, after a checklist of research findings on what a female

is like after her trip through the educational process, the institutional

practices, amiformal and informal policies in elementary and high schools

and colleges which tend to discriminate against either sex are examined in

detail. Finally, the authors'note some recent changes aimed at mitigating

sexism in schools. (14 to 48references per chapter)
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Eriodersac: , N. w. A Comparative Study of Counselor Attitudes

Toward the Further Educational and Vocational Plans of High school
,07Liss-r_tation_Ahs_tractsjnternational, 1970, 30 (10), 4220-

21. Wi,-rofi_l $3.00; Xerox $8,(0; 171 page.)

(.:ounselor Attite. Differonces. Educational and Vobational

Aspirations. Hiqh S,.:hool Girls.

This study examines coum-:elor attitudes toward L--1.ional vocatina1

goals ,)f high school girls in an attempt to determine the nature' and

extent of attitudinal differences among counselors_ Of a sample of 106

Indiana public school counselors participating in this study, 27 males

29 fcmalcs cbmpletc2 1711e Strong Vocational Tnterest blank role

.playing as a college bound hieh school eirl; 23 males and 27 females

role played as non-oollege bound high school girls. A Personal infor-

mation Forals also ,,:cmpleted by each counselor. A single classifica-ion

analysiJ of variance was used to analyze the results_

and female counselors respond', differently for the college bound

girl versals the non-college bound girl and both displayed distinctive

attitudes lward which levels and types of iobs are appropriate for

each girls. Counselors perceive college bound girls as identifying

with cultural activities and as having verbal skills but items

reflecting the difference between college and non-college bound girls

were different'for male and female counselors. Male counselors

associated college bound girls with traditional feminine occupations

at the semi-skilled levol and think of women in feminine roles char-

acterized by feminine personality Lraith. (,ale counselors perceived

eollege bound -girls as having positive attitudes toward female occupa-

tions and did not even consider male-dominated fields as possible,

career options for oirls. Pemalo counselors porcoivod eollego bound

girls as inerested in occupations recidirinq a degree and

considored both traditinnal and noQ-traditioual carec- options For

women.

The author suggests thnt such differences in attitudes and percv.ptions

of women's occupational roles by counselors may affgct the counseling

relationship and the nioher educational and vocational goals of female

students.
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poie7o, I.H., Fisher, J., McHugh, N.C., and Valle, V.A. Attributinc

causes of succoss and failure: internal and external barriers to
acievement in women. Draft of paper for conference on New Directions
for Research on wonw,n, Madison, Wisconsin, May 30-June 2, 1975.

Achievement Netivatn. Sex-role Stereorypes. Attributional Pattern.

This paper is based on the belief that although past studies have
attributod causes of women's failure to achieve to internal factors
in women, external barriers to achievement are as important, if not
more so, than the internal psychological barriers to aahievement.

Some of the internal cognitive variables which may serve to inhibit

women's achievement and the external sources which may affect these
cogni,tions are first considered. Reviewing J.,_:ny of the past studies,.

the authors find that it is not unlikely that women have lower gener-
al,ized expectancies than men in our culture as a result of widely held

sex-role stereotypes. Literature and theories about attribution of
succoss and failure a-ee discussed, with special.emphasis on attribu-

tional patterns of womon. Med'ator variables, such as lbw self-esteem
and fear of suce?ss, individual differences, such as-andwgeny and
noed for achievement, and situational factors, i.e., competitiveness
and type of task, which appear to result in a pattern,of general
externality in women's.attributions are examined.

Research which indicates that similar cognitive variables in others

may be important external barriers to female achievement is also ana-

lyzed. Cognitions of others concerning women in achievement situations
appears to be as important, if not more important, than women's internal

cognitions. They can act as barriers in two ways: 1) expectations and
attributions can affect hiring, promotion, and othet opportunities for

achievement; 2) women's internal cognitive barriers to achievement stem
from cultural standards to sex appropriate behavHr. (88 references)
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6aimar L. G. and r-latt, h. T. c;c--- Role St-E,rectypes ant (71.uca_)re'

r ,ions of Mature Tersonalities. Paper presented at the meeting
of tIle Western Psycholoqical Associat on, San Francisco, -nril 27,
1974.

Teachers' Atti S- -fo_- ereoty e_. Sex Differences.

The following questions were explored in this paper: (1) Do educators
descriptions of healthy, mature, socially competent individuals
differ as a function of the sex of the person juriqed? 0) Does the sex
of the educator relate to the use of sex-role stereotypes? A sample of
126 instructors from the elementary, secondary_and college levels
were asked to describe a healthyp=mature, and Socially competent adult
male, adult female, or adult. Comparisons of the instructors for each
of the three different instructional sets provided the following infor-
mation: .(a) educators at all levels show high agreement concerning the
attributes which characterize healthy, mature, socially competent
adults, adult males, and adult females, respectively; (b) -educators'
concepts of mature personality differ for men and women; (c) these
differences parallel common sex-role stereotyps found by previous
investigators, and generally assign less soci&- value or- desirability
to the feminine role; (d) educators are significantly less likely to
attribute characteristics which describe mature adults to a woman than
they are to a man; and (e) female educators, while also describing women
as soMewhat less than mature adults, nevertheless do see women as coming
significantly closer to the adult standard than do male educators.
(1 reference)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Sacker, Selected Annotat d BibliOL raphy
on Women at Work. New York; Human Science Press, in press. 1976.



Goldbera, P. Are women prejudiced against women? Trans-Action,
1968, 5 (5), 23-30.

Sexual Discrimination. College Women. Professional Women.

An experimental study was designed to investigate whether there is
real pr:ladice by women ae;ainst women; i.e., who-Lher perception itself
is,distorted ay sex discrimination. T'..00 hypotheses were tested: That
even when the work is identical, women will value the professional
work of mon mon; highly than that of women; and that this tendency
will be greatly diminished or reserved when the professional field
haipehs to for wonen.

Sui:jects were 14C. randomly selected college w=en, of whom 100 were
used for pretesting and 40 in the exPeriment prooer. In pretesting,
the 100 subjects were given a list of .50 occupations and asked to rate
the degree to which they associated the profession with men or .with
women. The two oceupations most associated with men the two mOst associated
with women, and two neutrals were selected. Six articles from the
pi-fessional literature representing the six occupations were combined
int. booklets. Fsch article was attributed to a male author in half the
booklets and to a 'female author in the 'other half. Each booklet had
three male and three female authors' names. In a group session, the
subjects read the articles and evaluated each one on a set of nine
guestions. No mention was made of the sex of the 4-ithor in the instruc-
tions.

1-.61,1t.. clearly supported the first hypothesis: 01: 54 possible compari-
sons of male and female authors, 3 were tied, 7 Lavored female authors,
:ed 44 favored male authors. The pronounced tendency for subjects to
valuate more highly articles attributed to male authors held not only

for the two "male" professions, but for all six. Thus, the second
hypothesis was not s',_;pported. Results showed a general bias by women
against women access professions and fur nine different aspects of
competence as a protesional. (no references)

(from H.S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sox_Reles: A Reserch
Bibliography, Washington, D_r_, M-5. Government Printing 1975..)
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Gottfredson, G.D. and Holland J.L. Vocational choices of men and women:
A comparison of predictors from the Self-Diree-ted Search. Journal of
Counseling P_sychol_:gy, 1975, 22 (1), 28-S.

Vocational Interests. 0ccupatior,1 Choice. Self-Directed Search.
Dllege Students.

This report examines thrr,e issues in prediction of vocational choice:
1) the validity of comJonents of the Self-Directed Search: .The occupa-.
tional daydream, likad and disliked aCtivities,-COmPetenciee and occupa-
tional preferencen; 2) the relative usefulness of a person's current
vocational choie of predicting subsequent choices; 3) the issue of
sex-bias in ,-ome interest and ability measures because women have not had
sufficienc opportunity to develop interests and abilities in some. area
and renorming such measures to lessen bias. The Self-Directed Search
was administered to two groups of students, 2508 freshmen at a state
university and 1,183 students at a public liberal- arts college. A
follow-up questionnaire asking for the student's current occupational
choice .t.!-as collected three years later for the university sample and
ono Year later for the liberal arts sample.

edictions-made from separate-components fo the Self-Directed Search
are associated with subsequent choice. This lends support to the theore-
tical notion that each class of personal attributes contribute to a
person's decloion. The validity of all predictors supports their practi-
cal use in self assessment of indiVidual for career advisement. The
occupational daydream is the most efficient predictor of later-choice
for both men and women, followed by occupational component for men and by
the summary code for women. The competencies component aPpears to be

least efficient for men and the activities self-rating is least effic ent
fov, women- .,The results suggest that what a person'says he or she wants
to do should be used more in counseling practices and research, (About
72% of the women in the liberal arts college and 62% of the women at the
state university chose occupations classified as social, making a predic-
tion of a social occupation for all women a better prediction that those
made in this study.) (18 references)
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Gottsegen, G.B., and Gottsegen, M.G. Women and school psychology,

Ti2pchoo, 1973, 2 24-27.

School Psychology. Women Professionals, Sex Distribution.

This article reviews the role of women profes§ionals in school psychology, their

position in the school system, in profession organizations and their educational

attainment.:- Data are presented for the National Association of School ---

Psychology Membership for 1972. Women comprise 47.7% of listed members, but

men are better represented in organizational duties. Only 27% of state

delegates were women, 38.8% of chairpersons of committees and regional

directors were women and the only woman officer was a secretary. Women

appear in greater numbers in professional school osychology organizations

than they do in other areas of psychology. According to a tally of APA
meMbershipAby sex (Astin, 1973), the division of school psychology had

the second largest number of women members. The authOrs conclude with

a question as to why women are more welcome to sehool psychology than

other fields of psychology. Is it because of the stereotypic association

of women and schools? f-ences)
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J.P. and Rivers, W. The consideration of race in efforts to end'
sex bias. In E.E. Diamond (Ed.) is_sues of Sex Bias and Sex Fairness. in
Career-Interest Measurement, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 1975. pp. 123-139. (Available from Educational
Work, National InStitute of Education, Washington, D.C. 20208.)

Sex Bias. Career Aspirations. Motivation. Fear of Success. Sex-role
Attitudes. Vocational Interest inventories. Occupational S ereotypes.
Counseling.

This paper.examines the need for sex fairness efforts for black women and-
relates those needs to the measurement of vocational interest. The areas
covered include the status of minority womew in the world of work, com-
parative aspirations of black and white women, career expectations'and
preferences, occupational choice, motivation, sex-role attitudes, norming
procedures, andjierceptions of interest inventories for minority women,
especially as these relate ,o employmen' inequity.

The review of pertinent literature suggests that black women are more
likely to enter the labor force, to be more interested in doing so, to
work full-time and continuously, perhaps motivated more by a sense of
responsibility than by achievement need. Gonsistent with this is the
finding that fear of success imagery is-more_freguent within a sample of
white college women than within the black sar411e. While black women terr.
to be more traditional in their sex-role.attitudes, they seem to be less
constricted by their perception of the feminine role. However, they seem
at least as constricted as white women in their perceptions of what occu-
pational roles are appropriate for the

The authors contend in regard to interest inventories that there may be
a discontinuity or mismatch between the interest structure developed
by minority females and those possessed by the criterion (majority)
group used to validate the interest scale. Thus, the inventory and
criterion 'reference group are biased against minority fethales, both on
sex and ethnicity grounds. Th0 future usefulness of standardized

ychologic,i1 tests and inventories will depend on vigorous research
efforts to validate properly these instruments for minority use. The
.authors suggest a series of guidelines to combat sex bias toward minor ty
women in counseling and interest measurement. (47 references)
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Hansen, a.c and Peters, H.J. (Eds.) Vocat onal Guidance and Career
Development:_ 5 lected_Reading.! New York: Macmillan Co., 1971.

Career Guidance. Vocational Development. Career Information. Counseling

Interaction. Student Subgroups.

This book of readings looks 'at the problems in the field of guidance and

attempts to project significant developments in the field for the 19701s.

The book covers nine topical areas. The first part discusses a variety

of approaches -to-the nature of work. A second section examines tbe im-

plications of career counseling in a rapidly changing society. Part three

presents an overview of several theories of vocati al development. A

fourth section looks at the nature or.occupational information and con-

siders some procedures for providing career information. The fifth

part discusses issues surrounding the counseling interaction. Part six

presents an overview of guidance at all levels: in elementary, junior

high, senior high and college. The final three,parts consider guidance

of special populations: part seven looks at guidance of disadvantaged
youngsters while parts eight andinine examine counseling of women and

adults respectively. (127+ references )
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Hansen, L. S. We are furious (female) but we can shape our own develop-
ment. Personnel_and_Guidance Journal, 1972, 51 (2) , 87-93.

Sex-role Stereotypes. Counseling Interventions. ,Curriculum Programs.
Students.

Reasons for the anger of women about _heir traditional social roles
and limiting social attitudes toward them were examined in this article.
Curriculum programs designed to reduce sek'-'role steretityping and 'to
promote female development through an exploration of a variety of ,life
styles were outlined for application at the elementary, junior, and
senior high school levels. It was suggested that counselor intervention
in the educational process from kindergarten through the 12th grade
can provide: a key to developing the untapped potential of women.
(16 references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer. Selected Annotateg Bibliography
on Women at Work. New York: Human Science Press, in press. 1976.)



Harmon L. W. The childhood and adolescent career plans of college
women. Journal of Vocational Behavior, 1971, 1 (1), 45-56.

Occupational Aspirations. Persistence of Vocational Preference. Sex

Stereotypes. College Women.

The popularity and persistence of early occupation preferences were
investigated using the Life Planning Questionnaire for Women and a
.1iSt Of 188 o664atibrial titles from the S-r6i-ig Vocational Inter-est
Blank. A sample of 1188 freshmen womn\were asked to I.eport, retro-
spectively, which'of,the occupationad titles they had ever considered
,as careers. The research variables were Overall popularity of each
occupation, median age at which each occupation was first considered,
and persistence of vocational preferences. /t was found that while
early occupational preferences were popular, not all early prefer-
ences persisted. The most persistent preferences for women in this
age group (after housewife) were among the tN;pically feminine occu-

pations--education and social service. The least persistent prefer-
ences involved unusual talent, long periods of:training, or short

noncollege training courses. Implications for' counselors are the need
to encourage young women to consider many types of occupations which
cut across the boundaries of cultural and sex stereotypes, and to be
attentive and responsive to the unusual occupations which an adolescent
girl may be considering rather than directing all girls into "fields good
for women." (8 references) .

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer. Selected Annotated Bibliography
on Women at Work. New York: Human Science Press, _-_ press. 1976.)



Harmon, L.W. Strong Vocational Interest Blank profiles of disadvantages
women. 1.92._112221ofCounselirolo:j 1970, 17 (6), 519-521.

Vocational Inti sts. Job Training. Counselino. D sadvantaged Women.

This study explores the use of the Strong Vocatcnal Interest Blank
(SVIB) with disadvantaged Women by pattern analysis of the profiles
of sixteen women in a New Careers program_and nine women in a high school
equivalency program. They were minority women frum-poverty areas who
could be called culturally different arid educationally disadvantaged.
The pattern analysis suggested'by Stephenson (1961) was applied to the
Occupational Scales of the profiles.

Primary interest patterns emerge for 72% of these women. Each have
at least one reject pattern. They do tend to earn a majority of
their high scores in only two occupational groups, nonprofessional and
medical service. However, there is considerable variety in the within-
group pattern. It is true that few of these women obtained high scores
in profeSSional occupations. The author concludes that the SvIB can be
useful in recognizing individuality in diaadvantaged women and helping
them to choose satisfying job training experiences. (4 references)



Harrison,,B.G. Unlearning the Lie: SexisM in School

William Morrow _ Company, Inc., 1974. 176 pp.

New York:

Sex-role Stereotypes. Sex Differences. Racial Differences. Community

Action Alternatives.

This book presents a chronological, anecdotal account of the struggle by

the parents and staff of one cooperative school to recognize sexism in

their school. The information for this narrative was gathered through
personal observation and intensive interviews with the individuals

involved. The author begins by examining many of the folktales con-
cerningsex differences and indication of the pervasiveness of sex-role

socialization. The evolution of the movement tO'recognize and elimi-

nate sexist practices in a school which most parents and staff 'consider

highly progessiv, innovative and exciting highlights the multiplicity

of obstacles which can be encountered when any faction attempts to

combat discrimination. A small group of feminists set up a Sex-Role
Commd.ttee to explore the possible existence of sexism at the schbol.

The struggl, to involve this entire community in this effort is related.

The political and social activities learned by trial and error to build

the bridges between parents and staff, blacks and whites, men and women

are recounted. An objective presentation which includes a videotape

of illustrations from readers which depict girls in demeaning ways,

a paper by a psychologist pn sex differences in cognition and percep-
tion and informal discussions about wemen in literature and in history

, is suggested as an effective educational tool. Finally,,the author

relates an assortment of changes whichhave taken place since the

Sex Role Committee was founded. This is the start one school took

to try to change the pattern,. "unlearn the lie" that girls are innatery
passive, unaggressive, supportive and dOmestic while boys are innately

dominant, achieving, adventurous and aggressive. (35 references)
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Harvey, D. W. and Whinfield,'R. W. Extending Holland's theory to adult
women. Journal of vocational Behavior, 1973, 3 (2), 115-128.

Holland's Vocational. Preference Inventory. Construct Validity.
Reliability. Adult Women.

75-

This study attempts to determine if Holland's personality types, as deter-

mined by the Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI) are valid or meaningful
descriptors of women's personality styles and voCational interest.- Test-
retest reliability data is also examined. The sample consisted Of 61
women enrolled in a Continuing Education program for Women (CEW) in 1970-71.

The mean age of the women was 40.7, most were married and had been unem-

ployed for an average of 10 years. The construct validity of the VPI for

adult women was determined by examining the correlational relationships #

directionally predicted on an a priori basisibetween the VPI and certain
scales of four criterion't.ests: the Strong Vocational Interest ,11,t1,. for

Women -(SVIB-W), the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPL; ,

Aliport-Vernon-Lindzey Study. of Values (SOV) and the Differential Aptitude

Tests (DAT). Test-retest reliability was examined,by administering the'

VPI once at the beginning= of the course and again three weeks later.

A substantial nuMber of sta'4istically significant positive ,flid negative

correlations, predicted on an a priori basis, between the VPI scales,,

Intellectual, conventional and Enterprising, and scales on the criterion

measures supports the construct validity of these three Holland types.

While spme significant correlations were found between the Realistic
Social and Artistic categories and the criterion measurev a large number

of:predicted and supplementary relationships were not found to be signifi-

.cantly correlated. While this sample, in which the women were bunched in

the Realistic and Conventional categorieslmay not be representative, the

potential of Holland's theory for use with adult women rests, in part, on

moreyalidity data with regard to the conceptual meaningfulness of the

constructs. Test-retest reliability coefficients, ranging from .653 to

.834 indicate an acceptable level of stability of scores over the 3-week

interval. (26 referenceS)
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Satan, L.E. A study of U.S. counselor educators by sex. The Commission

for en'1973-1974 Re ort Summary, Washington, D.C.: American Personnel

and Guidance Association, 1974. pp. 4-6.

Counselor Educators. Sex Differences. Differences by Rank. Differen

Over Time.

This study attempts to determine whether or not sex discriminatiohexiste

in Counselor Education programs on the basis the sex distribution by rank

of counselor educators. The Cbunselor Education Directory '1974 (Hollis and

Wantz) was the primary source far a listing of counselor educators. .
It was

compared with the Counselor Educator Directory 1973; (Hollis and Wantz) to

determine changes over time. Sex was determined bY ascribing gender to the

first name of the faculty members included. The representativeness of the

sample was considered good since 94 percent of theidentified institutions

were included.

The result showed clear evidence of dicriminati5iri against Women faculty

:n Counselor Education programs. The preportionfof women receiving doctorates

in the field from 1961-69 is markedly higher than the proportion of women

faculty in Counselor Education programs. The highest proportion of women

faculty are employed at the lowest ranks. The ioroportion of women employed

decreases as rank increases, and rank is usually an indicator of salary level.

While the proportion of women employed in Counselor Education programs has

increased slightly since 1971, the increase has been at the lowest ranks,

with actually a slight decrease in the proportion Of women at the highest
\

rank. o refe ences)
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Hawley, P. What women think men think: Does it affect their career
choice? Journaloscholo--, 1971, 18 (3), 193-199.

Career Choice Determinents. Males' Feminine Ideal. Women's Perceptions.

The role that men's views play in the careers women choose was,explered
in this study. The author hypothesized that women may be influenced
in their career chcAce by what they believe men think is appropriate
female behavior. Results indicated that women's perceptions of male
views of the feminine ideal differed significantly depending upon the
career group to which they blonged. Furthermore, -their perceptions
differed according to whether or riot they were.married. It was implied
that counselors need to be more sensitive to this important,though
often unrecognized, influence on women's career choices. (18 references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer.
on Women at Work. New York: HUMan Science Press, in press 1976.)



Hawley, P. Perceptions of male models of femininity related to
career choice. 121In21_21_22aailajELIK, 1972, 19 (4),
308-313.

Sex-role Perceptions. loalized Roles. Ca' er Aspirations. Co lege

Women.

This investigaLion replicated a previous finding that women's career
choices were differentially related to their perceptions of men's vie-
of the feminine ideal. The sample of 136 female San Diego State
College students consisted of education, math or science, and counseling
majors. Subjects were divided into married and nonmarried categories.
Thirty-five written statements to be agreed or disagreed with, according
to what "significant men in my life think," were used to rate the importance
of woman as a partner, ingenue, homemaker, competitors, and knower.
To determine if different perceptions of men's views on women could be
related te factors other than career choice, eight convariates of personal
data were considered in addition to marital status and career plans.

Those preparing for careers in the male-dominated eeas of math and
science believed men made little differentiation in male-female work
roles and related behaviors and attitudes. Subjects preparing for the
more traditionally feminine career of teaching thought that men divided
work, behavior, and attitudes into male ana female categories. Counselors-
in-preparation, although expected to score similarly to teachers-in-
preparation, because of the "helping" nature of their profession, instead

scored closer to the math-science group. The feminine model held by the
math-science group allowed the widest range of career choices without

violation of sexual identity. This group and the counselors-to-be were

more concerned with having good relationships with and providing support
for.men than were the women who were planning to become teachers. (16

references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sex Rol A Research

Bibliography, Washington, D. C. U. S. GovernmentPrintiflg Office, 1975-i
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Heilbrun, A.-B., Jr. Female preference for therapist initial intervieW

style as a function of client and therapist social role variables.

Journal of Coun elring Psychology, 1971, 18,(4), 285-291.

Sex--..de Identity. Counsel Style. Sex and Status Difference of

Counselors. Counseling Readiness. Attrition.

This study investigates the relationship between potential female dropouts

from therapy and preferences for therapist directive-nondirective interview

behavior during the initial contact. The status and sex of the therapist

and sex-role identity of the client are systematically varied. The Coun-

seling Readiness scale and the Masculinity-Femininity scale of the Adjective

Check List (Gough and Heilbrun, 1965) were used toidentify high and low

counseling readiness and masculine/feminine clients among 71 female volun-

teer clients. Each volunteer was to examine the transcript of an initial

interview. There were two sf:tions of the transcript, one section direc-

tive, the other .nondirective. Also the therapist was identified as a high-

status male or female (PhD. in clinical psychology) or a low-status male

o- female (new graduate student) . The client was to indicate style prefer-

ence on a six-point scale from nondirective, strongly preferred, to

directive, strongly preferred.

Overall analysis indicated that high counseling-readiness females do not

differ from low-counseling readiness females in directive-nondirective

preference when all typos of therapists are considered. There is lower

preference for interviewer4s directiveness when the therapist is high in

status regardless of sex. Given high counselor status, low counsel;ng-

readiness subjects prefer oreater directiveness from malcf than femalc,

4.111rapists. Given low counselor status, subjects prefer less directiveness

from maj.e than female therapists. In a two-factor 6ctorial analysis of
variance Mr-..therapist status and sex-role variables a significant status

by sex role interactiow.emerges. Preference for less direettye,interView

behavior for high versus low statilsMYWVnItr '!1-totATIF'attributable te

the feminine high counselino-readinesS girls. Masculine high counseling-

readiness girls demonstrated essentially eaual preference for directive-

ness regardless of status. The author suggests, further clarification of

the feminine-masculine dimension through research may lead to more effec-

tive therapist-client pairings. (19 references)



Heilbrun, A. B. Jr. Parental identification and the patterning of
vocational interests in college males and females. Journal_of
2(21-11iLLD.a5l=vaLagz, 1969, 16 (4); 342-347.

Parental Models Career Aspirations. College Students-.

This study investigated whether the relationshir, ktween tested"
vocational interests and parental identificatio- r-h.r)ac can be modified
by the masculinity or femininity of the choser _ction model.

Students at Dory University (47 males, 33 females) were administered
several scales as part of an intake batteryfbr vocational-educational
counseling. Measures obtained were: Child's perceived similarity
between himself and each of his parent, indicating type and ,degree
of parental identification; masculinity-femininity of the parental
model, measured by subject's_attribution to mother or father of nine
traits previously shown to'be sex-typed for similar samples; and the
StrongVocational Interest Blank.

Results showed-the followlng relationships: Father-identified males
had more primary occupational interests than mother-identified males.
Males rdentified with masculine models (mother or father) showed more
,rejection scores (fewer occupational interests) and more high- or low-
interest patterns. Females identified with a masculine mother or feminine
father had more primary occupational interests than females identified
with sex-role-appropriate parents., ancla higher proporticin of positive
interests relative to total patterned interests. Females with a feminine
sex-role model (either parent) had a higher number of rejection scores.
A feminine-mother identification was associated with the most limited
/ _'positive career Interest development for both sexes. (21 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)
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Hernand -H. Mexicariimerican_Challehde to tho sacred cow. Los At.,:les;

1')7C.

Astirat ons. Cultural alnes.

Ine 7tisfmnips t:--iews atm: 6.haLt,-.tes stu,lies that deal with

values, :,__:hievement and aspirations of Mexican Americans. But first the

authot- presents the historical development,Of the Mexican American model

or stereotype in sociological: and ani_hropologial reeaich. The

wore analyzed and assessed an the following factors: (1) researcHer's

bias, (2) inadequacy and inappropriateness of theoretical framework,
(3) :tophistry and irrationality, (4) inappropriateness and subjectivity

of survey techniques, (5) interpretation of findings. In each instance,

these studies are cited for lack of sensitivity to subculture variations,
nernotn,PAng LH.' Mexican Ameot-i,aJn stereotyne which then serves as a

chool rationale U the treatment and manipulation of this ethnic group.

(42 reterences)
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P A- Qnciai class and ,,thhie influences on socialization. in

P,H, Muss,,:n (Ed.) C.Iirmichael's --)Manual f Child Psychology, l.(VoYork:John Wilciy and Sons_ , Inc., -,970. pp 457-558,

Socialization. class and 1.-:;thnic Differencs, Uri)an

Personality, Behavioral Systems.

This chaptor presents the concepts of socialization and social class, their

parameters and interrelationship. A number of the methodological problems

involved in the study of class-related behavior prefaces this review of the

relevant literature. Lack of uniformity of research techniques, overlapping

or nonspecific categories, failure to distinguish social class from associated

variables, indirect, anverified data sources and emf'lasis on central

tendencies rather tha:, variability within (:1--.,71 -h,

cause of the comelexity of the topic, the focus of this chapter is on urban

poor in the United States to illustrate the types of transmission that occur

and to indicate how the circumstances of the environment are translated into

child-rearing practices. The circumstances of lower-working-class life in

urisan 7.ocictv are summarisd -Ind adaptive conqequonces highli6hted.

operations mediating between social ec==ilogy and behavior aro reviewed=

Finally, the research dealing with social-class differences Hi intrafamilv

psvchsocial operations and in children's personality and behavior aro

rovlowyd.
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Hill, Alnagemen=
Contu-,-y-Cro'ts, 1965-

d Imrovemont ef_Guid-m7o New York: Apidoon-

c;uidande Theory. School Guidance vocational Guidance. Student

SuPgroup. Testing. Personnel.

This three part book d 'vibes a rationale for guiaahce, how Lo effectiyoly

manage a guidance system in the schools ahd new directions in the guidance

field.

Part z is an attempt on the author's part to state his position regarding

the mea!ing and purpose of guidance and to provide material which will

enable p: -ole in the guidance profession to develop their own goals and

philosophy for the field. Part II discusses ways of equalizing the
quality of guidance services available across schools, it raises several

issues regarding management for improved guidance services. Part III

eoniders five areas of guidance needing more careful attentionby pro-

fessionals in the field. Those include: a definition of vocational

guidance, guidance for the intellectually talented and the disadvantaged,

concert with standardio:ed testing and the selection of guidanc-, workers.

(17



C.E. uux o: Yilent and -3ex and experience level ol coun8elor.
Journal of Counselin chology, 1975, 22 (1), 6-11.

a .nsollh

C-)nfidanc!e. conrcseler Traini.

1

71f -lien,: and crPlr.-!Fc,lor and

effy, r)r- .Oxperienc level_ of counselors in conjunction with the sox

variab-1,a." Twenty-four r7nunsolors (12 men, 12 women), half counselors

Ln %raining and half with at loast two ;=!_xl-icrience, recorded the

Fiecnd counseling session with ono male and one female counseice. Satis-

tion frc.(1,1ft: count of ,-OtInsolor and client verbal hClavior,

level and judge's ratings wore oht-aLneH For each session. Several

lihoar regrestion oxamin,- main offoct of SQX and inter-

!

counselors, lioth male and -a1,-:,appoar the most ompathotic

an,1 ,nd mete feeliliq with - ,lient than eppo,zi'7-

ex =!lic!rits. wiLh .)ppositc, in_::,Perienced counselors talk mpre

h,wn feeti-Igs. '.111en oxporiencod couns.-lors, hPth male and

-.71le are paired with sa7-)c, sex clien': thoy focus on feelings and are

more ompathic whereas wirn ooposite sex clients they arc more active and

directive hut did not Foci on feelings._ Porial,-,s aro rated as exploring

themsnives in great,er dePth than males. Thoc dclta did not concur with thu

(a( aft-Toctivo self roforents which wn,,-; hohavioral rating of

reoling exprosod. Clients of female coun:;-lors rcpor-t v,ore sati.s;!aOlion

h,,nA,)n dP7 iontm, or uvilf, ,aounclor:-,. The most: c,mpatllic,

ct ar, oxprienced fomales and inex:,crienced

The rPin f;throtl,inri ard ill!-(ei-opas

:Arc: tlh- Jutlior. mpl i cations or th,,..;o

;!(Yr !!-;Hin,T r, L-ra.1,-:. )



1.finli'r-L, P. o. --if-coneept,,, uf sixth grade girls of Mexican-Amerin
desent. ,l'alifol=nia Journal of,Educational Research, l')69, 20 (2),

,sttleHc r,chievor',

Differences.
:qelf-ennLeet. Interests. Minority Girls,

An 1:.vesti =ition which attempts to determine e relationships among
self-con,7f.::12t:, academic achievement, intelligence, and interests is'

presented. The Sel,f-Concept Scale (SCS) and Child Self-Description
Scale (CSS) were administered to 65 nixth grade girls of Mexican-American
(MA) descent. Scholastic characteristics were defined by tip: Lorge-
Thorndike Intelligence Test scores and by the Stanford Achievement Tent
scores. The results obtained were compared with the results from a
,Amilar study using white sixth grade girls in Georgia as subjects.
Th- .,:omparison hetween groups revealed that the mean concept scores for
both solf and ideal self are higher for the Georgia group than-the MA
group. There is a significant posi.ive relationship between self-concept
and factors of intelligence and academic achievement for the MA group:
MeP grade placemnts on the acilicent test for theMA group are two
grade levels lower than actual grade. Further, the findings show that
both groups of girls assigned themselves similar patterns of self-
description. Howver, the MA sixth grade girl with a high self-concept
had more succo in academic achievement Lhau did sixth grader of a
imilar bac-und with a low self-concept. In view of the results of
intelligence ahd aehtevement testing, the group of girls from Georgia
wnuld have a I,etter ,chance of entering and succ,,-0,--Mng in college. It

is oggested that the school provide every opportunity for bringing the
reality and the aspiration level or the RA suident -Joser to(4::ther.

(from A. M. Padilla and P. Aranda. f,atino.Ment.ti_Boalth: DibliogTaphy
ayl,Abstracts. Washington, U.S. Governmont Prlating Office, 1D74.)



Hoffman, L. W. Early childhood exneriences.and women's achievement
motives. Journal of Social 'issues, 1972, 28 (L;, 129-195.

Achievement Motivation. Parental Influence.

A critical review cf' child development literature of the last three
deoadcr examines women's achievement motives and behavior. Limitations

of researei' on child development, such as 1- of standardization of
terminology, generalization of results frc- .icAl;palation, and ambiguity

in conceptualization, affect empirical dat ,n field. The examination

of research on independence and autonomy training of young children,
eetly mother-infant interaction, and sex differences in achievement
meLivation provide support for the theory pro,:osed to explain female
underachievement: Female children are not given enough parental encourage-
ment in early strivings for independence. Consequently, female children
do not develop the confidence and sense of independence needed to cope
with their envi,-onments. They develop neither adequate skills nor
confidence, but ,ontinue to be dependent upon others. Their achievement
behaviors ar' motivated by a desire to please. Moreover, the females'

high need affiliation often blocks their achievement motives, and
their porform. :o is either s,,-rificed or achieved at the cost of high
levels of anxiety.

rt is rieLld. Olaf- furth, r rest__!arch is nceded Lo provt:I. insight into

the prr,-esses that create: differences hetween the noxes in achievement
orintation. rot mc.n-cs)

(fiom H. :i:. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Vishr. i-oarch
HiLliographv, Washington, fl.C.:, U.S. Government Printing Office, F-375.)



h 11-n(/ AJffr.renres sol:-:'ces of social self-esteem. -

Journal of Oonsulting_and.Cinical Psyenolegy, 1972, 38 (3, 2,42-347.

College Stu!Tit..

nf varicn.s sorces of soc7ial

self-esteem was examined in relation to level of social self-estoom.
Source variables selected were need for approval, course grades,
family sibL,:tg structure, J,nd perceived parental identification. It

was hyrothesized that the level of social self-esteem would not differ
betwee:_ sexes, but that its correlates would differ for Lhe two sexes
Subjects wore 40 female and 38 male students in an introductory
psychology course at Emory University. Social self-esteem was
mo;Isured by having each subject rank order himelf or herself within
a got of five social roles; six such sets we;:e ranked by each ;ubject.
Tho Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability 3-sale measured need for appr6val.

;s1 nin-it,m semantic rati: indiated perceived parental
identification. The family structure variables were ordinal position
and sex of sibling. course grades wore reported by the instluctor.

10,sults a negative correlation of social desir:Ibility scores wiLl
self-esto-m-for females, but not for males. For mai .s, a low course

grade was asiated with lower self-esteem; for femalQs, a high grade
was associ,-1 with lower self-esteem. .iQx differens were also found
in the relationship b.:,trwc'en family truot-...re and self-esteem: For males

analyzed s.,2marately, first horns wit.h fermile second siblin,js had higher
seif-estom than first horns with mato second siblings; for females

separately, family structure variables piel,Thd no signifieant
differences. For alt first born, self-esteem was lower in f',males than
MI males, re,f,:rdles of sex of:,!-th,./ second sibling. For both sexes

togtLh(..r, firs/ horns with second-born siblings of the opposite
sex had nigher self-stem than tho.;e with same-sex sec7ond siblings. No

signifi:rant differr-ncf,s ,:ere found in the parent.il identification analysis.

(16 retHu-i,oci's)

(frc,m. Parelman and A. Fisher. Sex Role:. A_Resoareh

Wa:;hington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, l',)75.)
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Horner, M. S. Toward an understanding of achievemQnt-red conflicts
in wJ:7r,. of Issues, 1972, 29 (2), 1_57-17'7,

Achievement Mot Sex-role Perceptions. Stereot,yhe. F.

concept.

A series of achievement-motivation studios c--uduct ed over a 7-yar
period is reviewed in detail within the framework of an expeotaney-
value theory of motivation. The individual female is said to develo.,-,

an expectancy that success in achievement-related situations will be,
followed by negative external and/or internal consequences, as a
result of a widely held societal stereotype. This 21tereotype views

cemt)etc:,ce, independence, competitiveness, and intellectual achieve-
ment as basically inconsistent with femininity, even though positively
related to masculinity and mental health. It is hypothesized that a
motive to avoic suocess is thereby aroused in otlicrwise aohievomeJlt,-
motivated and inhibits their performance and levels of aspiration.

Male and female college studen' , female ') slam high and high school
students, and female administrati.:e :--ecrotarie in a latge corporation
wero administorod the standard The Al-vercepti Test for the
achievement motive, using verbal rat r than picto.-ial cues. A verb,

cue connoting a high -,rvel of accomplishment in a mixed-sex competitive

achieveent situation was Jdded. A simlb present-absent system was
,J,,5-A for acorin: fear of shceess imlgery. 5'omo subjects also yeHpor-:ded

to a questionnaire and had intensive interviews which explored the
b, havioral impact- of the morive to avoid success. Fear of success was

I.vestigaccd function of age, :! educational and ability levels,
positive achivement motivation, and social environment.

Vor of ,nic=i-f; iv,TW found more often among females than among male
with aqe, educatinnal level, and ability (i.e., probability

of achievinj success) for Ihe females. This fear wax most ofton exhibited
hy females in mixed-sex competitive i-dtaations, rather than in noncompeti-
tive but achievement-oriented ones. It is concluded that hiqhly competent
and otherwise achievement-motivated young women, when faced with a _.Jufliot,
between their feminine image and development or e:f.presion of competence,
,idju-:t their behaviors to an internalized sex-role strreotype. Impairme..t

of the educa_ionut. and interpersonal functioning of those high in fear ol
suedes::: we found. aom possible c:-/usative mechanitis and pwisible
,-.-cineguenrv, of th'e motiv,. for linth the individual r=t sociptv are

discussed. (19 reforence:-:)

Atls. A. l'.1.1-clman and A. Finhei). F,ex Roles: x 1,:esearch

ilii_j_lip.1.01, , ,,.1.111_,Iru:, 1,,ff.: '.i.:i. (;ove-nment Printing ()trice, 1975.)
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fic-iard, S. Liberatili Children, --rseives. weshingtont p.c.:

Amirice As,--,ciation of Univr-rsity Women, 1975. 59 pp.

=ix-Role Stereotyping. socializati 'Teacher icatioi-_. Counseling.

Women's Studies.

This handbook is intended -s a guide to teacher educators in developing

Women's Studies course materials. The foremost goal of Women's Stucies in

teacher educatie- is to Interrupt the process i, which sex-role stereety7.iing

is perpetuated in the schools. Examination by students of' discriminatory'

sehool practices and policies is used to increase their awazeness of their owo

sex biases.- Sex differences and the socialization process are studied.

Opttunities for developing tools, methodology and materials to elimi.mite

sex role storeotyping in school policies, programs and material are presented.

Students stedy and design strategies for promoting sex equality in educational

institutieni history of Women's Studies and a rationale for incorporating

them in te.iicher education aro presented. A course outline and detailed course

objetstives are enumerated. Numerous ici, ing prolocts while mostly traditional

(lecturest discussions, reading lists, exams, projects and sapers) emphasize

,t(i involvement of students in the plannine, developmenf and te6 hing of the

course. A ,--mprenonsive course7yIUdiusand a 272-item ading list are

included. (: references)
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Hunter, K. Help women plan for the second half. Adult Leac _-ship, 1965,

13 (10), 311+.

Adult :omel-

This article repoi a 10-week non-crodit group counseling course called
"Plan for the Second Half. of Your Life" trit was developed at the Universi-,:y

of Akron. Tne purpose of the group was to provide guidance and information
to w=f-r: k7 res=e r)!,- begin a ca,---er mho pealzers

imPoLtant employers in the -rea who discussed needs, job opportunities
necessary requirements; universitydepartment representatives whe

talked aJ,:)but aeademi.:: requirements, coUrses, the demands for grauda'os, and
academic success of mature students; a'panel of women who had combined
career and f.-mily spoke on the pros and cons of this arrangement.
a medical physician also discussed the advantages and disadvantages of

combinIng career and family; and a modeling school operator who talked
about proper grooming and wa:drobe for a career return. The course

also had an extenive reading list, self-analysis was encouraged, job
v-osume wrting was taught, and conferen(_:es with employers or university

_partment chairm_,n ,;ere .211braged.

There were 83 women Ln the group, 55 of whm had gone to collogo and 28
held degreel., including 3 with mastcr's det:::70es. .':,eventy-eight of the women

were marrie., 3 were widowed, and none were Aivorced. Their childt-on's

ages ranged from pre-school to married. Although family incomes ranged

from $4,000-$6n,000, 53 F.:!rcrnt wore between ,000 and $20,000.

ThQ author tel publiciuy wa very important in reaching these
while many of them were expf__ iencing conflict ahout combining home
responsibilities with ev,-h a part-time career when thev began the
courc, many seemed to re:-Inlve soClict luring the 10-week perio,
(no :Tefernr-:es)



How tli--fni? The Personnel nd Guidance

Journal, l'il3, 5i (8) 539-1)45.

. -11tere. Carcor ,-,Nielopment. eiaaoild7y. ,clict.:Lv,.-_-1

r;e1J,.q.

Tills ur,ici Y0,-- recent sL,:lies using the StLong Vocational

"..: - ,-1-t----r r-.11,-,t' -o,7 tc-' va3iditt' of

ment. It does distinquiYih t:wc-_- distinct inerest patterns

of high score-,-; on physician, ,sycHologist, author, artt and lawye:

7,:2s for ;:tle group and Ligh scorc:: ot housewife, hof- economics teacher,

office wo,-kr and stenographer scalos tor the other. The meaning or
implic-,tions of this bipolar split is not completely clear. While the

predicitve validity of the SVIB-W for the "career Atted" was about

,7ual --:.o the validity of the men's form, it does not predict which women
,...ill b. --orie career committed. The author cuestions the lisc-Juiness of thi

instrur-ht for counseling women since it does not differentiate the

inter ;
of tho ma)ntitv nf wompn. L,'; r'!-!1.'-'1L':vi



Iglitzen, A child's eye view of roles. In HEA's Sex Role

Stereotyping in the Schools. Washinutt, D.C.: National Education

Association, 1973. Pp 23-30,

Sex Sterootypos. Occupational Aspirations. Family isr-ilations.

Political Awareness, Elementary Studenrs.

This 1:aper summarizes two studies dealing witb sex stereotYpinc

among fifth grade str lents. The first study involving 141 boys

an3 snildht to show the extent of sox stereotyped views

of career and employment patterns, social roles in home and family

and the child's view his/her role as an adult. Children wore

asked to sort a list -f job and personality traits into those

"for men", those men" and those "for men and women." Boys

and girls demonstrate.. sex stereotyping. Although girls were less

inclined to reverse traditional sex-tied jobs than boys, girls

were more willing to see jobs open to either sex. Children of

both uixos tended to see personalit- traits as distinctly masculine

or feminine, though they did not always agree on which sex should

be linked with a particular trair. Overall, girls had varied

career aspirations, though these were heavily weighted toward

traditional female occupations. Only 6 percent said they wonid

he simply a mother or housewife. However, when- asked to describef

how they huld spend a typical day in their future, girls showed

a marked aiscropency between their stated career goals and their

actual day. Girls emphasized marriage and family much more than

boys didr Boys rocunod more on details of job and career. ThIs

data indicated that chiidrou with working mothers especially

girls had more liberal views on roles of men and women in society.

In a second study of xo boys and 67 oirls in the fifth grade an

expanded questonnairo was adm,histered to see J7 sex stereotyping

round in the first study was replicated and to see what effect,

if any, those views haa on children's political attitudes and

holiefs, When boys and girls were asked to Choose any possible

political job the same small number of boys and girls chose

President. A sizeable number or boys chose mayor, not ono girl did.

heir girls a popular choice was school board head or judge.

whether these choices were made as realistic options or on t

basi or stereotype is indeterminate. On a composite index
political information and awareness girls did more poorly than

boys. Other SeX differences werh in line with the previous

study. Wh:ile sternotyp! g clearly oxists, tho data did not show

any stiolo relationship between it and political awarenens.

9 ,t
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Johansson, C.L. asects: Problems of scale development,
norms, item diffg,7,,,-n-,-,s by sex and the rate of change in occupational

group characteristics. In E.E. Diamond (Ed.) Issues of Sex Bias_and
Sex Fairness in Carenr _Interest Meaeurement, Washington, D.C.: U.S.

-f Fi-7 -Jfan-. Pp. 6S-88. (Available
Educational Work, National Institute of Education, Washington, D.C.
21)208).

x HI ,s;. Vocational. Tr----rests. nGritv Bias. Technical

the nf sampling, f. a:ming, scoring and repor=:ing of

results in relation to .lifferential _reatmnnt of the sexes an suggests

g.iidelinos to eli,linate Pr alleviat,-- ntentlal sex-biasing factors.

the item developmnt level using ',Ile sa:..le set of items for both malt_

ini females is recommenci-e_ shnid be o:,:orcised so items

ar;-, ..nhcront'v morn ill to (Hthor or discriminate against

gronn memberc,. rn 7oference to norming, scoring and reporting
r-,:sts both ',:riterion (c),.7pational) scales and internal (basic interest)

of cenern. A ersen's score on a critorien scale measures
the extent oi ,:imilarity to those in the criterion samole. The extogt

nod nagnitudo of differences between ewie od maD respcnses an_.: how

to acrommodato dif.ferences is of immediate importanc7o. Sinoe male -

female responso liffeeences anpear to be forrly stable a:A large oven

when occupation is -ontmlied for,- the author suggests occuoatiohal scales

should be develo'_-,e fror male ,.. Lterion and I iris riLorion samples

separaely. When appropriate SQ!': oritorlon sample does not er2.ist opposite

sex criterion sample shou(d be used for reporting soeles but with cautions

x 1.4[)c-df interest scale (internally

sLalos) are based on tho interrola!lonsnip of items within the invon-

The aut:ior equhtliv ronro:4,7..ntatFve Qf mnlos

nJ --ymalos w,-, 1 1 1.;(,L ootentiad. sex bias. Differ,-rial

,,nse 5cL-- n1 femaie ceuid handled by ning

rof(:rence grc..)no :1'; the norm sande or converting raw scys'es

s1inlardi-2.od 1 1 separate interp!etLv norm distrthution be
(
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c.B_ and Harmon, L.W. Strong Vocational Interest Blank: One

form or two? Journal of Counseling Psychologx, 1972, 19 5) 404-410.

Occupationcl Difference. sex Differences. Sex Bias. SVIB.

This study looks at some of the problems of separate forms of the Strong

Vocational Interest BlankIll fomalos. includ

whether men and women in the same occupation have different interests, whether

these differences are reflected in the occupational scales for men and women,

and whether these occupational-scale differences are valid and useful. On

the average about 42% of the common items differentiated men from women in

the same occupation, and 44% of the common items differentiated the men-in-

general and women-in-general samples. While 9% of the common items on-the

male and female scales reflected valid sex differences, 21% of .the common

items for male scales and 15% for the female scales represented non-valid

sex differences. Apparently, the present system results in scales that
incorporate more items related to sexual stereotypes than items related to

valid differences between males and females in the occupation. -The authors

suggest the best way to avoid sexual bias in the SVIB is to design one form

of the inventory that controls for sex differences. (2 references)
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ILs.Motivation and the Mexican-American. In H.S. Johnson

and W.J. Hernandez-m (Eds.) Educating the Mexican-American, Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania: Judson Press, 1970. Pp. 108-116.

Motivation. Achievement. Ethnic Dif e ences.

This study was designed to identify aspects cf motivation:which account
for differences in academic performance of Anglo-American and Mexican-
American students. The study involved a sam:Ae of 214 Anglo-American and
224 Mexican-American eighth graders who were classified as low, middle,
or high-achievers on the basis of their grade point average in seventh
and eighth grades. Intelligence of the students was measured by the
California Test of Mental Maturity. Achievement was measured by the
California Achievement Test. Motivational traits were measured by the
School motivational Analysis Test. _Socioeconomic status was determined
using Warner's Revised index of Staetus Characteristics.

The results cif the study show twice as many Mexican-American boys
and four tim,bs as many Mexican-American girls as Anglo-Americans in
the low-achiever grouos. In the high achiever groups twice as-many
Angio-American as Mexican-Americans are present. There are few differ-
ences in the motivational traits of the two ethnic groups. The author
concludes other factors such as parental edu-,ation, socioeconomic status,
and a biased grading system may account for the differences in achieve-
ment. (11 references )



Jones, A.J. Principles of Guidance. New York: McGraw-Hill Book

Company, Inc., 1934. 456pp.

Guidar Theory. Rationale. Problem Areas. Evaluation.

This book attempts to clarify the meaning and significance of guidance

especially as it relates to the public school by presenting a rationale for

the need of guidance, its purpose and basicassumntions, and the prOblems

confronting- youth (educational, oocupational, leadership, and social adjust-

ment) with which it proposes to be of aid. It attempts to formulate and

explain the fundamental principles underlying the guidance movement. while

it presents many illustrations of actual procedures and suggestions for

improving practices it is not a handbook. It is a theoretical treatise
which proposes to give a conception of guidance which will enable teachers

and administrators to see its relationship to other phases of education and

thus formulate a basis for proper evaluation of its procedures and practices.

(4 to 37 references per chapter )
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Jones, H. The Effects of Pre-Colle
and Career Aspirations of_Blacks ar4

Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, PA:

Counselin on the Educational
he University

riiversity of Pittsbur 1973- 66 pp

Counseling Outcomes. Career Aspirations. Occupational Choice., Sex

Differences. Racial Differences. Stereotypes. College Students.

This study investigates the effecs of pre-college counseling,on the
career aspirations of minority-groups (primarily blacks) and women at
the University of Pittsburgh during the 1972-73 school year. The three
educational levels sampled were undergraduate freshmen, undergraduate
seniors, and advanced graduate students. Surveys were sent to all blacks
and random samples of white females and white thales (control group) in
various schools at the University. Questions dealt with the availability,
quantity and quality of pre-college counseling of the respondent and its
impact on their career choice. These variables were correlated with
student's demographic data and selected personality traits. There were
510 responses, giving an overall response rate of 17 percent. By sub-

samples the returns rates wore seven percent for black males, 12 percent
for black females, 16 percent for white males,and 64 percent for white
females.

The results indicate that the impact of high school guidance counselors
on their students career choices is negligible. Personal values and

interest, and to a lesser extent socioeconomic status, parental encourage-
ment and oarontal asoirations, have great influence on career choice. The

report concludes with a number of recommendations using these findings to

improve high school guidance services. (42 references)
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Kaplan, R. M. oldrnan, D. Stereotypes of college students t_ ard
the average man's and woman's attitudes toward women. Journal of
Counseling_ Psychology, n-fl, 20 (5) , 459-462.

Sex-role St yped. Average Man. Average Woman. Sex _ces.

An anlysis of female stereotypes held by college males and females
was performed using the techniques of role playing, and an attitude ,
questionnaire in which subjects were instructed to respond, either as \
an average male cr average female would respond. Results showed a
significant difference between the sex stereotypes of males and
emales and an interaction between sex of the respondent and sex
stereotype. The average man was portrayed by both male and female
respondents as viewing women in a more traditional manner than the
average woman. Female respondents perceived a greater difference
between the stereotypes of females held by men and women than did mal-
rospondents. An implication for counselors is that women clients may
have inaccurate perceptions of the views which men hold toward women's
role in society. (6 references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farm_ and T. Backer. Selected Annotated Bibliography

on Women at Work. New York: Human Science Pre:3s, in press. 1976.)
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Klein, M.H. Feminists concepts of therapy outcomes.

Theory. Reeearch and Practice, 1975, (in press).

Feminist Therapy. 01 asur Sex

P chotherapy

This p-_ler examines the ways in which sex-role biases are reflected in

measures of outcomes commonly used in research on,therapy in order to
highlight differences betwt?en traditional and frminit views of mental

lealth. The fundamental distinction deals with whose aims, society's
or the individual's, are to be considered first in evaluating function ng.
Traditional perspective, the author states, is "what is good for society

must.be good for the womeri" Feminist perspective is *what is good for

the woman may not always be good for society."

The mental health concepzs examined by tae author include Symptom
Removal, Self-esteem, Quality of Interpersonal Relationships, Role
Performance, Taxget Problems and Problem Solving, Body Image and
Sensuality, and Political Awareness and Action. Each of these topics
is examined from the traditional and from the feminist perspecitves.-

In summary the author says traditional theory has focused on the way

that the individual learns and carries out cultural values and social

roles. Traditional therapy has been concerned with helping the indivi-

dual make this adjustment. The feminist and humanist traditions are
more concerned with looking at the processes that the individual uses

to internalize and personalize values and roles, and stress individuality

more.than social conformity. Feminist goals are summarized in a check-
list of "Things every therapist should ask about female patients."

(34 references)



Kravetz, F Consciousness-raising groups and group therapy: Alternative

mental hc _th:resources for women. Psychothera - Reearr.h and_ _

Practice, 1975, (in press). 18 pp-

Consciousness-raising. PsychotheraPY.

This paper reviews womeh's criticisms of traditional psychodierapy, prusents

evidence to support some of the claims, and describes the consciousness-

raising groups as an alternative. The primary criticism stated is that

psychotherapy is an adjustmentoriented system, helping women to understa.

accept, and adjust to traditional roles and norms. Traditional therapy

assumes the problem lies within the individual, rather than possibly with

society. The empirical evidence cited to support these criticism includes
studies which found that normal female behavior is perceiVed,by clinicians

as less healthy than notmal male behavior, that therapists rated a majority

of male traits positively and a majority of female traits negatively, and

that women's life roles are neither valued nor respected.

Consciousness-raising groups are suggested as alternative mental health
resources for women. Such groups are often leaderless, politically oriented,
and stress sharing of personal experiences and feelings. It is felt that

such an approach is desirable where problems of roles and social adjustment

are involved. Five outcomes unique to consciousness-raising groups pre
sented in the literature are reported.

'The author calls for outcome studies comparing psychotherapy and consciousness-
raising groups in order to assess the relative advantages and disadvantages

of these two systems. (45 references)
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Ladner, J. A. Tomorrow's Tomorrow: 1 e Black Woman. Garden City,

New York: Doubleday, 1971. 304 pp.

Socializatiol. Racism. Attitude Development. Self-esteem. Adolescent

Girls.

The role of white racism in the processes by which low income black girls
approach and become wcmen is studied. It is contended that blae],:s arc the

sum of neocolonial hr%,talizaLion and rThat their emerging socially defined,

deviant behavior pa- -vrns are creative adaptations to this condition.
Data are provided from a study of an all black low income housing project
in a slum area of St. Louis, Missouri. Life histories and questionnaire
responses concerning attitudes and behavior that reflected approaching
womanhood are included for a group of adolescent girls between the ages of
13 and IS. Topics include (1) di,scussion of black womanhood from a
historical perspective, including its African background and the effects
of slavery; (2) features of growing up as a minority group citizen where
emphasis is placed on the significant role of the peer group and extended
family in p.ttitude development; (3) the problem of racial oppression
and the personality and self-esteem of the black girl; (4) definitions

of womanhood and images of black womanhood; (5) psychological and physio-
logical aspects of maturation as reflected in the experiences of black

girls- (133 references)

(from P. E. Cromwell, (Ed.). Women and Mental_Health, ABiblio-raphy
Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1974.):
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Laws, J.: Work_Astdrations in W- en: False Leada and New --_rts.

Draft prepared for the Workshop Conference on Occupational Segregatic

Wellesley, Mass., 1975, 134 pp.

Employment Statistics. MotivatiOn. Women's Career Development Theories.

Research.

This paper focuses on the theories and research about women in paid employment.

The author hypothesizes that most theories emphasis on marriage and family

introduce specific bias and proper evaluation of the literature requires

identification of common fallacies if predictions and conceptionalizations

are to prove useful. For backgroundo a brief statistical review of women

working is presented. The relationship between motivation and work behaviors

is also discussed briefly. The bulk of the paper deals with major career

development conceptualizations and their related research. The-theories

are classified under three models: Model I - Women are different than men;

model II - Women are the same as men; and Model III - Women are social

animals. The underying essmotions of each theory are critiqued for strong

and weak concepts relative to working women. The research on women's work

orientations and wock experience relative to each model is classified ac-

cording to a temporal dimension: prospective, retrospective and concurrent.

The research is analyzed for strong and weak aspects and promising areas for

future investigation are pointed out. Tbe author hopes an adequate con-

ceptualization of women and work can evolve so that women who are employed

or wish to be employed can enjoy their comT tence without guilt-or anxiety.

(References not available in dra
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Levy, S. Sex-role socialization in schooL In NEA's Sex_Pole Stereot
in the Schools. Washington, D.C.: National Educational Association,
1973. Pp 1-7.

Socializatio7:. Teacf.ler Attitudes. Counselor Practices. Academic

Achievement.

This paper the hyoothosis that the function of

schools is not education but socialization and maintenance of the status

quo thus helping to keep the dominant group dominant. While traditional

5ex-role expectations and school expetations for girls are the same,

doubly reinforcing girls' obedience, docility and dependence, school

axpectation for boys often conflicts with traditional sex role expecta-

tions. As a result boys tend to act-out more and are more noticeable

wh,.-T,-as girls are more completely -socialized into being good and easily

ignored. The author contends that masculine characteristics are related

to intellectual develOpment and self-actualization whereas to be "feminine"

promotes characteristics that achievement. Studies focusing

on female teachers relationships to boys indicate that while teachers

yell more at boys, they also give boys more praise, instruction and

encouragement to be creative than girls. Girls are either ignored or

rewarded merely for following directions and doing assigned work. The

differential patterns of reward, discipline and criticism subtly shape

boys toward more independent achievement and girls toward dependence

and nonsustained achievement. The authority structure in schools (male

principals, female teachers) clearly teach students the differential

status of men and women, as do segregated classes and a--ivities.

Some research findings indicate counselors tend to guide female students

into "feminine" occupations and tend to assume girls desire marriage

more than they in fact do. Another study =showed most teachers differ-

entiaced ideal behaviors by sex. Such attitudes supplement and
reinforce institutional sexism of high schools. (7 referencos)
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Lewis, M. Parents and children: sex-role development . The Sc
Review, 1972, RO (2) , 229-240.

Socialization. Parent-Child Relations. Pro.'aal a d Distal Beha%

=

This inquiry examines socialization processes that produce observable
sex.differences in humans. The discussion of parental attitudes and
behaviors as a function of the infant's sex and of some adult social
unttrr is based on several mother-infant studies.

Parental attachment behavior reflects an important socialization process
and can be classified as either proximal (touching) or distal (actions,
such as talking or looking, perfotmed at a distance). Observational
studies indicate that, after the age of 6 months, girl infants receive
significantly more proximal behavior than boys. It appars that, in
Amrrican c141ture, bcys are socialized earlier and more emphatically
proximal to distal behavior. For males in adult society, touching is
generally restricted to the opposite sex and is primarily sexual in its
function. Observation of Jewish, Ttalian, and Greok subcultures supports
the idea that proximal behavior toward boy imfants is culture-specific.
(12 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fisher. Sex oli _A_ResearCh
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)
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Lif.

Tox?--,:%ok Company, 1937. 617 rp.

Vocational Guidance Vocational infort-ation. Pvaluation 71ethodoloay.

This book attempts to translate the principles and aims of guidance

into wnrking proceduros. The author has attempted to make practical

suggestionn for teachers and guidance workers on how to teach and

pra4ice guidance. The contents aro divided into twelve chapters.

Chapter One: Fotmulating Ob-iecrives concentrates on presenting the

vocational objectives of 75 guidance classes. The formats in which

information may be pro=7,ontc,d are roviewed in a second chapter. Other=

guidance functions such as placement, counseling and teaching are explored

in the following chapter. Chapter fou:c surveys the resources ava_F--Je

to students in educational and vocational intormation classes and , .icates

ways that they may obtain information. Curriculum planning for vocational

information classes is present' i in Chapter five. In the next chapter,

are presented the preparation of the lesson plan and a variety of teaching

techniques. Using other school oubjeuts to introduce vocational inor-

mation is the next topical aroa covered. Chapter eight presents the

use of drama and radio in teaching. The evaluation of teaching and the

measurement of objective attainment is-discussed in Chapter Line while

methodological issues,in the evaluation of ,-riteria are considered in

the following chapter. Chapter eleven overviews the evaluation of

guidance and describes techniques that may be utilized for this purposQ.

The final chapter suggests a number of problems in guidance that are

awaiting solutions. (900+ references )
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Naccoby, E.E. and Jacklin, C.N. The_Psychologyof Sex Differences.
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1974.

.

0 ,/

Socialization. Sex-Typiriq. Role Modeling./ /8 cial Behavior. Temperament.

Intellect. Achievement. Self-Concept.

This comprehensive review of reported rese.rch findinlgs systematically

analyzes and interprets the data on sex differences in the areas of

perception, learning, memory, intellectual ability, congitive style,

achievement motivation, self-concept, temperaMent, social approach-avoidance,

power relationships, sex-typing, role modeling and socialization. The

sumMary text is supported by'an annotated bibliography of over 1400 research

studies. In the conclusion the authors assess the validity of the Most

.widely held beliefs about sex differences, propose a framework of similari-

ties and differences between the sexes, and examine the social implications

of their findings.

The unfounded beliefs about sex differences are that girls are more "social"

and more "suggestible" than boys, that girls have lower self-esteems, that

girls are better.at.rote learning and simple repetitive tasks and poys at

tasks requiring higher level cognitive pkocessing and inhibition of pre-

viously learned responses, that boys are more "analytic," that girls are .

more affected by heredity, boys by environment, that girls lack achievement

motivation, that girls are auditory, boys Visual. However, girls do rate

themselveS higher in social competence. Boys often see themselves as strong,

powerful, dominant and "potent." During college (but not earlier or later)

men have greater sense of control over their own fate and greater confidence

in their probable-performance on a variety of school related tasks. Boys'

achievement motivation appears to be more responsive to competitive arousal

than is girls', but this does not imply a generally higher level.'

Some sex differences are fairly well-established. Girls have greater verbal

ability than boys earlyi in life and then after age 10. Boys excel in visual-

spatial ability espec011y in adolescence and adulthood. Boys excel in

mathematical ability especially after age 12. Males are more aggressive.

Sex differences in tadtile sensitivity, fear, timidity and anxiety, activity,
competitiveness, dominance,,compliance and nurturance are still open questions.

7hxee kinds of factors haVe been discussed as,affectingthe development of

sex differences: 'biological factors, "shaping" of boy-like and girl-like

betravior by parents and other socializing agents, and the child's Spontaneous ,

learning of behavior appropriate for his/her sex through imitation. Social

implications of these findings for schooling, dominance and leadershipp

vocational success, childbearing and rearing, and influence of heredity are

discussed. (1400+ references)
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Maccohy, E.E. and Jacklin,..C.N. Achievement moXivation and self-concept

'in The Psychology of_ Sek Differences. Stanford, CA: Stanford Univers'ity

Press, 1974. 13p. 134-163.

Achievement Motivation. Task ve sus Social Orientation. Self-Concept.

This chapter reviews current literature Which supports or 'refutes Six common

h _otheses concerning differences between sexes in their motivations to

achieve: (1) males have greater need for achievement and are more oriented

to achievement for its own sake; (2) males have greater task involvement and

persistence; (3) males have more curiosity and exhibit more exploratory behavior;

(4) females are primarily motivated to achieve in the area of interperSonal

relations whereas males aremotivated to achieve in non-personal oriedted

areas including intellectual achievement; (5) females are motivated by the

desire to please others, to gain praise and approval, andmales are motivated

by intrinsic interest of the task; (6) females have low self-confidence, a

general lack of selt-esteem.:

The sexes are quite similar with respect to those aspects of achievement

motivation for which evidence is: available.' -They show similar degrees of

task persistence. There is no evidence that one sex works more than the

other because of intrinsic interest_in the task rather than praise and approval..

There iv some evidence that boys' achievement motiv%tion.needs to be sustained

or stimulated by competitive, ego-challenging conditions but girls throughout

the school years seem to maintain their achievement motivation without such

stimulation. In fact, at certain -ages females may be motivated to avoid

-competition ("avoid success"). On most measures of self-esteem females

show at least as much satisfaction:with themselves as do males'. During

college some sex differentiation occurs. At this time women are less conf ent

than men in their ability to perform well on,a variety of tasks; have less

Lsense of being able to control events,that affect them and tend to define

themselves more ip social terms. But girls maintain a high level of achieyement

as evidenced by goOd grades whether'theY-have a sense of personal potency or

not.

what accounts for lack of non-domestic achievement by women during post-

school years is still open to speculation. Achievement motivation differences

may appear in post-college years. The traditional expectation for women

may channel her energies into domestic duties. Many of the training oppor-

tunities which lead to high level achievement have until re_ently been

closed to women.
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Maccobv, E.E. and Jacklin, C.N. Differential socialization of boys and

girls in Ihe_Lashology_pf Sex Differences. Stanford, CA: Stanford

,University Press, 1074. Pp 303--348.

Socialization. Parent-Child Relations,. Dependency. Aggression. Sex-

Typed Behavior and Perceptions. Sexuality. .Achievement.

This chapter reviews the issue of,differential socialization of boys.-and

girls. Contrary to common belief the data reveals a remarkable degre-e of

uniformity in the socialization of the two sexes. There doeS not emerge

any clear trend that sons and daughters 'experience different amounts of

parental warmth, or reinforcement of dependent or aggression behaviors.

There is no consistent proof that mothers provide more verbal stimulation

to;daughters than sons. In general there is no positive evidence that
parents 9ngage in specific sexual socialization to prepare their'children
differentially for the adult "double standard." Girls are not reinforced

more for modesty or punished more for sexual exploration. There are indi-

cations'that parents are trying to socialize children of both sexes- toward

the same majOr goals but believe they are starting from different points

with each sex because they have a different set of. "natural" assets and

liabilities.

There is evidence that parents encourage their children to develop sex-

typed interests, providing them with sex-typed toys. More strongly,

they discourage them, particularly sons from inappropriate sex-typed'

behaviors and activities. During preschool years there seems to be a

trend toward somewhat greater restrictiveness of boys. Boys receive more

punishment but also probably more praise and encouragement. Adults

respond as if they find boys more interesting, or more attention provoking

than girls. Boys seem to have a more intense socialization experience than

-girls. The different amounts of socialization pressures will surely hav6

consequences for the development of their personalities.
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Maccoby, F.E. and Jacklin, C.N. Sex-typing and the role of modeling in

The Psychology of ex Differences. Stanford, CA: Stanford University

Press, 1974. Pp. .277-302.

Sex-Typed Preferences. Modeling. Paren -Child Relationship. Sa

Sex Model.

This chapter represents a review of the literature that covers the current

beliefs about the develoPment of sex-typed behaviors and the role of modeling.

Sex-typed behavior refers to "role behavior appropriate to a child's acribed

gender." In general, sex-typing deals with the establishment of a pattern

of interests and activi,ities by a child which are "feminine" or "masculine."

There is considerable evide ce showing that at nursery, school age both sexes

are sex-typed ard starting t about four boys become increasingly mOre

sex-typed than girls, more likely to avoid sex-inappropriate_activtties and

accept (prefer) activities associated with their own-sex. /

Many sources emphasize the importance of the role of imitation and identifica-

tion in the acquisition of sex-typed behavior. The fact that ol4ervatioria1

learning occurs and that children learYI many items in their behavioral repertoire

through imitation of their parents is clear.

However, there does not seem to be a consistent tendency for children or

adolescents to resemble the eame sex parent more than the oppOsite sex

parent. Furthermore, when children are given a choice of models they do not'

consistently select same-sex models. The question is where do sex-typed

behaviors come from.

The discrepancy between acquisition and performance is invcilVed. A person

comes to know (cognitive development) that certain actions are appropriate,

for persons of his/her sex and others are not. The modeling process is crucial

in the acquisition of a wide repertoire of potential behaviors but this i

repertoire is not sex-typed to ahy iMportant degree. Knowing what behavior

is Sex-Appropriate is cruciet in the selection of what items of the repetoire.

will be used in:performance. The sex-typing of behavior and choices for ,

performance have been alternately explained as the result of either reinforce-

ment experienced and observed or growing understanding of one's own sexual

identity and the content of that sex role as prescribed by the culture around

him/her.



Mackeen, B.A., and Merman, A.
esteem. Journal of Counselin

Effects of group counseling on self-
_a1:,.1?_21_ax)-E, 1974, 21 (3) , 210-214.

Group Counseling. Self-esteem . Coping Skills. Adult Women.

This study investigates the influence of group-counseling on levels

of self-esteem, anxiety, depression, and hostility. The sample is three

, groups of Canadian women= 1) 24 middle class women, mostly married,
slith 40 hours of treatment time; 2) nine separated, widowed, or divorced

Momen receiving social aSsistance, with 126 hours of treatment time and;

15 women who had been receiving social assistance less than three

'months, most separated from their husbands, with 108 hours of treatment..

!The counseling program involved gmall self-eXploration groups. Aptitude,

!interest, and reading tests were given to each subject. Participants

were,encouraged to set goals based upon increased self-knowledge gained

from the tests:and discussions. Counselors were to insure that realistic

goals. were-set.

Self-esteem of the subjects was measured by the Tennessee Self-Concept

Scale consisting. of 100 self-diseriptive statements. Anxiety, depression,

and hostility were measured by the Multiple Effect Adjective Check List

(Zuckerman and Lubin, 1965). Multivariate analyses of covariance was

used.

Reduced levels of anxiety, depression, and hostility and higher self-
6Z- esteem were shown by all groups. The changes are attributable to the

variance in self-esteem. The sec -Id group displayed the greatest

change in self-esteem. The authors :_tate that because of this group's

relatively stable marital and financiaL situations, the subjects were

free to explore possibilities for success early in the treatment.

Group three members had less stable na_rital and financial situations

and possibly were spending time adjusting to that. Group one members

had previously demonstrated coping ability in registering for tne

program and showed little change during the program.

The authors ,conclude that the needs of the groups varied. This

particular program satisfied needs relating to self-concept. They suggest

future programs in this area may need to ascertain clfent's readiness

for a particular treatment, and may neeed to initially focus.on the

building of success experiences. (22 references)
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Macleod, J.S. and SIlverm-n, S.T. You WorYtDo, Pi -sburgh: KNOW Inc.,

1973, 109 plo=

S k Role Stereotypes, Media (Textbooks), Secondary Schools

This study involved an intensive content analysis of eight currently

popular textbooks on U.S. government_to ascertain the degree and type

of representation accorded women in,these,books. The results of the

content analysis indicated that there is a misrepresentation or lack

of representation of women.in these tekts. Women are virtually

excluded as historical figures, and from descriptions and illustiations

of normal civic activities. Moreover, the use of masculine terminolgy

throughout many textbooks implies eklusion. There is inadequate cover-

age of the Women's Rights Movement from the Nineteenth Amendment to the

present. The inclusion of'women as objects ot derision id cartoons or

in stereotypic roles, occupationally,'politically, and domestically, as

subordinate and supportive,rather than as leaders teinforee:Iiv.hi0

school girls the idea that.theiT destiny:cannot-and should not include ;

political or governmental leadership.

The authors presni aset of guidelines for .revising U.S. government

textbooks to incorporate in their content and style appropriate atte-

tion to the paht, present and potential future role of women in politi-

cal and governmental institutions and thbir leadership. A set of

recommendations to 1;eachers for designing and:teaching nOn-sexist

civics today is also included: Finally, there is an annotated source

list of over 150 studies.orsexism in textbooks and possible remedies.

(105+ reTerence)



Maslin, A. and Davis, J.L. Sex-role stereotyping as a fac or in mental
health standards among counselors-in-training. Journal of Counselin9
Psychologis_t, 1975, 22_ (2), 87-91.

Sex-Stereotyping. Sex Difference. Mental Health. Counselors-in-

Training.

This study examines whether sex stereotyping exists among a sample

of 45 males and 45 female counselors-in-training, specifically in

their attributions of behavioral characteristics to healthy, com-

petent adults, males or females, and whether male and female coun-

selors-in-training differ in this respect. A shortened version of
the Stereotype Questionnaire (Rosenkrantz et al, 1968) composed of

82 bipolar items with seven point scales was administered. Only

38 stereotypic items were scored and analyzed. Subjects were ran-

domly assigned by sex to three sets of instructions which differed

only in that one asked them to describe males, one females, and

one adults (sex unspecified). The group mean scores,which were the
average total scores within each group were analyzed through planned

and postpoc comparisons.

Male and female counselors-in-training.agreed that healthy adults

and healthy males were approximately the same in degree of stereoty-

pic masculinity-femininity. Females expected a healthy female to

be approximately the same as this samples' standard for healthy

males and adults, whereas males expected a healthy female to be more

stereotypically feminine than the sample's standard for healthy

males. One possible explanation attributes these differences to

historical change, i.e. the feminist movement. Differences in standard

deviations suggest there is greater agreement-regarding characteris-

tlics of healthy males and adults than_for females. Further research

is,needed to substantiate'and clarify these results. Research

should focus on counselor behaVior aS manifestations of attitudes

and on the effects of sexbiasel counselor behaviors upon both

male and female clients. (10 referenceS).:



McCandless, D.R. Childhood so ialization. In D.A. Goslin (Ed.) Handbook

of Socialization Theory and Re -arch. Chicago: Rand McNally and Company,

1469. Pp. 791-

Socialization. Depende. Power. Modeling. Parents. Peer's. Environ ent.

SES Differences. Media. Children.

This theoretical treatise exam nes broad trends in childhood socialization

,and development. ErickSon's eight stages of man were used as the organiza7

tional model in which P sychosocial crisis:at each stage was discussed. It

was,pointed out that middleolass society protects the child against mistakes

at each stage, particularly at adolescence. Lower class society has few

sUch safeguards. The dependency thebry that a child is at first totally

dependentj later increasingly'independent as he/she successfully proceeds

through the developmental stages, was discussed especially in rejference to

parental handling and parents' power over the child. The salutary nature

of the development of independence as compared, say, to aggression and thd

desireability of cross-sex modeling and identification were discussed. It

was suggested that boys modeled on their mother are likely to be more,sympa-

thetic with sisters and eventually wives and daughters and that,girls cross-

identifiedlwith their fathers will be more able to take their place in a

competitive world and be more understanding_Of their husbands and sons.

.The author finds that the more rewarding, consistent and bidirectional

(both rewardand,punishment).the parent is the more) likely he/she is to

be'an effective shaper of the child's behavior. The effects of birth order

were discussed. In regard to the influence of peergroup, school, religion

and other,formal organization, many of the sociometric "how's" are known but

few of the "why's." It was shown that rural or small town environments are

more permeable than larger cities, that is, children are freer to knowabout

adult organizations. Social class variations stress the differendes in

language and control used with 10Wer class children which is often violent

and restrictive as compared to that used with middle class children, :;
Brief references are made to the influence of the media'. .(44 references)
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Mozzano, J. 'Voncerns of students and preference for male and female

counselors. Vocational Guidance Quarterly, 1971 70 (1'- 42-47.

Sex Differences. Age Difference. Sex of Counselort;' Pre erences. Areas

of Concern.

This study attempts to discover whether clients seeking counseling do have

preferences regarding the sex of the counselor and whether such preferences

vary with client's age and presenting concern. The study population was

1,495 students (745 boys and 750 girls) in grades 7 through 12 enrolled

in public schools in three midwest communities. The students completed a

Questionnaire (based on the Mooney Problem Check List) on which they ranked

each area of concern in order of importance and indicated if they preferred

a male or female counselor in each area.

Boys and girls in grades 9 through 12 are most concerned about their voca-

tional and educational future:dhile 7th and 8th grade boys are most concerned

,

with home, family and school, andgirla in grades 7 and 8 are most concerned

about their health and physical development. Except in the areas of home

,and family, boys in:every grade preferred.male counselors. For home and

family concerns boys shifted from male counselor preference in lower-grades

to preference for a female counselor in upper grades. Girls with the excep-

tion of health and phySical development concerns show a steady shift toward

a greater preference for male counselors as they move from 7th to 12th,

grade. The author concludes that,the fact that both boys and girls increas-

ingly prefer male Counselors especially,for vocational and educational

concerns is an indication that the masculine role has greater prestige than

the feminine role in,our society.

Subsequently, a random sample of 159 students were drawn from the o iginal

population and asked two questions: .1) Who would you rather.discuss

importarit:problems_withr; 2) What are counselor's major duties. While

most students are aware of the counselor's role in dealing with personal

problems 84 percent of these students prefer to seek help fro* friends

or parents. (9 references)
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Mischel, W. .
Sex-typing and socializatio in P.11. ._ussen (Ed.)

Carmichael' Manual of Child Psychology, (Vol. 2), New York: John

Wiley and S -s Inc., 1970. Pp. 3-72.

Soc:ializLion. Personality. Behavioral Systems. Sex-Role Stereotypes;

This chapter introduces the area of socialization and raises some of the

related fundamental points and problemsof personality research. Simul-'

taneously, it tries to illustrate the range and meaning p5 psychological

:sex differences in social behavior and the development of these differences.

While biological antecedents and Physical characteriestics play a role in

the development of psychological characteristics,,this treatise concen-

trates on socialization and, hence, on the social-And psychological::

determinants of sex differences in a social context. Main psYchological.

,differences between the sexes based on directly observed differences in

the frequency with which the sexes display particular behavior patterns

are summarized.' Sex-role stereotypes are also discussed. Dispositional

orthe trait 4Proach to personality is used in an attempt to identify

broad trait dimensions, such as, maSculinity-femininity dimension.

Various explanations for'the acquisition and performance of sex-typed

behaviors are Presented. (312 references)
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, J.B. I Can Be Anythips: :areers and Colleces for Young Womon.

New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1975. Fp. 251.

Guidance Material. Career Choice. Educational Requirements. Women.

This book gives short descriptions of nearly 100 careers. The book is

directed toward women,and includes many non-traditional jobs for women.
Emphasis is on.choosing a satisfactory job, not a "female"job.

Included in the job descriptions are the education necessary for the job,

the number and locations of women in the field, salaries, future in the-

profession, colleges which award many degrees in the field, and sources

of further information. (no references)
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Mowsesian, R. Educational and career aspirati:ons of high school females.

Journal of National Association of Women Deans and Counselors, 1972,

: -3-5-1-2)7

i Educational Aspirations. Career Aspirations. Counseling Implications.

High School Females.
-

This study examines post-high school plans atid-C7are-er---aspirations of

high school girls in grades nine through twelve. The study samples

436 female students in an integrated,_comprehensive high school in Texas.

Demographic data and first occupational choice and post-high school plans

were gathered-frOm the basic information forms-of_these ttudents. Five

occupational categories ratging from Professional to Unskilled and seven

post-high school plans' categories, including'various levels of education,

military service, work and marriage were used to summarize the data. A ,

cross-tabulation of occupational preference by plans at each grade level

was done.

Woman students do not tend to select unskilled occupations, very few

choose semi-skilled occupations. Ninth and tenth graders tend to choose

professional and semi-professional occupations while upperclass women

choose more evenly across all occupational categories. Marriage plans for

twelfth grade women are proportionately double those of, ninth-grade girls.

There is a decrease of emphasis on four-year college education:and an

increase toward two-yeat'dollege edueation-with inorpasing age. Aspirations

toward business:College education, military service and immediate entry into

the world of work are relaa'Vely-7,constant_at all grade levels. Plans for

technical education are_net_stable, possibly-dire7-ta-the_lack_of this type .

of training in the locale. Vocational as-gix-ations-as_in,signifiTCaTit7-----------_____

agreement with post-high school planS at each grade leVel, 'High school

females do not view high schoel as a terminal educational experience. The

extentof post-high school educational and career plans among high school

women imply the:need for greater involvement in career counseling of

women by high school counselors. (13 references)
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National Institute of Education Career Education Staff. Guideline for

assessment of.sex_bias and sex fairness in career interest inventories

In E.E. Diamond (Ed.)- 'Mau-es-cif Sex'Sias and Sex Falrness- in Career

Inteiest Measurement. Washington, D.C.t D.S. Department of Health,

Education/and Welfare 1975, xxiii-xxix. (Available from Educational

Work, National Institute of Education-, Washington, D.C. 20208).

Sex Bias. .Sex-Role Stereotypes.. Vocational Interest inventories. Racial

Differences. Validity. Reliability. Gender-Neutral Language. Counseling.

This paper presents the guidelines for assessing sex bias in career interegt

-inventories. The guidelines are the _culmination of.efforts by the-NIE

Career Education.Staff, senior'oonsultant and planning group to consider

and resolve concerns for sex bias and fairness of inventory publishers,

authors, users anbrespondents. The guidelines do not constitute legal

requirements They are intended as standards to guide developers and'pub-

'Ushers ip the content and process involved in.the inventories and their

teChnical and interpretativematerials and as standards- by which users can

evaluate the'sex. fairness of existing inventories. They are in no way

intended to replace or detract from concerns of fairness,on racial or socio-

economic grounds but are supplements to them. The guidelines cover the three

areas of the inventory itself (5 guidelines), technical materials related.

to the inventory (7 guidelines)/ and publisher supplied interpretive infor---

mation (14 guidelines.) (no reforPncos
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osipow S.H. Theories of Career Develo merit. Ençlcwood Cliffs, N.J.

Prentice-Hail, Inc 1973.

Career Development. The -ies. Research. Counseling Impl_ ations.

This book attempts to examine and evaluate current theoretical and empirical-

findings relevant to the vocational decision-making process. It begins by

describing and assessing five major theories of career choice, Roe's Persona-

lity Theory, Holland's Career Typology Theory, The Ginzberg, Ginsburg,

Axelrod and Herma Theory, Psychoanalytic Conceptions of Career Choice-,

and Super's Developmental Self-Concept Theory. The general nature and

-scope of each theory is presented and the results of its related research

discussed and evaluated. Each theory is considered with respect to its

implications for career counseling. Their adequacy as scientific theories

is assessed and their potential contribution to future theoretical models

evaluated.
.

In the latter part of the text the author examines several research areas'.

which relate career choice to personality development. The live aspects

evaluated include the role of personal values in career development, psycho-

logical needs structure in occupational choice, the interrelationship

between psychopathology and careers choice, personality and trait-factor

approaches, to occupational behavior. Chapter 7 examines the role of social

environMent and cultural organization play!in career development. Research

demonstrating the impact of social class membership, sex, geographic,

climatic, and economic factors, and environmental and institutional pr s

are reviewed. .
This chapter contains a ten-page'discussion of women's

career development. In the final chapters theauthor compares the many

theories and approaches and presents a number of suggestions for future'

theoretical development. (9 to 206 ,references.Per chapter)
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Peoples, V.Y. and Dell, D.M. Black and white student preferences for
counselor roles. Journal of oun 1 1975, 22 (5)
529-534.

Racial Differences. Counselor Behavior. Counselor Charactr -tics. Female ,

Students. Female Counselors.

This study examines the ffect of counselor race and activity level on

observers' ratings of t:.ese counselors. It was hyoethesized that students

would evaluate,counselors of their own ra'ee more favorably, regardless of

style and that black students would evaluate a counselor with an active

interview style more highly regardless of race. A.sample of 28 black and

28 white female students were randomly assigned to one of four groups de-

fined by (a) two counselor's (one black, one white) and (b) two counselor

roles (active, passive). Each group viewed one of four 12-minute video-

tapes anclacompleted an evaluation form, rating the counselor's behavior, per-

sonality characteristics on seven semantic differential type items and over-

all counselor competence. A variety of statistical techniques were used

for the analysis.

Counselors in both activity rol s were perceived as essentially identical

in their initial friendliness atlçl attentiveness to the student but diI671-

ent in counselor behavior. The black counselor was rated more active (or

less passive) than the white counselor by all obseivers. Both counselors

were rated more active when they performed the active role than when they

performed the passive role% However, race effect and interaction effectS

were nonsignificant.

Counselors in the active rolz are perceived as more hr-lpful and competent

and are attributed significantly more favorable 4lit2y characteristics

than are'counselor 1 in the passive roles. Subje ,iio saw active cou-

selors, significan';

n

ly mere frequentlY4 are willim,i_td talk with the observed

counselor than those who saw a passive counselor. For all these variables,

however, a significant counselor effect appeared. But whether this can be

explained by subject's preference for counselors ok their own race, by in-

dividual factor differences between counselors not controllcvl in this study

or by differential counselor role performances can only be answered by fur-

ther research. Also, the generalizability of these findinqc needs to be

tested with other student subgroups. (32. 'references)
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Perez, M.S. Counseling servicL at ucSC: Attitudes and perspective

of Chicano stdents. Unpublished manuscript.

Mental Hea -11 Attitudes. Sex Differences. Ethnic Differences.

This study explores the attitudes'ofChicano students toward counseling

and mental health assistance. The data for the study are responses
of Chicano and non-minority students to the Attitudes Toward Psycho-
therapy Scale of Fisher and 'Amer (1970). The sample Surveyed is

57 male and 43 female Chicano students and 39 male and 37 female Anglo

students from the University of California Santa Cruz.

The hypotheses proposed are: 1)Chicano students will have little or
no experiencekwith mental health services, 2) Chicano students will list
"minority counselors" as the preferred counseli:Ig resourcei 3) Chicano
students will report the need for a male Chicanr counselor, and will

state the general need of the counselor to be the same sex, ethnic, and

group, and- age as the Client, 4) Chicano studentl will list areas of

stress conorning the University interaction with their ethnic and

economic background, 5) Anglo students' attitudes toward psychotherapy

will be more positive than Chicano students.

The hypotheses were'generally supported by the study. Only 17.percent

of Chicano students have ever utilized mental health facilities. Minority

counselors were preferred, and students did mention the need for a male

Chicano counselor. Students prefer counselors of the same sex and ethnic
-1-round, but not of the same age. Chicano students.mentioned areas

of stress relating to financial and academic demands by the,University.

Female students indicated mprestress about "experiencing a sense of

belonging; security". Chicano students-aro less positive about psycho-

therapy. They are less willing to recognize the need for therapy and

have less confidence in mental health workers. The author postulates

some reasons for the differing attitudes of Chicanos and non-minorities
about mental health and counseling-services and concludeiJ by making four

recommendations to the University based on the study. (45 references)
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Plost, M. Career media center are shortchanging today's girls. Personnel

and Guidance Journal, in press. 9 pp.

Career Aspirat ons. Role Models. Counseling M dia. Eighth Grade Students.

This study examines the degree to which career aspirations of young girls are

affected by the sex of career models depicted in counseling media. Theory
and research were reviewed with respect to the impact of career models on
the formation of career goals including content studies of instructional

and counseling media. An experimental study, in ehich 600 eighth grade
students-from a Middle-class school were exposed to two unfamiliar occupa-
tions in a coordinated 10-minute slide-tape presentation (one occupation

depicted by a female model and the other by a male), revealed that both boys

and girls tencito prefer the occupation presented by the like-sex model.
-Implications for counselors are that the predominant use of male'career
models in instructional and counseling media liffits the range of vocational

options and aspirations for girls.

(from A.T. Phelps, H.S. Farmer, .and T.E. Backer. Selected Annotated

Bibliography on Women at Work. NatiOnal Institute of EducatiOn contract

# NIE-C-74-0l00.)
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Pressl=?v, B.O. Survey of guidance and counseling divisions of State

Departments of Education. The Commission for Women 1973-1974 Report

Summary. Washington, D.C.: i .rcan Pe ne and Guidance Association,

1974- p.3.

Counselor Characteristics. Sex Differences. Women's Counseling Courses.

This study investigates the distribution by sex of elementary and secondary

school counselors and the prevalence of existing programs or courses geared

o the counseling of girls and women, and the support such courses had at

'the State Department of Education level. Surveys'were sent to all State

Departments of Education in May, 1974. The return rate was 88 nercent.

The results indicate that 35 percent of the elementary school counselors

.are men and 65 percent are women while 57 percent of the secondary school

counselors are men and 43 percent of the women. While 70 percent of the

respondents were unaware of any pre- or in-service counseling programs or

courses geared to counseling girls and women, 75 percent recommended that

such a course be offered. (No references)
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Psathas, G. Toward a theory of occupational choice for women.
Sociology,ana Social Research, 1968, 52 (2), 253-268.

Female Employment, Career Aspirations. Career Predictors.

Various approaches to a theory of occupational choice applicable to
women are reviewed and analyzed in an effort to foster research on
women's entry into occupations and the development of more general
theories of occupational entry. The discussion does ,not attempt to
develop a theory, but deals with factors which are particularly
important for women and may not operate in the same fashion for
men, as well as factors which are of importance for both sexes.
Existing studies of occupational choice are also discussed. Various
current theoretical formulations are reviewed. The one on which this
study is based includes psychologieal, sociopsychological, historical,
socioeconomic, and immediate situational factors. A major thesis of
the discussion is that an understanding of the factors which influence
the entry of women into occupational roles must begin with the
relationship between sex role and occupational role. The explication
of "settings" which engender predictable orientations to the
occupational world is -ubstituted for the concept of "choice."

4

Among the pr mary links between sex role and occupational entry are the
intention to marry, time of marriage, reasons for marriage, and the
husband's economic situation and attitude toward his wife's working.
The pattern of occupational participation and the level at which the
occupational system is entered are also strongly- affectei by the state of-
finances of the family of origin, since occupational roles vary in the
length of expense involved in requisite training and in the immediacy of
financial return to the trainee. The influence of social class on occu-
pationi:1 itry is discussed in terms of education and occupation of
parents: -alue-orientations shared by the family and members of their.
Social class, including social-mobility aspirations; and the perceived
relation between occupation and marital chances. (25 references)

(from H.S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A Resea ch
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)
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Putnam, B. A. and Hansen, J. C. Relationship of self-concept and feminine
role concept to vocational maturity in young women. Journal of Counselin%.

Psychology, 1972, 19 (5), 436-440.

Adolescent Females. Self-concept. Sex-role Perceptions . Career Aspira-

tions.

The relationship of feminine role concepts and self-concepts to vocational
maturity was investigated. A socioeconomically stratified sample of 375
girls, primarily middle class, waa drawn from all 16-year-old girls in
urban, suburban, and rural-suburban schools in Buffalo, N.Y. Instruments

used were a feminine role rating inventory of self-concept scale, a
vocational development inventory, and a personal data form. Data were

analyzed by stepwise multiple-regression and analysis of covariance
techniques.

The,self-concept was sho n to be significantly associated with vocational
maturity, in accordance"With vocational development theory. Self-concept

and feminine role concept of own self were, useful in predicting vocational
matutity, although accounting for only 10 percent of individual variation
in vocational maturity. The more liberal a girl's view of her own feminine
role concept, thc- higher her level of vocational maturity. Feminine role

concepts of the ieal woman and of manYS ideal woman wets not useful
predictors. Liris tended to be somewhat vocationally immature in compari-
son with boys and to have had a lower self-concept than the average
individual. The feminine role concept which each girl selects appears
to be consistent with her self-concept, and her occupational choice
appears to implement her self-concept. (9 references) %

(from H. S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A_Research

Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing office, 1975.)
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Pesource Cen er on Sex Roles. Tc:_y_LR.ir9_2_993,±_s_21aLproa.oh
Non-Sexist Teaching -. Washington, D.C.; National Education Associatio

1974. _08 pp.

Sex-role Stereotypes. Values Clarification. Elementary School. Se ondary

School. Alternative Curriculum Materials.

This document presents supplemental instructional materials which can be

used to assist students to explore and understand the ways that sex-role

stereotypes have defined and limited male and female roles. There are

three sections of resources, one for elementary school, one for inter-

mediate arades and one for secondary-school--The-materials-in-each-sec-
.tion are divided into four parts. The introduction is intended to open

student's aWareness of role stereotypes. In Lesson 1 these role stereo-

types are to be explored by the studentWand the implications of societal

expectations for them and others highlighted. Lesson 2 provides the

'opportunity to analyze-stereotypes, their sources, purposes, restrictions

_and -limitations. The emphasis is on individual value clarification.

Finally, students are to examine how these stereotypes affect their lives

and their futuret and how,they may wish to change -future behavior, These

materials may'be integrated into language arts or social science or used

as a mini-course. (62 reference
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Riccio, A.C. and Zeran, F.R. Or anization and Mministration of Guidance

ompany, 1962.Services. Chicago: Rand McNally and

Guidance Program Handbook. Student Needs. Information. Evaluation.

Personnel.

This book describes guidance from a functional standpoint. It provides

a framework by which to organize a guidance program within the educational

system. After describing approaches to dealing with individual students,_

the book goes on to describe the function of guidance information and -

techniques.for disseminating this information. The authors next describe

-the oounseling process which-they-define as a "learning-process.by

which one human being...helps another to come to a close realiZation of

his total nersonallty." TheY suggest how to set up and administer a

counseling program. 'Other chapters deal with placement services,

eValuation of guidan
!

e services, organizational structure, selection

criteria for person 0 -1 and physical facilities. (62 references)
i
!
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Rosenberg, B. G., and Sutton-Smith, B. Family interaction effects on

masculinity-femininity. Journal of Personeli-ly_DAZ=LIaly,
1968, 8 (2) , 117-120.

Family Structure. Sex-role Development. Sibling Influence.

Masculinity-femini:lity responses of all meMbers of two-child nuclear
families were compered to explore the hypothesis that sex-role attri-
butes are influenced by family interactional structures as well as

-by-simple identification-with-the-same-Sex-parent-. -The Gough-Scale-
of Psychological Femininity was administered to 160 female college
sophomores from two-child families, their siblings, and their mothers
and fathers. Analysis of variance, multiple t tests, and correlational
techniques were used in the analysis of results.

Sex of sibling was a significant influence of subjects' femininity
,scores: Girls with sisters scored significantly higher than girls with
brothers. Fathers with a daughter and a son scored significantly
higher on femininity than fathers with two daughters. Birth order was

not a significant source of variance in subjects' scores. Families with

two girls showed distinctly different patterns of intercorrelation
among family members' scores than families with girlboy dyads. In

two7girl families, scores of all females (children and mother) tended
be intercorrelated, with the father's score isolated. In girl-boy
families, the scores of mother, father, and boy tended to intercor-
relate, and the girl's score was isolated except for some correlation with
her mother's score. The conclusion is drawn that sex-role learning involves
sibling-sibling and child-parent effects as well as parent-child effects.
(25 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A.-Fisher. Sex Roles: A Research

Biblio -AT Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printin- Office, 1975.)
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Rosenkrantz, P., Vogel, S., Bee, H., Broverman, D. M., and Braverman, I.
Sex-role stereotypes and self-concepts in college students. Journal of
Consulting_and Clinical Psychology, 1968, 32 (3), 287-295.

College Students. Fex-role Perceptions. Stereotypes. Self-concept.

A questionnaire administered to college students probed the extent
which sex-role stereotypes, with their associated social values,
influence the self-concepts of men and women. The 74 male and 80 female
students_were asked to characterize the-behaviors, attitudes, and
personality traits of typical adult males, adult females, and themselves,
by means of 122 bipolar items.

In contrast to expected results, self-concepts did not differ .from
stereotypic concepts of masculinity and femininity as a function of the
social desirability of the stereotype. Results indicrated strong
agreement between sexee about differences between men and women, corres-
ponding differences between the self-concepts of the sexes, and more
frequent high valuation of stereotypically masculine characteristics
by both sexes. Women seemed to hold negative values of their worth
relative to men, indicating the influence of the factors that create this
sex stereotyped self-concept. A cultural lag may account for the persistence
of sex-role stereotypes despite contemporary changes in the prescribed
sex-role behavior in this soCiety. It is also noted that older or
married subjects or subjects of other educational'and social clas
levels might produce different patterns of responses. (25 r,Iferences)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A Research
Biblioati-ly, Washing on, D.C.; U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)
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Rosenthal, R. and Jacobson, L. Eyaralka_112_11e Classroom. New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968, 220 pp.

Acadc,mic AiieVement. Teacher Expectations.

This study was undertaken to see if a Person's or persons' expectations

of another's behavior could come to serve as a self-fulfilling prophecy;

that is the expectations of the group determine the outcome behavior or

performance of its members. The hypothesis is that teachers' favorable

or unfavorable expectations could'reSult in a corresponding increase or

decrease in pupil's intellectual competence. The school in the original

experiment was a public elementary school in a lower-class community of a

medium-size city.- About one-sixth of students were Mekican children
Students were sorted into ability classes or tracks of high, medium, and

low, withMexican children overrepresented in the slow track. Track as-

signment was,based primarily on reading achievement. All children were

pretested with a standard nonverbal test of intelligence which purpor-
tedly would predict.intellectual "blooming". At the beginning of the
following school.year, teachers were given the names of those children

in their classrooms who would show dramatic-intellectual growth, actually

these "special" children had been chosen by means of a random number

table. They were approximately,20% of the student population. All students

were retested after one semester; after one,academic year and after two

. full academic years.

After the first year, a significant expectancy advantage was found with

47% of the special children gaining 20 or more IQ points as compared to

only 19% of the control children showing a similar gain. The expectancy

advantage was especially great for first and-second graders. During the

subsequent follow-up year, younger children of the first two years lost

,
their expectancy advantage while children in the upper grades showed

increasing expectancy advantage. Differences betweenboys and girls

were.not dramatic. Favorable teacher expectations seemed to help each

sex morein the pphere of intellectUal functioning in which they had

Qxcelled on the'pre-test. (Favorable teacher expectations of intellectual
performance was of greatest benefit to children in the medium ability

track.) Mexican children showed'greater expectancy' advantage than did

non-Mexican children though nA significantly so. Gainsin IQ found from

the experiment were found to be associated with gains in report card

grades; especially reading. Objective achievement tests formed even

greater expectancy advantages than the more-subjective teacher eval-

uations. All teachers mere asked to rate each of their pupils on vari _les

related to intellectual curiosity, personal and social adjustmelt and

need for social approval. These ratings showed that children who were_
expected to bloom intellectually were seen as intellectually more curious,

happier and less In need of social approval. However, Mexican Children

were not considered intellectually more curious. When children's gains.

in IQ were-correlated witli teacher's perceptions of classroom behavior,

it was found that the more upper track children of theexperimental group

gained in /Q the more favorable they were rated by their teachers while
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Rosenthal & Jacobson

the more lower track children of the control group gained in IQ the less

favorable they were viewed by their teachers. A number of alternative

"theories" explaining the pattern of results of the study were ,discussed

and found wanting. Some additional findings lend credence to the con-

clusion that a change in teacher expectations can lead to improved in-

tellectual perfotmance. A "blind" examiner obtained even more dramatic

expectancy effects than did teachers. The results did not disappear

after one year. The preliminary results of three replications show
significant affects of teacher expectations. The magnitude and direction

of effects crf teacher expectations will .probably be complicated and

affected by a variety of pupil characteristics and situational vari_les

in the students' life. (172 refences)



Saari°, T. N., Jacklin , C. N., and Tittle, C. K. Sex role stereotyping
in the public schools. Harvard Educational Review, 1973, 43
386-416.

Sex-role Stereotyping. Elementary Readers. Ach -vement Tests. Curricu-

lum Requirements.

This review of research and educational materials investigated sex-role
stereotyping irnthree major areas: Elementary school basal readers,
educational achievement tests, and differential curricular requirements
for males and femaleS. It was cOncluded that much of the structure and-
content of the American school system contributes to sex-role stereotyping,
and discriminates against both male and female student. Local school
districts, school boards, state educatiOnal agencies, and textbook and
test publishers were urged to take action to eradicate elements of
sex discrimination and not wait for the direct prod of federal legislation.
(61 references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer. Selected Annotated
Bibli ra hy on Women at Work. New York: Human Science press, in
press. 1976.)



Scher, M. Verbal activity, sex, counselor experience. and success in

counselino Journal_ of Counseling_Psychplqgy, 1975, 22 (2 ) 97-101.

Sex DafferLnce5. nerience Levels. Counseling Success. Satisfactio

This study was conducted to examine the relatJonship between verbal activity,

sex of both counselor and client, counselor experience, and perceived success

of the counseling interaction. At a university counseling center 23 counselors

(lo males and five females, nine experienced, and 14 inexperienced) voluntarily

participated in the project. Thirty-six students who were clients at the

center also agreed to participate. Clients' and counselors' verbal activity

during the first, second, fifth, and final counseling sessions was assessed

,from videotapes. Outcome measures of the interaction were obtained by asking

students to complete the Counseling Services Assessment Blank and by having

counselors complete the Counselor's Assessment Blank. Outcome measures

which were analyzed included client-reported symptom relief, client-reported

satisfaction with the therapeutic interaction, counselor report of client

symptom relief and counselor-reported satisfaction with the therapeutic

interaction.

Results indicate that onlyexperience was significantly related 7a-

peutic outcome. Although female clients seemed to talk More

neither sex of the client nor of,the counselor affected the outeurv, oi

counseling. The author concludes that while counselor and client sex were

not significant in this,study, Lhis does not mean that certain

problems might not benefit more from seeing same or opposite-sexcd

(16 references)
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Schlossberg, N.K. Liberated counbeli q: A question mark. Journal

,of the National Association of Women Deans, Adininistrators, and Counselo

1974. 38 1 , 10.

Sex-Role Stereotypes, Counselor Attitudes. Counseling

Tilts article revi4ws the'Carkhuff and Berenson model of helping and its

potential for liberated coun6eling. Research which indicates that,counselb s-

often are not free of sex-role stereotypes is reviewed. The author concen-

tratesiThie counseling relationshib. Each of the three behavioral objec7

tives, self exploration, client understanding and client action, of the

Carkhuff an Berenson model of helping is examined, for its potential Tor

liberated counseling._ Liberated counseling means full consideration for

men and4women'for what they feel and telping to generate a range of alternatives

irrespective ot the counselors'.value system. he author concludes that
sex-role consitousness combined with good helping skill are necessary for

liberated cow_ eli (12 references)



Schlossberg, N. K. and Goodman, J. A woman's place: Children's sex
stereOtyping of ocAlpations. Vocational Guidanuarterlz, 1972a,
20 (4), 266-270.

Sex-role Stereotypes. Occupational Aspirations. Elementary School
Children.

Studies of sex difference in socialization and child rearing practices
were reviewed in.this article, and an empirical study designed to explore
occupational stereotyping by elementary school children was presented. ,
Boys and girls in.the kindergartens and sixth grades of two schools
Were asked torespo'nd toA2 drawings representing the work settings
of 6 traditionally-male occupations and 6 traditionally-female occupations.
The data:were analyzed in terms of number of stereotyped responses and
.indicated /that: (a) the 6th graders at the model cities school held more
stereotypes than those at the middle income.school; (b) the children were
more apt to exclude women from men's jobs than to exclude men from women's
jobs; (c) the children chose jobs for themselves that fell within the
usual stereotypes; and (d) there was no significant difference between
the role stereotypes held by kindergartners and 6th graders. These
findings imply the need for elementary school personnel to change children's
notions of differential achievement for men and women, and to develop and
maintain increased options for both boys and girls. (7 references)

,

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer., and T. Backer. Selected Annotated Bibliplly
on Women at Work. New York: Human Science Press,,in press. 1976.)



Schlossberg, Nancy K. and Goodman, Jane. Imperative for Change:
Counselor Use of the Strong Vocational Interest Blanks. Impact, 1972b,

2 (1) 25-29.

Sex-Role Stereotypes Sex DifferenceS. Vocational Interests. Counseling

Implications. SVIB. Career Development.

Tbis position paper proposes that 4ccupational oppor unities for women
and men are being limited by the vocational guidance available at high
schools and colleges and by the structure and use of interest inventories.
The SVIB men's form includes 33 occupations not listed for women and the
women's form includes 37 occupations nOt listed for men. .The authors
contend that the women's occupations are of lower status than the men'l
and, therefore, of lower salary. While many counselors giye both forms
to women counselees, few have chosen to give both forms to men. This

prOcedure which seems better-than using a single form presents,economic
and methodological problems. In addition, stereotypic guidelines im
manuals and handbooks used by counselors could be equally harnful.
The author suggests active support of the new "unisex Strong." -Couneelers
for whom the new Strong is hot available should administer both forms to
all clients and use the scores primarily to locat6 interest arias and
related occupational groups for exploration. (3 references)
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Schlossberg, N.K. and Piet ofesa, J.J. Perspectives on counselors bias:

Implications for counselor education. 'The courl_elina_EanalogIL; 1974,

4 (1), 44-54

Sex Role Ster otyping. ,Counselor A titudes. counselor Behavior. Interest/-
Inventories. Counselor Training.

This article discusses various aspects of/Counselor bias in the total '

process of sex-role stereotyping of women and proposes a model of counselor

training aimed at reducing sex bias./Oefinitions of counselor bias and'.

prejudice are given and research on counselor attitudes and behavior and
on counseling materials is reviewed in this light. The implications of the

research for counselor training are presented and a training model designed
to enable counselors and teachers to deal with their counselees in an un-_
biased fashion is discussed-in detail.

The research indicates that counselors and clinicians hold stereotypes no
different from the general populations. Counselors regardless-of sex, are

biased against women entering masculine fields. Similar bias is reflected

in major interest inventories that have been studied. Since cothselors

hold biases, it is imperative that counselor education programs attempt to

bring puch biases into the.open., The proposed training model to reduce
counselor bias has four components.- ,1) "expansion of cognitive under-
standing of the role of women in society through lectures and readings,

2) sex-role consciousness raising for trainers and trainees, 3) acquisi-
tion of helping skills-through audio-vidco taping and role playing with .

emphasis on sex roleissues, 4) development in program planning and imple-
mentations for women." (23 refekences)
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Schneider, J. W., & Hacker, S. L. oSex role imag,71.17 and use of the generic,

"man" in introductory texts: A case in the socic-logy of sociology. The

American Sociologist, 1973, 6, 12-18.

,"man" ,Sex Role Imagery, Sexism in Texts

This study attempted to demonstrate how the-generic term "man" is not
interpreted to mean people or human beings, but cues students to think
,male. The authors suggest that "man" may be seen as a symbol'of male
dominance and its continued use could serve to perpetuate and reinforce

that condition. A sample of 296 students from three colleges who were
enrolled in introductory sociology classes were asked to/select pictures
that would represent'13 topic titles for a sociology textbook. Two forms

were used. Eight of the titles were identical on both forms. Five of

the 13 labels in one form contained "man" associatecllabels ("social man",
"urban man", "political man", "industrial.man", and "economic man").
The other form contained nontman labels ("society", "urban life", "political
behavior", "industrial life", and "economic behavior").
=

'Overall, the results showed that among the students in these samples the
generic "man" led 64 percent of those students/receiving "man"-linked
labelsto submitjoictures containing men only,whereas only half of those
reeerving neutral terms submitted male only pictures. The strangest-

, effects of the "man" associated labels are found for the urban and economic
labels.' Fictufes of women showedup most under the population and family
topics. The authors hope these findings might affect the.sensitivity of .

colleagues and,the publishers of sociologmaierials to reduce
sex bias iii sociology presentations. (24 references) -
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Sears P.S., and Feldman, D.H. Teachor interac_ ons with boys and with

girls. The_National_ELIEELlItall, 1966, 46 (2),'30-35.

Sex Differences. Self-Esteem. Creativity. Achievement. Sex Roles.

This article reviews several of the studies done recently concerning the

effecti sex of'the student has ondteacher-student interactions. Specifi-

cally, the article details the questions "do teachers react differently to

boys than they do to girls?" and "if they do, *what effect does this have

on the intellectual and social development of the individual girl and boy?"

The first set of studies examined 'involved teacher behavior. It waS noted

that teachers often spent more time and attentionvith boys than girls, and

that this attention included more criticism for violation of rules, among

other things, which was harshly voiced. The author suggests consequences
of this differentiation may be cumulative increase in independent, auton-

°mous behavior by boys as they are approved, praised, listened to, and taught

more'actively by the teacher Alternately, girls may have lowered self-,

esteem as they receive less-attention and are criticized for lack of know-
,ledge.

In another set of studies indirect measure of teacher behavior, by student

evaluation of teacher behavior was exaMined. Incidences where creative

behavior of students iias.rewarded were three times as likely to involve boys

as girls. And, the'creative behavior of boys was considered by the students

to be better than that of girls. However, boys were perceived to receive

more disapproval. The self-image of the elementary age girls seems to be
influenced'by the image the student thinks the teacher holds of her.

The third set of studies examined grades and achievement of boys and girls.

The authprs concluded, from the limited-evidence they had, that girls are

given higher grades than boys despite the fact that boys achieve at leapt as

well, or sometimds better, than girls. They suggested more complete stadies

which needto be,done in the area. Also, it was suggepted%that more work

reeds.to be done in the area of characteristics of Male and female teachers.

Finally the aqthors conclude that parents, mainly unconsiously, start teaching
"sex roles' and that teachers, also unaware, continue this teaching.

(23 references) 1
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Sei_er, N. Absent From the a'ority: Workiri

New York: Institute of Human Relations, 1973

Class Women in America.

5 PP-,

SoCialization. Sex-Reles. Family Relat ons. Self-Esteem. Career

Aspirations. Working-Class Women.

This booklet attempts to draw together the, few existing studies and

surveYs on workingclass women, as well as some perabhal communications,

to trace the development of their'role in American society. Economic

insecurity, manual labor and a life dtyle based on scarcity characterize'

the condition of a majority of America's working class. Women in these

communities are traditionally raised to view marriage and motherhood as

their ultimate career. But the worsening economy,has forced many of these

women into the labor market where because.of little education,:no skills

and low self-confidence, these women wind up on the bottom rung. There

are increasing signs of dissatisfaction with traditional family and

societal roles among working class women. Contraception and time-saving

devices haVe increased the potential time for a career.- Success in

community activism has increased this woman's self-esteem and sense of

potency but not without cost. These conflict with traditional values and

beliefsjilaking anxiety and insecurity key elements in the personal lives

of working class women. Automation is causing the disappearance of

many low skilled jobs. Disappearance of thesejobs creates tremendous

obstacles for women with little education and no,other work eXoerience

and for girls with only a high school diploma.

-

Education is not valued for working class girls. However, young girls are

increasingly obtaining,education'beyond the high school level. They do not

"tend to arrive at professional careers but attend community colleges to

prepare for a higher skilled, better-paying job. Nevertheless, low self-

esteem, low expectation and relatively few options still impose limitations

on their lives, much as they constricted their mothersr lives. The limited

educational,goals of many yorking,class youths oftenA.ead to limited inter

ests and low Achievement. Low expectationa are often reinforced by the

school itself, routinely tracking lower middle: income'youth into vocational

and'Commercial prograMs. :Thwarting of higher aspirations by schools -serves

to reinforce the poor self-images of these girls. The colleges attended,by

a high proportion of these youths also fail to,inspire their students with

higher aims% The author concludes with a set of recommendations for needed !

changes in,work, education, family and community relations and-society to

facilitate the:development and effectiVe functiOning of working class

women in Ameriba; (52 references)
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Sharp, W.H.,And Kirk, B.A. A longitUdinal study of who seeks counseling

whem. Journal of Counselirig Psychology, 1914, 21 (1) , 43-50.

Counselor Characteristics
Students.

SCAT. OPI. SVIB. sek Differences. College
A

1--

This study ,endeavors to identify who the students are that seek counseling

and when during a four-year period starting in their freshman year do theY

seek.it. Scrupulous records of the exact date of first initiation of
counseling were maintained by the counseling center of a large western
university for the freshmen class of 1966 for four years. Preceding regis-

tration all 1966 incoming freshMen were asked to complete the School and
College Ability Test (SCAr, Omnibus Personality inventory (OPI) and

Strong Vocational Interest Blanks, Fokms M and r.(svITI). Males and females

were treated separately in the analysis.
\

Counseling initiation was greatest just after theclass arrives on campus
and declines rather steeply over time. Fall quarter is the heaviest but

no difference in student characteristics were Aidentified for those initiating

counseling in any particular quarter. "Women tend to initiate contacts

earlier in the quarter, which perhaps:indicates greater dependency and/or

_concern7for getting on the right path quickly. ,Also in-contrast to men,

women.increased initiatIon of counseling in the fourth year." Females

initiating aounseling during various parts of quarter do notLdiffer on the

basis of,SCAT, OPI, or SVIB data. Men who seek counseling during final

exams do differ on four OPI scales. They appeared most devitri _lt and psycho-

logically vulnerable. Women who sought counseling during th, third year

appeared less intellectually oriented, less personally integrated and resp

altruistically inclined. Possibly the junior yearpresentediparticular
problems of identity in reference to the institution they mere attending.

ImplicatiOns for counseling are briefly discussed. (9 references)

\
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Shaw, M. C., and White, D. L. The relationship between child-parent
identification and academic underachievement. Journal of Clinical
Psychology, 1965, 21, 10-1.

Parental Models. Academic Achievement. High School Students,

This study investigated the relationship between child-parent identifi7
cation and academic performance. The sample consisted of 66 male and
48 female 10th- and 11th-grade students and some of their parents (89
mothers and 73 fathers). These students came from A high school serving
a large and economically varied area and had IS2s of at least 110 on
the California Test of Mental Maturity. The subjects defined'as
achievers had 3.0 or higher grade point averages, and the underachievers
had averages of 2.7 or below. The adjective Check List, administered to'
all subjects, measured degree of relationship (identification) between
children and parents. Each parent coMpleted 'checklists on Aelf-percep-
tion and Perception of his or her child. Each child complated,checklists
of self-perception, perception of mother, and perception of father.

For achieving males, significant correlations were found between self-
perception and perceptiOn of father and between self-perception and
perception of father's self-perdeption. SimilarlY, there was a
significant correlation between self-ratings of female achievers and"
their mothers. A significant negative correlation was found between
self-ratings of the mothers of underachievers and their ratings for
their daughters. Male achievers identified much more closely with
their fathers than with their mothers, but'female achievers identified
more closely with their,mothers. No such distinctions could be made in
underachiever groups of:either sex. (Dverall, there was considerable
agreement between meMbers of achiever families in their self-perceptions
and the perceptions of them:reported by their parents. 'This agreement

was lgcking in underachiever families. Although agreement was found -

on ratings on their child by the mother and father of both achievement
groups, more parents of achievers than underachievers ascribed the
characteristics of success to their children. (7 references).

-(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher,-, Sex Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing _f ice, 1975.)
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Shepard, W.O. and Hess, D.T. Attitudes in four age groups toward sex-

role:division in adult occupations and activities. Journal_of_Vecational

Behavior, 1975, 6 (1),.27-39.

Sex-BolegAttitudes. OccuPations. Sex Differences. Age Differences.

Stereotypes.

This study examines sex differences in attitudes toward sex-role division

in adult occupations among kindergarten, eighth grade, college and adult

subjects. Subjects were asked to indicate for each of .43 adult occupations
whether they thought it should properly be undertaken by a male, a female or

either. Liberality, defined in terms of "either" responses, increases
from kindergarten to eighth grade through college and then decreases in ,

the adult sample. In every groUp'except kindergarten, feMales are signi-
ficantly more liberal than males. The extreme conservatism of kindergarten
children suggest parehts are still eending children off to school imbued
with traditional stereotypic conceptions. Analysis of individual roles

indicate that while both sexes are increasingly willing to let women into

prestigious oceupations, females are more willing than men to have household

and childcaring tasks*performed by both-sexes. (18 references)
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Smith, C.M. And Roos, MM. A Guide to Guidance. New York: Prentice-

Hall, Inc., 1941. 440 pp.

Counseling Text. Vocational Guidance Techniques. Occupational Structure

and Attitudes.

This book is intended as a pratical guide to counseling personnel for
organizing and operating a guidance service. The book presents.guidance
at work in today's,(1941) school with emphasis upon'(1)some results of

RsycholOgical and'Occupational research which provide for effective counseling

and (2)some tested techniques for establishing, integrating and'operating a

guidance program. It gleans from the 'field of measurement, psychology of
attitudes, facts of the economy, and practical procedures pertinent data
which are essential for guidance programs. Research possibilities pointing

toward more effective guidance work are indicated throughout the book.

The focus is on guidance as it relates to vocational development. An

overview of "Men at Work" ispresented as an introduction to technignes
for analyzing,local occupational opportunities. Then, students''qualities,

which would effectively fit them for aVailable work areas areoonsidered.
How to measure abilities, personality traits, and their relationship to

occupation demands for optimal performance are reviewed. The relationship

of, guidance and curricula in the junior and senior high school and in coopera

tive education'is highlighted. The mechanics of developing new materials

on occupations, keeping a cumulative record,and supervising a student job

search are presented in step-by-step fashion. Guidance techniques in dealing

with loneliness-and insecurity are reviewed. Finally the personal charac-
teristics, training and achievement needed by counseling personnel are
summarized.- (105 references)



Smith, N.L. Influence of client sex and ethnic group on counselor

judgments. Journalof Counseling Psychology, 1974, _21, 516=521.-

-Counselor Judgements. Counselor Attitudes. Counselor ExpectationS.

This study attempts to determine whether a counselor's estimates of the

potential achievements of a client would be influenced by the sex,or

ethnic group, Anolo or Chicano, of that client.. Whether sex and ethnic

group affect the degree to which particular.career goals are recommended

as appropriate and whether the sex of the counselor affect these evaluations

are explored. A sample of f98 counselor-s in public high schools and junior

high schools in the five county area surrounding Denver, Colorado were

asked to respond to case materials which differed only with respect to the

designation of that client as boy or girl, Anglo or Chicano. Two criteria

were employed: predicted academic potential and recommended vocational choice.

The results failedato identify any evidence that cues of sex or ethnic

group have an effect on counselors' evaluatiors of the acaaemic potential

of any of the four cases studied. Cues of sex and ethnic group did not
produce 'systematic variation in the vocations recommended as most or least

appropriate for the clients. These findings were consistent for both male

and female counselors. (17 references)
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Stein, A.K.,and Bailey, M.M. The socialization of achievement

orientation in females. EaEL12222iEel Bulletin, 1973, 80 (5).

Achievement Motivation. Methodological Issues.

45-366.

This article reviews the literature on achievement motivation and

achievement-related behavior in an attempt to describe the patterns

of achievement-related behavior that characterize females and to explore

some of the variables that influence these behavior patterns. The

effect of sex role expecations on achievement striving.in females

and the ways in which confliOt between achievement striving and the,

traditional feminine role can be reduced are examined. The hypothesis

that female achievement behavior is instigated by affiliation motivation

or need for so'Cial approval rather than by achievement motivation is

considered and rejected. Variables postulated as determinants of

achievement behavior (expectancy of success, level of aspiration,

anxiety about failure, belief in personal responsibility, and achieve-

ment behavior in response to failure) are-presented.

Developmental changes in achievement behavior are considered, with

an emphasiA on adolescence and the college years as a time of social

pressgre. Socialization by parents is examined and the authors conclude

that child rearing patterns which lead to feminine sex-typing are often

antagonistic to those that lead to achievement-oriented behavior.

The need for research on achievement-related behavior in the various

social classes and ethnic groups other than the white middle class

is stressed.as is the importance of defining achievement motivation

in a way that is appropriate to females. Longitudinal, developmental

studies are needed as are investigations into the effect of fathers,

socializing agents other than parents, and sex-role-related characteristics

on achievement effort. (94 references)
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Steinmann; A. Fe4,ale-ro1e perception as a factor in counseling.. Journal

of the National Assvciation of Women Deans and Counselors, 1970, 34.

27-32.

The "Ideal" Woman. Sex-)tole Perceptions. Parental influences.

Budcational Counseling.

The views of young-women concerning work and family seem to reflect
those Of their parents. Most young women in this study felt they .'

were capable of handling both work and family, which seems to derive

from the mothers' unfulfilled wishes. On the other hand, moat felt that
working was not an important part of their lives, which may stem from
the difficulties their mothers had in handling both family and work.
The fact that Most of the subjects stated that their "ideal woman"
'should be home-oriented indicates they were probably voicing their
fathers' yiews. Most of the subjects felt children suffer,if the
mother works. Because most young women are unaware of the problems
they will encounter in terms of work and family and the influences
on their outlook, counselors need to help them make inormed decisions

and plans. In addition, counselors must promote the establishment of
free day care, since this will enable women to choose freely. To

_obtain these findings, the author administered the 34-item InventOry of,,
Feminine Values of 51 undergraduate women enrolled in sociology,courses
at a liberal arts college. The parents of the subjects were interviewed
also.

(from H. S. Astin, N. Suniewick., and S. Dweck.

on their Educ ion and Careers. New York: Behavioral Publications, 1974.)



Steinmann, A. A study of the concept of the feminine role of 51 middle-
class American tamilies. Genetic PsychologyeMonoTraphs, 1963, 67,
275-352.

Female Role. Idealized Roles. Self-concept.

This study investigated the concepts of the feminine role held by
middle-class father, mother, and college-age daughter and the degrees

. of agreement and disagreement of these concepts. Subjects were 51
female Hofstrd College undergraduates and-their parents. The students
ranged in age from 17 to 22 and resided with their-pdrents in New
York City suburbs. All subjects eompleted,a feminine role-rating
inventory that measured degrees of traditional other-orientation and-
liberal self-orientation regarding the feminine role. Daughters res-
ponded to the inventory statements for own,self, ideal self, average
woman, men's ideal woman, and as they believed their motherd and
fathers would prefer them to respond. Mothers responded for own
self, ideal self, average woman, and men's ideal woman. Father's

responded for average woman and men's.ideal woman. Eleven families, .

taken from the extremes and the middle of the inventory continuum of
daughter's own-self scores, were interviewed to further explore'the
attitudes under investigation. All dubjects eompletectpersonal data
forms on background variables and attitudes on family reldtions.

Comparison of the concept of feminine role of daughters, mothers,
and fathers indicated that the daughters' concept of the average
woman was-significantly more other-oriented thanoithertheir
mothers' or fathers'. Mothers' concept of the average woman was
significantly more other-oriented than was the fathers'. teughters'
'cciricept of men's ideal woman was significantly more other-oriented
than was the fathers' cOncept of their ideal woman. Daeghters' concept
of their mother's expeetations,for them was close to their'mothers'
own-self concept and ideal-self concept.. Daughters', mothers', and
fathers' concepts of the feminine role are also considered individually.
Subjects' feminine-role concepts are additionally presented in terms of
closeness of family relationships, daughters' perception of parental
dominance, subjects' ordinal pOsition in family of origin, religion,
mothers" work status, and daughters' work aspirations. (105 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sex Rolese _A_ Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975 e)
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Steinmann, A. Women's attitudes towards careerS. Vocational Guidance
Quarterly, 1959, Autumn, 15-18

Parental Att tudes. The Wor Mg Wife. Career Barriers. Role

Perceptions.

An examination of young women's attitudes toward careers should take

into consideration the 'attitudes of, :their parents toward careers for

women. In this study, it appears that the daughters and mothers.are

inhibited in pursuit of work interests because they are convinced that

men prefer women who are traditional homemakers. Interviews with the

principal men in these women's lives (fathers and husbands) reveals

acceptance of the working wife on an intellecutal lcvel but apparent

rejection on an emotional level. Such aMbivalence hinders decisive

action on the part of the women. To obtain these findings, the author
administered inventories on attitudes toward the role of women in

society to 51 middle-class women college students and their parents.

Eleven families were also interviewed. All the students planned
careers after college and almost all of them planned to leave their .

work upon marriage. All parents supported their plans.

(from H. S. Astin, N. Suniewick, and S. Dweck. Women A Biblio a hy

on thcir Education and Careersl New York: Behavioral Publications,



Steinmann, A. and Fox, D. J. Male-female perceptions of the female role
in the United States. Journal of _ 1966, 64, 265-276.

Sex-role Percept ons. Female Role. Idealized Roles. Role Conflict.
Self-concept.

This study tested the hypotheses that American women share a :perceived,
conflict between the level'of activity and independence they 'prefer
and the much lower level of activity they believe men prefer them to
have; that this shared perception prevails despite differences in socio-
economic class, ethnic or racial background, level of education, or
occupational status; and that American men, however, say that their
desired level of activity for women is not different from that desired
by women.

Data were gathered on 10 cluster samples totaling 837 women and 6 cluster
samples totaling 423 men. SUbjects were New York City residents, ranging
in age from the late teens to the seventies, including college under-
graduates, physicians, lawyers, artists, working women and their husbands,,
nurses, and Negro professional men and women. All Albjects had at least
a high school education. Female subjects responded to the Inventory'of
Feminine Values in terms of how they perceive themselves, how they
perceive their ideal woman, and how they perceive men's ideal woman.
Male subjects responded as their ideal woman would. Inventoyyitems
involved value judgments related to womenrs activities and Satisfactions.

The average response pattern of the self-perceptions of the female
samples was relatively balanced between strivings of self-realization
and intrafamily nurturing. Women's idealyoman was also balanced between
self-achieving and other-achieving striving, but was slightly more active
than their self-perceptions. Women's view of men's ideal woman, however,
was significantly more family-oriented and personallylsubordinate than
their own self-perceptions. On the other hand, all six samples of men
delineated an ideal woman as relatively balanced on the continuum
between self- and other-oriented elements. Particularly, men responded
positively to general items of a,woman being active outside the home
to fulfill her9elf. .0n more specific statements of marriage and children
to the lives of women, men were less certain and often contradicted
their more general opinionth. Despite their general agreement to men's
ideal women, women as a group gave bimodal responses on several items..
It was suggested that women's uncertainty about what men want in women
reflects iA part thecontradictory cues they receive from men. (2

references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S_ Government Printing Office, 1975.)



Suarez, C.R :Sexual stereotypes - Psychological=and cultural survival.
In NEA's Nen-Sexist Education for Survival. Washington, D-C:: National
Education'Association, 1973, 18-20.

Sex-Stereotypes. Child Rearing. Family Structure. Academic

Achievement. Chicanas.

This-paper criticizes the "Culturel deprived" interpretation of
research on lower class, especially Chicano, families. All lowr

income families are seen as the same, disorganized, having low
levels of expectations and disciplinary patterns characterized by

force. One researcher "describes the middle class life as more
likely to produce opportunities for normal growth of the child."
Slum conditions are described as having a detrimental:effect on
the physical and mental development Of the ghetto child. The

lack of intellectual stimulation is reported to be the cause of
the child's academic failure. Another researcher ascribes various
'attribUtes to the Chicano family which she contends contributes
to the delinquency of Chicano youth and blocks their advancement

into Anglo society. The home of the Chicano as described by the
literature is deprived, linguistically, economically, and culturally.

The author strongly questions the conclusion that culturally differ-

ent is the same as_culturally inferior. In popularizing this theory,
social scientists have used scientffic evidence to shift the.blame
of low academic achievement of Chicanos from the guilty'institutions
to the Chicano family. Such evidence is based on faulty assumptions,
poorly designed studies and insensitive researchers. The author

argues that a Chicane mother with a large family needssto be well-
organized' to survive.. She also points out that the Chicane woman'e
strepgth and influence is evidenced by the love:and respect with
which she is generally viewed within her family. More thorough
research is nA;led to determine What the Chicanals child rearing

practices are and how these influence her family, especially her
daughter. The responsibility ef other societal factors in limiting
Chicana.opportnnities needs to be examined. In saiools Chicanes

are usually considered for vocational education. Because the
majority of Chicanes work in the lowest paying jobs it should not,
be assumed they prefer such jobs. The Chicane is counseled as non-

college material. She is not considered for occupations such as
scientist, lawyer, historian. The author concludes that this is
stereotyping and an illegal limitation of her opportunities.
(no references)
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Sue, D.W. Kirk, S.A. Asian-Americans: Use of counseling and Psychiatric
services on a college campus. aournal of Counseljn. Psycholoy, 1975,22 (1) , 84-86.

Counseling Use. Racial Differences. Sex Differences. Role Conflict.

This study is an attempt to provide demographic data on clients uSing the
counseling center and psychiatric servicesat. a large university, This paper

compares Asian-American and non-Asian students' relative utilization etf

these services. :While a-significantly greater percentage of Asian-Americans

usethe counseling center, they Underutilize the psychiatric services.

Previous studies indicate that these studentsexperience many special educa-.
tional problems, such as, greater pressure to excel academically, language

problems, restrictWd choice of vocations. Further, they may perceive the
counseling center as a, less threatening source of help and as having less

social stigma attached. While Japanese-Americans and non-Asian femalesdo
not differ significantly from one another; Chinese-American females are

significantly the highest users of combined mental health services. Nearly

50% of the Chinese-American females sought aid. Role conflict between the-
traditional,,domestic Asian female's role and the college-career oriented

role may explain this behavi,or. (8 references)
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Sue, S. and Kitano.. H.L. stereotypes as a measure of success. The

Journal of Social Issuee 1973, 29 (2 ) , S3-98.

Racial Stereotypes- Validity of Stereotypes. Se -Image. Asian-Americans.

This article examines the evolution of Japanese and Chinese stereotypes-

Early stereotypes- were uniformly negative reflecting the social, economic

and political climate in America. The favorability of these stereotypes

has increasedexcept for some remission during World II, so that,

currently, these Asian American groups are viewed as highly successful,
-

model minorities. The image of.Asian female8- appears to be even more

favorable than that of the Asian male. -Methodological and conceptual

problems in the study of stereotypes make it difficult to determine.

.thl validity of these,stereotypes in describing group characteristics.

"There is some evidence that negative stereotypes can have a detrimental

effect on self-image. While the belief that Asians are quiet, unobtru-

sive, hard-working and intelligent can be viewed as positive it may

have some :Iegative side effects. -niformly "positive" stereotypes

ma=ze it dif: cultto, realize that 7ians may have problems. Many

Asian-Americn youths are reject the "model minority" status as

a trick of white racism. In any L. stereotypes, whether positive or

negative, ignore the humanity and the uniqueness of the individual.

(49 references )
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Tanney, M. F. Face validity of,interest measures: Sex-role stereotyping.

In E.E. Diamond (Ed.) Issues_ pfjSex Bias_and Sex Fairness in Career

4Interest Measurement. Washington, D.C,: Department of Health, Education

and Welfare, 1975. Pp. 89-99.

Career Interest Invento4=ieS SCIL KOIS. SDS. Gendor Dominance.,

This pape, explores the,presence and potential impact of gender-linked

term's the-she, etc.) and gender-linked activities in career interest

inventories on tharesponses of males and females. No empirical data

on this issue appears in the occupational interest inventory literature.

Investigations in other disciplines (sociology, applied sociolinguistics,

social and clinical psychology) suggest this language variable may have

an impact on the responses people make. Three frequently used interest

inventories -- the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (SCII), the Kuder

Occupational Interest Survey, .FOrm DD (KOIS), and Holland's Self-Directed

Search (SDS) are examined for gender dominance. Titles of activities and

overall construction including administrators guide, test takers print-

out, test.takers directions, and other'components are critically examined.

These inVentories were also evaluated according to American Psychological

Association and National Vocational GuidancaAssociation test standards.

While these test standards also showed instances of genderAominance, they

do provide guidelines for identifying areas of potential sexHbias. The

author suggests that a systematic examination of the impact of gender-

dominant words and activities needs to be undertaken. (34 references)
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Thomas, A.H. and Stewart, N.H. Counselor response to female clients
with deviate and conforming career goals. Journal of Counseling Psychology,
1971, 18 (4) , 352-3577

Counselor Perceptions. Career Aspirations. Sex-Role Stereotypes. Sex

Differences. High School Females.

This study attempts to determine if high school counselors perceive female

students with traditionally feminine (conforMing) career goals differently

than female students having traditionally masculine (deviate) career goals.

A sample of 18 females and 44 males working as counselors listened to

aUdiotapes of structured interviews with high school girls that elicited

information about their home, school, Self-descriptions and personal values.

Each counselor heard two students with comparable backgrounds, one with

conforming goals and the other with deviate goals. For each client the

counselors completed the Gough Adjeotive Check List to determine counselor's

acceptance of the client, an Appropriateness of Career Choice item with

a six point scale, and a Need for Further Counseling score with a six point

Scale. In addition, counselors were to 1--commend two alternative career

choices for each student. T-tests were used to analyze responses by sex

and level of experience.

While female students with conforming and deviate career goals are

accepted equally by counselors, counselors do not tend to approve of

deviate goals as highly as conforming goals. Counselees who are perceived

less positively or with more inappropriate career goals are seen as more

in need of further counseling., Inexperienced female counselors have the

highest acceptance scores. Experienced male and fethale counselors have

approximately equal acceptance scores. ,Inexperienced males have the lowest.

There are not significant differences between males and females or by

experience level on the AppropriateL,2ss of CareA Goal ratings. Counselors

tended to define appropriateness in terms of realism, practicality,

intereste; and chances for personal satisfaCtion, definitions strongly

related to cultural sterotypes. Students who are purported to hold

deviate career goal receive significantly higher Need for Counseling

ratings by female counselors than did cJnforming Ltudents. WI-len experience.

is cOnsidered only Inexperienced females assign significantly different

rating to-deviate and conforming clients. Suggested alternative career

choices tend tobe consistent with student's purported preference.

implications for determinants of effective counseling or perceptions

interaction with the counseling process are not clear from this data.

(9 references )
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Tiedt, L.M. Realist c counseling for r lh school girls. The_School

Counselor, 1972, 19 5 354-356.

Emraoyment iriformation. Counseling Techniques. High School Girls.

This paper outlines the status of women as part of the labor force and details

the high probability that a woman will be employed for a significant part of

her life. Surveys are mentioned which show that many high rhool girls,

especially those of lower socio-economic background, are unaware of this

probability of employment. The author provides ten suggestions.for counseling

activities which will help enlighten high school girls about the actual employ-

-ment situation. (7 references.
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Tittle, C.K., McCarthy, K. and Steckler, j.F. Women and Educational-

Testing. Princeton, N.J. Educational Testing Service, 1974, 83 pages
_

plUs appendices.

Sex-Role Stereotypes. Discrimination. Achievement Tests. College

Admissions Tests. Technical Materials. Measurement Texts. Vocational

Interest Inventories.,

-This report selectively reviews the area of educational measurement and

how it deals with women. The primary considerations invOlved are the

reinforcement of sex-ro-=e stereotypes and restriction of individual

choice. The results of an analysis of some achievement tests for the

presence of sex-role stereotypes and language usage which displays

content bias are reported. Content bias in user materials and subtest

samples of college admissions tests are also discussed. Educational

measurement texts and technical literature including Thorndike's Educational

Measurement_ (1971) are reviewed for concepts in test development dealing

with the issues of discrimination against women. Test bias in college

prediction procedures ate also examined. The use of two major vocational

interest inventories in counseling women is examined and current research

in this area reviewed.

The general sex bias in school materials is reflected in educational

achievement tests. Language usage analysis indicates that references

to males and their world are more frequent as opposed to a more balanced

content egually.appropriate for the tw6 sexes. Similar results are found

in analyzing users materials, admissions subtests and vocational inven-

tories. The predictive validity of admission tests for college perfor-

mance for various subgroups is strongly questioned and alternative techni-

ques need to be explored. (The report is appended by a 90-item annotated

bibliography.)



Turner, B.F., and -y, J.H. Socializa_ion and career orientation

among black and white college women. -Journal of Vocational Behavior,

1974, 5 (3)_3_0773_19

Racial Differences. Occupational EXpectations. Preferences Internal vs.

External Control. Socialization.

This study compares patterns of career preferences (CP) and career exoec-
tations (CE) among black and white college women and the developmental ante-
cedents of career expectation among these women. A sample of,28 black and
45 white second-semester freshmen women at a large Atate university were
individually.interviewed. Information including demographic, developmental,
and attitudinal items presumably related to educational and occupational
ach ev,ement was gathered.

Black women are far more likely than whites to expect full-time paid employ-

ment. Comparison of career preferences (CP) and career expectations (CE)
show that-while 50% cif the blacks prefeered less career involvement that they
realistidally expected, 40% of the whites-oretThrred more career involvement
than expected. The few whites who expected full-time employment preferred
exactly the level of employment expected. Black women are less likely to

expect to achieve their desired employment goal. Variables expressive of
external control predicted level of career expectations among blacks, whereas

variables exoressive of internal control predicted high career'expectations
among.whites. Differences jn socialization histories are suc*Iested as a .

possible explanation of differences. The finding that there Are no overlaps
of demographic, developmental, and attitudinal vaniables that differentiated
high and lower expectations among blacks and whites emphasizes ihe importance
of analyzing the antecedents of career expectations sepatately for each race.

(10 references)
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Turner, B.F. -and Turner, C. Race and Sex Differences in Evaluating Women.
Paper presented at a meeting of the American Psychological Association,
New OrleanS, 1974. 11 pp.

Se- Differenre. Racial Difcncu. emale Stereotypes. Self-Esteem.

The study eXamines sex diffe ences and within-race sex differences of

evaluations of "most women." A random sample of state university fresh-

men (28 black and 45 white females and 31,black and 37 white males) from_

similar socioeconomic background (SES) were-interviewcd and co.mplcticl a 15 item

semantic differential scale. A principal component factor analysis with
orthogonal varimax rotations was done for the 15 items yielding five

independent social evaluation factors. These were summarized into two

factors: emotionality (feminine) and instrumentality (masculine) . Effects

of 'ice, sex and SES for each factor were analyzed by analysis of variance.
. .

No significant main or interaction effects involving SLS appear. Signifi-

cant sex effect on "Effective, Efficient Female" scale is primarily a

function of especially negative evaluations given by white males. The

sdores of blacY, females, black males and whit, females did not differ

significantly from ono another. No differences between evaluations'of-
"most wamen" annear between black Males ;ad black females. White males

evaluate women in significantly more negative terms than did white females

on instrumentality factors, but they are no different on emotionality factors.

Implications for women's self-esteem and the self-esteem of blacks are

discussed. (9 rofefonces)
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University of CalifoniaiLos Angeles, Unive sity Extension. Sounds

of Chan e: A enort on Trainin in Counsel n and Programmin- for
Women's Career Lpportunities= Angeles: UCLA ExtBnsion, 1974.

141

Women's Pr grams. Alternatives- nse1ing Skills.

for Women

er Opportunities

This report contains 22 summaries of presentations given at a 1973
conference sponsored by the University Extension of pCLA. The program

was designed to provide professionals with direction in acquiring the
knowledge, teChnigues, and awareness necessary to develop effective
programs for women. The topics covered at,the conference included:
assessment of the needs of women; interpretation of social, economic,
political, and educational trends; establishment of goals within the
context of the objectives of various educational institutions; guidelines
for determining the content of women's programs and alternative program
formats; development of counseling and teaching skills for working with
women; and methods of.assessing programs for woMen. A:compilation of
suggested readings related to women's career opportunities is included.

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer. Selected:Annated
Bibliography_on Women at Work. New York: Human Science Press, in
press. 1976.)



vener, A. M. and Snyder, C. A. The preschool child's awareness and

anti-'oa-ion of adult sex-roles. Sociometry, 1966, 29 159-168.
_

Preschool Children. Sex-Role Per-ception sex-Role Perfe _nee..

This study examined the relationship between a child's age and sex
and its awareness of and preference for clothes household tools, and

equipment linked with- sex roles. These items were chosen by adults
and were validated for appropriate sex linkage by 50 children ages 7 to
11. The subjects in the study were 60 c:irls and 60 boys between the
ages of 212 and 5, who were asked to identify the sex linkage of 44

items presented to them.

The t_tal group of children was able to clearly distinguish the sex
linkage of the items. Even the 30-to-40 month old subjects showed sex
perceptibn similar to that of the 7-to-11 year olds. Maternal influence
on preschool children was evident, in that more female than male sex-
linked articles.were accurately identified by both boys and girls at

all ages. Also, a majority of the girls' preferences were same-sex
choices at all ages, whereas the boys did not choose a majority of
same-sex items until the age of 51-to-60 months. The high consensus

between the adult and preadolescent perceptions of sex-role linkages,
plus the preschoolers' awareness of these linkages, indicated a high

intergenerational stability of sex-role'definition. (33 references)

(from H. S. Astin, A. Perelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: Research

Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 0_-1Ce, 1975.)
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Vetter, L. Career counseling for women. The Counselin Psycholo-i t,

1973, 4 (1) , 54-66.

Women's Career Choices. Vocational Development Theories. Employment

Statistics.

This article reviewed theories and empirical data on counseling pertain-

ing to the needs of women. The vocational development-theories of
D. Super, A. Roe, J. Gustad, R. Jessor, H. Parries, R. Wilcox, G. Psathas,

D. -Zytowski, J. Holland, and P. Blau were considered. Research findings .

on factors affecting women's carer choices were reviewed (e.g., the '

-.home-career dimension, male attitudes about women's vocational roleS).

Statistioal data on women's employment revealed that the median wage
of 32 million women currently employed is less than 60% of that received

by men. Furthermore,: 50% of employed women must work for economiC

reasons. It was concluded that coUnselors Must accept the challenge of

becoming involved in social action which willaffect -the status of women
in education and employment. (65 references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer. Selected Annotated Bibliograghly---
on Women at Work. New Yor-: Human Science Press, in press. 1976.)
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Vetter, L. Sex Sti_eo ng in I

,
Paper presented at the meeting o
Chicago, September 1975, 9 pp

or

ions-in Career Materia1s .

American Psychological Association,

Vetter, L., Stockburger, D.W. and Brose, C. Career Guidance _at rials;

implications for Women's Career Development. Columbus, Ohiot Center

for Vocational Education, Ohio State University, 1974. 82 pp.

(More detailed description)

Career Information. Sex Stereotyping. Racial Stereotyping.

This survey involves the analysis of 167 materials listed in the Vocational

Guidance Quarterly (VGQ) "Current Career Literature" bibliographies pub-

lished in 1970 through 1973, and 168 materials listed in two biblioqraphies

prepared by the VT-ERIC Clearinghouse. The materials were analyzed for the

content of their illustrations, on the basis of n4ber of menandrWOMen; en-

vironmental setting(indoer-outdoor); observable interaction between people

illustrated; minority groups; minority group by .sex occupations.by sex; and

occupations by minority group. The instrument used to aesegs- the illustra-

tions was developed for this study. The United States Bureau of the Census'

occupational classifications were used to avoid over-representation of pro-

fessional occupationi, and to give a basis for Comparison with actual occu-

Pational participation in the labor force.
-

The two sources of illdstrations were analyzed separately. While some dif-'

ferences exist the results of the two illustration analyses are similar.

-Sixty_one percent-of the pictures show men only, 21 percent show women only

and 18 percent show beith. :Seventy-five percent of the illustrations-showing

only_one sex are of men only. In bath sets,of_materials the percentage of'

men shown outdoors is greater than both sexes pictured tOgetherl,

only. The ERIC sample has more illustrations of blacks than the VGQ, but

black women are shown in both with greater relative frequency than black men. .

Professional occupations are over-represented to a greater extent for women

than for men.

The'authors conclude that the cur ent status of women in the-labor-force-is--

not adequately portrayed,,incareer materials. _Illustrations.in career mat-

erials are not conveying accurate information to young people about their

Career alternatives. (12 efereboes)
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Vogel, S. R., Broverman, Broverman, D. M., Clarkson, F. E. and
Rosenkrantz, P.S. Maternal employment and perception of sex roleS ameng
collegestudents. DevelopmentalPsychology, 1970, 3 (3), 384-391=

Sex-role Perceptions. College Students. Working Mothers.

Seg-role perceptions held by male and female college students were
examined in relation to the employment historY of the students' mothers.
It was hypothesized that individuals whose mothers have been employed
would perceive less diderence between the masculine and feminine roles
than those with homemaker mothers. A.sample of 120 coliege students
(59 males, 61 females) rated, men'in general, women in general, and
themselves on an inventory of bipolar phrases describing Charadteristie_
relevant tO sex roles.

Results indicated that both men and women with employed mothers perceive
significantly fewer differences between masculine and feminine roles
than men and women with homemaker mothers. Women's perceptions of sex
roles were more strongly influenced by the mother's employment than were
men's. Maternal employment also tended to raise the estimation of one's
own sex with respect to characteristicsithat are seen as socially desir-
able for thd opposite sex: male-valued competency items and female-valued
warmth-expressiveness items. Additional conclusions drawn are the sex-role
perceptions are affected hy actual parental role behaviors and that the
traditional conceptions of sex roles are not immutable. (15 references)

(from H.S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fisher. 'Sex Roles: A Research
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Of *ce, 1975.)
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Watley, D.J. Bright black youth: Their educational plans and career

aspirations, National Merit Scholarshi Coruration Research Re.ort,

1971, 7 (BY, 20 PP.

Educational Aspirations. Career Aspirations. Sex Difference. Racial

Differences. SES difference. Highly Able Students.

This study reports the career and educational major plans and degr e

aspirations of outstanding black high school students who had

National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (NMSQT)

selection scores in the top quartile of their own distribution orothose

who obtained El+ to A averages in high school. The stability of these plans

from 11th grade to two and one-half years later is also investigated.

While the most frequent career choices of blacks and non-blacks of both

sexes are similar, a great deal of change takes place in the areer plans

of men and women of both races. Most notable are-the-increases in social

science, education and business. Also the small percentage of blacks

of either sex who aspired to professions in science, medicine or engineering

is noted.. Black males, in general, seek a higher level degree than did the

nonblacks. Slacks from high income families more frequently plan for a

doctorate than did blacks whose parents earn less. However, doctoral

plans of black women who scored high on the NMSQT are not related to

parent's income. Black women from families with hijh incomes appear more
likely to'plan for a doctorate it they had good grades in high school, but

black women from low income families are more likely to plan fona doctorate

if they have a high'test score. Parental income level does seem tO be

related to educational degree aspirations and to career choice far these

students. The high selectivity of this sample should be kept in mind'

when'considering the applicability of these findings. (11 Referencen.)
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Weitzman, L. J., Eifler, D., Hokada, E., and Ross, C. Sex-role
SOqializa,tion in picture books for preschool children. American
Journal of' SociologL, 1972, 77 (6), 1125-1150.

Children's Books. Stereotypes.

The treatment of sex roles in illustrated children's books was examined
on the premise that picture books.play a large part in socializing
the child at an early age, in teabling'."appropriate" behavior. Por-
trayal of females in roughly half of the pictures would indicate a lack
of bias in the books, since wOmen cdmprise 51'percent of our population.
The study focused on a content analysis of all Caldecott Medal-winning
books since 1938 and a more intensive analysis of the 18 winners and
runners-up for the past 5 years. Additional .reading of several hundred
picture books and an investigation of other types of children's bookS
were undertaken to ensure the representativeness of the sample.

Results showed that women were greatly underrepresented in the titles,
central roles, and illustrations. The sample of 18 prize-winning books
illustrated 11 males for every one female. Where women did appear,
their characterizations reinforced traditional.sex role stereotypes:
Boys are active, girls are passive; boys lead and rescue others, girls
follow and serve others. Adult menand women were also sex typed:
Men engage in a wide variety of occupations, but women are wives:and
mothers. Besqlts of the large-scale investigation indicated that the
average book for children is even more sex-stereotyped than the Caldecott:
winners. (41 references)-

(from H. S. Astin, A. Parelman and A. Fisher. Sex Roles: A Research_
Bibliography, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975.)
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Westervelt, E. M. A tide in the affairs.of women: The psychological
impact of feminism on educated women. TheCounseling Psychologist, 1973,
4 (1), 3-26.

Sex Roles. Career Aspirat ons. Role Conflict and Integration.
Feminism.

Feminist ideology is likely to have'the greatest impact on educated
Women, according to this author. It was noted that the proportion
of young single women is increasing, the average age at marriage is,
increasing, the divorce rate is increasing, and birth rates have
fallen to the lowest levels ever. Career asplrations among college
women are rising, and women's role perceptions and exPectations are
being modified, particularly in the realm of economic and achievement
roles. The conflict of choosing between marriage or career may be
diminishing, but young women today are confronted bya new set of
psychological problems, namely, the successful integration of the
two roles and coping with additional pressures whiCh accompany the
combined roles. Four means of resolving role integration problems
were. discussed: "ceoperation,"-"compromise," "cop-out," and "con-
ventional." (50-references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer.
n Women at Work. New York: Human Science Press, in press. 1976.)
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Whiteley, R. M. WoMen in groups. TilLE021212_a2ling_Ea2h2logist, 1973,
4 (1), 27-43.

Feminism. Consciousness Raising. Women's Self-esteem. Achievement
Motivation. Role Conflit.

This article explored the impact of- feminism on_educated women,- and
illustrated the kinds of issues which arise in consciousnesd-raising
,groups. These issues may be grouped as. follows: (a) defining self-
worth,in terns of a woman's own decisions, ideas, plans and values, or,
in terms of the solicitation of men's approval (e.g., "checking it out
with the man"); -(b) acquiring beliefs about abilities and expectations
of achievement; and (c) resolving role expectationsfor marriage. The
author noted that personal power ,ia denied to women by the legal and

economic structure, and women's performance capabilities are often
devalued (i.e., men are, judged by their actions, women by their
appearance). Conflicts experienced in marriage were=reported tc; include:
(a) acquiring a sense of identity apart from a woman's relationship
with,her husband; 41b) redefining housework responsibilities; and
(c) integrating both professional and traditional (wife-mother) roles.
(10 references)

(from A. Phelps, H. Farmer, and T. Backer. Selected Annotated=
Biblioua2221211T2Itj±lt. New York: Human Science Press, in
press. 1976.)
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fga
Whitfield, 'E=A. and Gustav, A. (Eds_O Counseling G1rls_and Women Over
the .Life Span. Washington, D.C. National Vocational Guidance Association/AFGA,-
1972. 96 pp=

Sex Discrimination. ,ERA, CEW. Sex Differences. Counseling implications.

This book primar ly Seeks to increase the awareness of counsplors,,counselor,

-educators and others in helping profession,of the human.potential that is ,

so direly,needed but so Often ignored. It_intends to convey an understanaing

that the unique needs and individuality of the counselee varies with sex as --

well as with abilities, interests, maturity and pther variable's counselors

deal with. Section-1 begina-witha review of two iploodies of knowledge:

I".ife stage theory and theories of the development of sex differences. Next

each life stage, infancy and childhood, preadolescence, adolescence,..young

adulthood, mature adulthood and old age are described with particular emphasis

upon girlS and women. As each stage is considered, present,conditions in

our society are noted, changes for future directions suggested and implications

for counseling are discussed. In Section 2, four authors address four irri

portant aspect.) of counseling women.. The first looks at the need for value

clarification by womer to meet the challenge of their rapidly changing world.

The next chapter highlights many of the factors which mitigate against women

having or taking advantage of equal opportunities in education or.employment

and makes an impassioned plea for support of the Equal: Rights Amendment (ERA). Then,

the development and potentiality pf Continuing Education for Women (EW) is_

presented and the role of counselors highlighted. The final, chapter deals

with counseling in the year 2,000,\the need for us to maximize all our human

potential and what counselors can do to help girls and women meet that chal-

lenge. (47 references inSection 1;\0 to 40 -references per chapter in section

2)



Whitton, M. C. Same-sex cross-sex teliability anciconcurrent val

of the Strong-Campbell interest Inventory. Journal of Counseling

P- chol;--, 1975, 2.2_ (3), 204-290.

dity

Vocational Interests= Educational Aspirations. Career Aspirations.

ScII.

This study examines data on Strong-Campbell interest inventory (SCII)
and on cross-sex scoring. ,The reliability and concurrent validity of
the SCII scales are scored on same-sex scales, cross-sex scales, and all
scales without respect to sex for 106 female and 76 male high school and
college students ranging in age from 17 to 55 with a mean age of 18.9 years.
Subjects:took the SCII twice with approximately two weeks between adminis-
trations. Reliability is reported as the product Moment correlation of
the scores from the tWo administrations. Validity is reported as the
percentage of good matches between the subjects preferred or actual
college major and occupation and their high schores on the SCII.

The reliability coeffic ents for SCII for same-sex and cross-sex, as
well as without_respect to sex, fall into'the range which has been
accepted for use of the SVIB for years. Concurrent validities for all

sets of SCII sCales fall close to 44% good hits for men's SVIB occupational

scales and 42% for women's form, SVIB T399. Crosssex and same-sex
scoring of the ScII Occupational Theme scales and Basic Interest scales
yield concurrent validities of 41% good hits or higher. Highest
validities occur when sUbjects are scored on the Occupational Themes
and Basic Interests scales without the use of any norms. This reinforces

the view that all subjects should receive scores on all Occupational
scales.

The major weaknesses of this study Are the small sample size and that
they were volunteers and do not represent a systematic sample of persons
n9rmally taking the SCII. Use of self teported preferences of major
and occupation as validity criteria is a weak point, also the timing
of the collection of this information. (16 references)
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Women on Words and Images. ChannelinChildretereotin:in
Prime-Time TV. Princeton, N.J.: Women on Words and Images, 1975. 84 PP.

Sex-role stereotypes. Influence of Media. Role Modeling.

A statistical and descriptive analysis of 16 most widely-viewed prime-

timeitelevision shows and their commercials was 'condu,771-ed by .sTo-women

trained teams. This study Was concerned with sex stv,eotyping, the
presentation of outmoded, inCtkrredt or prejudicial messages of how men
and women behavei as portrayed by real people,,not animated figureS, in

"real life"situations on television. Data:was.'gathered on male/female

ratio, occupations, economic status, negative andcompetency behaviors.

Qverall there are more men than women on television, six times as many
in adventure shows. Men's occupations are more diverse, women's more

traditional. Three-quarters of theMales and one-third of the females
contribute to family support. All adi4t characters showed more nega-
tive than positive characters, but women characters are more grim than

men. Males showed more competent behavior, females more incompetent

behavior.

.The message on television is that there are more men than women around.

Men are dominant, authoritative and competent:\ Women hold traditional

jobs, are dependent, have more negative eharact6rs than men. In commer-

cials stereotypes are more explicit. The implicaons of these findings
are discussed in light of previous studies in this'area. (14references)
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Women on Words and Images. Dick and Jane as Victims. Princeton, N.J.:

Women on Words and Images, 1972. 57 'pp,

Sex-role stereotypes. Racial Stereotypes. Role Models. Elementary School

Readers.

This study examines the way in which girls are portrayed in elementary school

readers as compared with the treatment ot-boys_both_conorary and histori-

cally. it focuses on the activities in which they engage, the attitudes dis-

played, the way people treat them, the generalizations made about them and

'the directions for future life and work offered them. A content analysis of

,2,760 stories in 134 books from 14 different publishers yielded the following

results. Boys and men are present in readers in:overwhelmingly larger numbers

than are girls and women. There are 6 Male biographies to each female biog-

raphy. Men-in-stories participate in 147 different jobs, women in only 26

occupations and arl,of these are traditionally femihine jo1s. The stories

are not,realistic. 'They fail to present instances of mutual appreciation .

and,love among family\members or non-romantic affection amOng people. They

ignore alternative family structures, the poor and hungry and the oldA

Girls are given the message that boys are the doers and td remain feminine

they must stand back passively. The readers seem to suggest that,happiness

for girls lies chiefly in giving happiness to boys and men-;---BeYs are given

a perfectionistic model of t e multi-dimensional human being. A stronger

taboo against boys being dependent at any age exists than they do against

young girls being a bit tomboyish. Various ethnic and rAcial groups are

also presented stereotypically-and traditional sex-role Stereotypes are

preserved even among these groups. The authors suggese!a number of '

cations such early learning may have for these childrenTs future adjiistint

and make several recommendations for change. (10 references.)
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The Women s Liberation Center of Nassau County. Women in Sociy.

Hempstead, L.I. New York: The Women's Liberation Center of Nassau

Counts', 1973, pp.

Sex-Role Stereotypes. en's Movement. High School Program

This syllabus presents an outline of a four-day unit on Women's Roles

in Society for high school,students The purpose of the curriculum is

to raise the consciouSness'ofstuden4 concerning sex-stereotyping and

to inform them about the Women's Movement. A student assignment is-presented,

for each day. The purpose ci the assignment- and various methods for

exploring and discussing the student's workare also given. The assignments

deal with students' perceptions of man's role and women's role in society,

student!s perceptions of feminists, major women's issues, and a review of

the movement's history by a panel of feminist speakers. The appendices

contain facts, myths, definitions and excerpts from articles to spur dis-

cussions. A summary of the Women's Movement and a bibliography= on women

provide background for teachers and students involved in the curriculum.

(96 references )
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zigler, E. and Child, I.L. Socialization. In G. Lindzey and E. Ar-rnson

(Eds.) The Handbook of Social Psychology (Vol. III). Reading, Mass.:

Addison-Wesley, 1968. Pp. 450-589.

Socialization. Class Differences. Cross-Cultural Differences.

Behavioral Systems. Personality.

This chapter,examines various disciplines' thoughts about socialization
and evaluates'each theory's usefulness in understanding this process.
The,current issues which question whether a person is an_active_Or,._
passive agent ln his/her socialization and whether he/she is esSentially

positive or negative in nature are explored. The authors advocate,
neither position'but take a broad approach to the 'issues. Intersocietal

and intrasocietal variations in socialization,are examined and the
dangers of generalizing from cross-cultUral and social-class studies
are emphasized. A system-by-.system review of much of the research on
antecedent variables of socialization and the specific effects of those

variables in relation to particular systems.of behavior is presented.
The systems covered include oral behavior, excretory behavior, sexual

behaVicr, aggression, dependence, and achievement, (697 references)
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